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We are pleased to present the first issue of Ohel Avraham. Ohel Avraham is
a journal of divrei Torah written by congregants of Beth Abraham. The
articles submitted reflect both the erudition and love for learning our
community strives to achieve. While most of the articles deal with the
upcoming mibg, other topics have been included as well. Thank you to all of
those who contributed divrei Torah to the journal and to all of those who
helped complete this community project. A special thanks to Claire Strauss
who generously agreed to sponsor the first issue of Ohel Avraham in
memory of her father Edmond J. Lang A’H.
One theme that our Rav, Rabbi Neuberger, stresses in his drashot is the
importance of zia mFly in the broader sense - to maintain positive and
peaceful relationships within our community, as well as within our homes.
There are two necessary steps in order to accomplish this. The first is to be
understanding, forgiving and flexible in our interactions with others. The
second step is to reach out to one another, help each other, and continuously
cultivate new friendships.
Another theme that Rabbi Neuberger often stresses is the importance of
strengthening our commitment to Torah learning in all of its forms attending shiurim, learning b’Chavrusa, and learning with one’s children.

By
Claire Strauss and family

in commemoration of

We hope that this issue of Ohel Avraham will succeed in weaving both of
these values together. The Ohel of Avraham Avinu was characterized by
both of these themes. Avraham sat at the petach of his ohel in the heat of the
day in the hope of interacting with and forming relationships with those
around him. Also, the place where he pitched his tent was the place where
he was koreh b’shem Hashem. By sharing divrei Torah with one another, we
will, please G-d, strengthen both our Torah learning and our connection with
each other, thereby emulating the home of Avraham –the Ohel Avraham.
May we experience the upcoming Yomim Tovim as a cohesive xEav, and in
that merit, may we all be dkFf to a daFh dnizge daizk.

his 20th yahrzeit on

lEl` `"k

Avie Schreiber

Seth Lebowitz
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Moreinu HaRav Yaakov Neuberger
The Ohel Avrohom is a most welcome addition to our Yom Tov preparations
and celebrations. It speaks to the recognition that we all share, that through
Torah Study our Yom Tov and particularly our Yom Tov tables will be very
much enhanced. Additionally it gives us the venue through which we can
share ideas that have inspired our davening or given us a joyful “aha”
moment. Most notably it adds a dimension to the Biblical mandate to make
our holidays into “mikra’ai kodesh” as explained by the Ramban. He
understands it to refer to the holy ventures that bring people together and to
include learning and davening together as a community.
I thank all those who took the time to contribute and am very grateful to
Rabbi Avie Schreiber and Seth Lebowitz for conceiving of this project and
seeing it to completion. We all know and appreciate how hard it is to find the
time for communal projects, how daunting volunteering for communal work
can be and how all consuming projects become before they are ready for the
community. May Hashem bless them and their families with all the
berachos that communal work can bring.
We are especially thankful to Claire whose characteristic generosity and
graciousness made this project possible. May Hashem continue to bless her
with the strength that she needs to continue to serve our shul with
cheerfulness, warmth and wisdom, all of which help create the concern and
friendship of our community. In the merit of the Torah study and simchas
yom tov generated by this booklet, may Hashem fulfill all of her prayers
letovah, lyomim tovim va’aruchim.
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Of course it is important to keep in mind that our most powerful prayers may
be our actions, moving ourselves in the direction of our wishes.

Moreinu HaRav Yaakov Neuberger
At the outset of every shemona esrei of the yomim noraim, at a moment
when we would want to focus on our dreams and our worries, our minds are
quickly directed to pray for a time when Hashem’s presence will dominate
the plans and proceedings of all people. It is then that we ask that Hashem
instill awe throughout His creation, establishing a time that will fully realize
the phrase: mly aala jpevx zeyrl zg` dceb` mlek eyrie - “that [all people]
will become bound as one to do Your will with complete hearts”.

May we all be blessed to come into the Yamim Noraim with the potent
prayers of improved relations with family and friends, and may we all be
blessed with peace, health, spiritual growth, prosperity and happiness.

I have often wondered why our sages chose to conjoin two seemingly
disparate prayers into one sentence. Why did they not continue the style of
the forgoing sentences, and in one brief phrase ask for a peaceful time when
we will all live comfortably together, and subsequently in a separate
sentence beg for the purity and sincerity of “complete hearts”? Further, why
did chazal phrase this one request differently than the rest, putting it in the
passive form, “that we become bound”rather than scripting for us a request
for the strength and tolerance that it takes to proactively bind ourselves
together?
Perhaps these two passions, to serve Hashem genuinely and to extend and
enjoy loving and respectful relationships, stem from the same environment
and culture. It may be that the roads to both begin at the same point and end
at each other’s doorstep. No doubt both will demand ridding oneself of the
pettiness that so often overtakes our minds and decisions.
The naturalness and to be sure, the thrill of competition certainly shape
within us a predisposition which is unfriendly to respecting and appreciating
the strengths of others. Accordingly, investing in acquiring a positive and
open frame of mind is truly an “avodah”–requiring dedicated and persistent
applications to greater nobility. If we are really going to earn our
membership in an agudah echos –a unified group of kelal yisrael –it will no
doubt require great introspection and soulful thinking; being on guard
against harboring ill feelings towards other individuals and other groups,
challenging ourselves to prioritize, and focus on that which is genuinely
precious.
In sum, aspiring to live in true harmony requires putting much ahead of
private concerns and as a result nurtures a purity of heart and deed in the
direct service of Hashem as well. Chazal further intimate that once we have
achieved comfort and closeness with our peers, we will feel as if we have
“become bound”–as if it did happen naturally and was always meant to be.
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!oda utg 'cy eli ¥̀ k miigl 'miigl xzl`l'
Rabbi Dr. Howie Apfel
Following aixrn on the first night of dpyd y`x it is customary for Jews to
greet one another with a short, but heartfelt dkxa. The dkxa itself,
well-known to all from their earliest school days, universally begins with the
words daeh dpyl, indicating the intent to impart good wishes specifically
for the upcoming year. Interestingly, many mixefgn recommend an
assortment of ze`gqep for completing the dkxa. The three options generally
offered are: 1) 'azkz daeh dpyl' 2) 'mzgze azkz daeh dpyl' 3)daeh dpyl'
'melyle miaeh miigl xzl`l mzgze azkz.
At first glance, the minor differences in the closing phrase of the various
ze`gqep seem to reflect little more than stylistic preference within a
seemingly minor custom. All three ze`gqep certainly convey a common
optimistic tone, projecting positive expectations for the upcoming year. This
uplifting message is clearly communicated irrespective of the particular
ending. How imperative could it really be to express the implementation of
the dkxa in the form of azkz as opposed to mzgz? Is there really a serious
concern that the former group (azkz) would feel short changed in the
absence of the additional reassurance of an early sealing ( mzgz) of the
inscription?
Still, at times, even the most trivial outward differences in halachic practice
reflect a meaningful divergence in understanding of a fundamental
underlying halachic or hashkafic principle. In this case, the ambiguity in
gqep actually stems from a major mipey`x zwelgn that carried through to
the dkld wqt of various mipexg`. Thus the `"xb insisted on the original gqep
presented by the `"nx in the jexr ogley of 'azkz daeh dpyl'. The `"bn (and
the ahid x`a) held that one should definitely at least add 'mzgze', while the
mc` iig only recorded the elaborate extension of miaeh miigl xzl`l'
'melyle.
What was the essential underlying mipey`x zwelgn that generated such
divergent and unyielding halachic opinions? What essential message could
be at stake here? It appears that the original debate evolved from the proper
elucidation of a fairly familiar, yet undeniably difficult `xnb in y`x 'qn
dpyd:

oixenb miryx ly cg` ,d"xa oigztp mixtq dyly :opgei x"` `ctqexk x"`'
minzgpe miazkp mixenb miwicv ,mipepia ly cg`e mixenb miwicv ly cg`e
3

d"xn oicnere oiielz mipepia ,dzinl xzl`l oiazkp mixenb miryx ,miigl xzl`l
.'dzinl oiazkp ,ekf `l ,miigl oiazkp ,ekf ,k"dei cre
There is an obvious difficulty with a straightforward rendering of opgei 'x’s
statement that true miwicv are immediately rewarded with life, while true
miryx are immediately punished with death. The broader implications of
this philosophical dilemma are quite ancient and have never been fully
resolved. Nevertheless, it was the varying attempts at reconciliation of the
local problem arising from this particular passage in dpyd y`x 'qn that
ultimately resulted in the mipey`x zwelgn and the halachic confusion noted
above.
Clearly, in order to resolve the issue one must either deviate from the simple
definition of the words dzin and miig , or alter the basic meaning of the
concepts miryx and miwicv . One approach, taken by the o"x ,`"ahix and
o"anx , was to define miig as life (and its blessings) and dzin, as death (and
related suffering) mheytk. Both definitions obviously relate directly and
specifically to dfd mler. To resolve the aforementioned conflict with our
paradoxical observations of life, they understood miryx and miwicv as
referring not to a global assessment of one’s overall status, but rather to a
specific verdict regarding the current judgment on dpyd y`x alone. Thus,
despite various individuals being perhaps in reality mixenb miryx overall, it
is possible that in this one particular judgment they nevertheless are
designated to be 'eke miigl xzl`l minzgpe miazkpe miwicv. According to
this approach, only the mipepia judgment is finalized on xetik mei . In contrast
the mixenb miwicv are designated as such, definitively, right away on y`x
dpyd. As will be noted below, this will be difficult to reconcile with other
discussions found earlier in the `xnb. Nevertheless, based on this approach,
it is proper that one should greet his neighbor with a dkxa expressing that
already on dpyd y`x , they should not only be azkp, but even xzl`l mzgp
miigl, since under this formula, that scenario is entirely possible. This
appears to be the approach followed by the `"bn.
In contrast, the 'qez ilra resolved our dilemma differently. Rather than
understand the words mheytk miige dzin , they instead understood miwicv
mheytk miryxe. Thus, in a straight forward manner we define miryx as
those with zexiar aex, while miwicv must be those with zeevn aex, as their
general overall assessment. In answer to our question as to the contradiction
of this formulation with the rewards and punishments of life, 'qez pointed
out that dzin and miig refers not to life in this world but rather to `ad mler.
As a result, the ultimate rewards for the aforementioned designations are not
recognizable in this world at all, but instead are reserved for the world to
come. This however, raises the difficulty that if it all truly relates to mler
4

`ad without relevance to this life, then what is the point of doing this
judgment every year at dpyd y`x? Furthermore, why would we bother
sharing the dkxa for this coming year altogether if it relates to a judgment
hopefully many years away? In response to this difficulty, 'qez explained
(based on a `ibeq in oiyeciw) that there is a complex system of divine justice
where a wicv’s reward in `ad mler is enhanced and a ryx’s punishment
intensified, by the receiving of suffering and enjoyment respectively in this
world. Therefore the allotment for the upcoming year needs to be calculated
each dpyd y`x only after an initial assessment of overall status is made. It is
a positive outcome in that particular calculation for the upcoming year that is
the objective of the dkxa on dpyd y`x night.
The Vilna Gaon favored the approach of 'qez over that of the o"anx. He
considered it particularly consistent with the dpyn and 'nb found earlier in
the `zkqn, that clearly describes the system so familiar to us in the
davening throughout dpyd y`x . There it unequivocally states that all of us,
miryxe mipepia ,miwicv, are miazkp on dpyd y`x, but not minzgp in our
judgment for the upcoming year, until k"dei. Presumably, proper daeyz
during daeyzd ini zxyr can alter the ultimate outcome of all Jews for this
year considerably. On this basis, it is most fitting to limit the dkxa
'daeh dpyl’offered dpyd y`x night, to azkz as the dnizg for all does not
occur until xetik mei, ten days later.
Interestingly, Rav Sternbach suggested a means of reconciling the extended
dkxa of 'miigl xzl`l mzgze azkz daeh dpyl' to this dhiy as well. If one
pauses after 'azkze' , the dkxa can be understood as containing two
components. First, azkz daeh dpyl here in dfd mler, second,
miaeh miigl xzl`l mzgze, which refers specifically to `ad mler, a final
designation that may occur even on dpyd y`x itself.
Perhaps we can offer an alternative reconciliation of the extended gqep with
the `"xb based on an alternative definition of dzinl mzgpe (also suggested
by Rav Sternbach). There is a familiar expression in the xefgn that is really
quite puzzling. 'znd zena uetg` `l ike', literally this phrase means that 'c
does not desire the death of the dead, (but rather that they repent, and live).
One immediately wonders how it is possible for a dead man to die.
Obviously the expression znd can not refer to one who is literally
biologically dead. Rather it is best understood as one olvl `pngx who is
considered spiritually dead and distant from God. In contrast, one who is
spiritually alive will find themselves close to Him. 'ca miwacd mz`e'
'meid mklek miig ,mkiwel`. Thus, the miigl mzgp or dzin that takes place
on xetik mei is a designation depicting the particular individual’s current
spiritual status in the eyes of Heaven.
5

In light of the fact that most people are basically consistent in their
fulfillment of daily mitzvos, why might someone be designated as spiritually
dead? It most likely relates more to one’s attitude about his dcear rather
than merely the frequency or even consistency of his actual practice.
Clearly, a person is considered most spiritually alive if he approaches his
avoda with a sense of enthusiasm and excitement. Rather than as miyp` jxc
dcneln (routine) our dcear should be whole hearted, and totally dgnya.
The entire period of lel` leading into mi`xep mini and daeyzd ini zxyr
appears to have been designed to grant us the chance to optimize our
potential and show that we are fully capable of living this way. 'c eyxc'
'aexw ezeida ede`xw e`vnda. This is why the m"anx emphasized that the
purpose of blowing xtey on dpyd y`x is meant literally to mipyi exer'
'mkzpiyn , wake us up from our slumber so that we may come alive
spiritually and express it at this time. How do we know if we made it? One
just has to feel it, in the thrill and anticipation of involvement in the zelitz
and zeevn of this very special dtewz.
With this in mind, we can now re-analyze the extended dkxa as follows: if
one pauses after 'azkze' , the dkxa can be again understood as containing
two components. First, azkz daeh dpyl in a very material sense, here in
dfd mler as explained above. However, miaeh miigl xzl`l mzgze refers
not necessarily to `ad mler, but rather to an appraisal of exactly how
spiritually alive a person really is in dfd mler. If the individual is found to
be “alive,” this designation is certainly one that can be mzgp right away,
already on dpyd y`x. With this understanding we can also add another
dimension of meaning when we beseech 'c on dpyd y`x:

,'miigd xtqa epazke miiga utg jln miigl epxkf'
!oda utg 'cy eli ¥̀ k miigl epxkf epiidc
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How to Obtain a Good Judgment
on Rosh HaShanah and Yom Kippur1

his children and grandchildren will fulfill the mitzvos of the Torah with the
same joy and ease, and will never think that doing so tries the strength of
their resolve. (Darash Moshe, Vol. 2, Parshas Nitzavim)

Dr. Sam Friedman
Rabbi Yosef Karo (1488-1575) writes that the Torah portion (Parsha)
entitled Nitzavim is always read on the Shabbos that precedes Rosh
HaShanah (Shulchan Aruch, Orach Chayim, 428:4). In his commentary
entitled Biur Halacha, the Chafetz Chayim explains that Parshas Nitzavim is
always read on the Shabbos that precedes Rosh HaShanah because portions
of Parshas Nitzavim refer to repentance (Devarim 30:1-10 and Devarim
30:11-14, according to the Ramban`s commentary). Rav Moshe Feinstein
l"vf points out that a sentence toward the end of Parshas Nitzavim teaches a
concept that is fundamental to all of the Torah`s commandments Ÿx§gäE..."
©
"L¤rx©§fe§ dŸ`© d¤ig§ Y¦ or© n§
© l mi¦Ig© A© , "...and you shall choose life, so that you will
live, you and your offspring" (Devarim 30:19). Rabbi Feinstein explains that
by commanding the Jews to choose life so that they and their children will
live, God`s desire is that the Jews perform the mitzvos (commandments) with
enthusiasm and joy, so as "to leave a lasting impression on our children and
students and make them also want to choose" the path of the Torah.
As Rabbi Feinstein writes:
For example, some people give the impression that they do mitzvos
(commandments) only because they are required to, since they do, after all,
believe that Hashem created the world and commanded the Torah. They
seem to take no pleasure in the mitzvos they do and act as if they would
prefer to devote their time and energies to more mundane pursuits
...Someone who keeps the Torah in such a fashion can only give his children
the clear message that Torah is a heavy burden and the best we can hope for
is to endure it. The children of such people are likely to feel that they lack
their father`s will power and to think there is no point in even making an
effort to keep the Torah. Obviously, this is not the ideal. Instead, Hashem
wants us to study Torah and do mitzvos with joy and enthusiasm ...This,
then, is the true meaning of the Torah`s injunction, "Choose life!" We are to
choose to live a life of Torah and mitzvos with such relish and enthusiasm
that our children and everyone around us will want to follow our example.
(Darash Moshe, Vol. 1, Parshas Nitzavim; the underlining is my emphasis.)
Rabbi Moshe Feinstein repeats this theme numerous times. Rabbi Feinstein
writes in another essay:
It is extremely important for people to realize that the observance of the
Torah is the greatest joy. It is the easiest thing to do, for there is no free man
but one who heeds Torah ...If a person feels this way, there is no doubt that
1.This essay was originally published in Dr. Friedman’s sefer on Chumash, Joyous

Rabbi Feinstein emphasized the importance of maintaining the attitude that
the commandments are a privilege to be performed enthusiastically and with
joy, and not a burden. Rabbi Feinstein taught that many Jews became
irreligious because they heard their parents repeat the Yiddish phrase,
"ci¦i `© oii©f Ev xreeW"
¤ "It is difficult to be a Jew," which implies that the
commandments are burdensome.
I have discussed this idea in detail in an essay on Parshas Beha`aloscha
entitled "The Greatest Privilege and Joy," and in an essay entitled
"Happiness" on Parshas Ki Savo. Since Rabbi Feinstein emphasized this
concept numerous times, I`ve also re-emphasized the importance of
performing the mitzvos enthusiastically and with joy, as it relates to Parshas
Nitzavim, which is always read before Rosh HaShanah.
The commandment "...mi¦Ig© A© Ÿx§gäE..."
©
"...and you shall choose life..."
(Devarim 30:19) teaches another lesson that is especially important before
and during the High Holy Days. The Gemora discusses several reasons that
certain Rabbis lived a long time. Rabbi Nechunia the Great told Rabbi Akiva
that one of the reasons he, Nechunia, lived a long life was that he was lenient
and forgiving (Megillah 28a). Thus, to choose life and live a long time, one
should be lenient and forgiving. Rabbi Nechunia the Great suggested that if a
person is lenient and forgiving, then God is more likely to be lenient with
him so that he will have a long life.
Rabbi Akiva seems to have learned this lesson well from Rabbi Nechunia the
Great,as the Gemora in Taanis 25b teaches that Rabbi Akiva was also
lenient and forgiving. This Gemora relates that there was a terrible drought,
and Rabbi Eliezer ben Horkenos added six blessings for rain to the usual
prayer, but it didn`t rain. Rabbi Akiva offered a very short prayer and it
rained. The Rabbis in the study hall began murmuring against Rabbi Eliezer
ben Horkenos, because his longer prayer wasn`t answered. The Gemora says
that a "lFw zA"
© a “Heavenly voice”declared that Rabbi Akiva`s short prayer
was answered because he was a lenient and forgiving person, and Rabbi
Eliezer`s prayer was not answered because Rabbi Eliezer was a strict person.
Rabbi Akiva was lenient and forgiving, so God was lenient with Rabbi
Akiva and answered his prayer for rain. Perhaps Rabbi Akiva learned to be
lenient and forgiving from Rabbi Nechunia the Great, who had told him that
leniency was one of the secrets to his longevity (Megillah 28a). God is
characterized as being lenient and forgiving. God is described as mEgx..."
©
"...oFr̈ `UŸ
¥ p ..m¦iR© `© Kx¤ ¤̀ oEPg© e§ "...compassionate and gracious, slow to anger...
forgiver of sin..."(Shemos 34:6-7). The Gemora Shabbos 133b teaches that
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we should emulate God`s attributes, "Be similar to Him. Just like He is
gracious and compassionate, you also should be gracious and
compassionate." Rabbi Nechunia the Great and Rabbi Akiva emulated God
by being lenient and forgiving.
The Gemora emphasizes, on many occasions, the importance of being
easygoing, lenient, and forgiving. The Chafetz Chayim points out in
Shemiras HaLashon, Sha`ar HaTevuna, ch.8, based on the following
Gemora, that one`s life can even be extended by being easygoing, lenient,
and forgiving. The Gemora relates that Rav Huna was so critically ill that
burial shrouds were prepared for him, but he recovered. The Gemora teaches
that Rav Huna recovered because "the Holy One, Blessed is He, said, 'Since
he is lenient and forgiving, do not take a strict stand against him'" (Rosh
HaShanah 17a).
This concept is so important that the Gemora, on four occasions, quotes
Rava who teaches, "eir̈ẄR§ lM̈ lr© Fl oixi¦ a£
¦ rn© eiz̈FCn¦ lr© xia£
¦ rO© d© lM̈" "Anyone
who is lenient and forgiving, [the Heavenly Tribunal] forgives all his sins for
him" (Rosh HaShanah 17a, Yuma 23a, Yuma 87b, Megillah 28a).
Hillel lived at both the end of the first century B.C.E. and the beginning of
the first century C.E., and was one of the greatest of the Tannaim, authors of
the Mishna. Hillel was known for his patient and gentle personality (Gemora
Shabbos 30b-31a). Even though his contemporary, the great Tanna
Shammai, was known to be stricter, Shammai still teaches us to greet
everyone with a cheerful face (Pirkei Avos 1:15).
As the High Holy Days approach, Jews worry how can they be worthy of
receiving a good judgment. As is said near the beginning of the Selichos
prayer that is recited during this period of judgment, ,x¥Ac§
©p dn© ,xn`Ÿ
© p dn..."
©
"...wc̈h© v¦
§ p dnE
© "...What can we say? What can we declare? What justification
can we offer?..." Considering the obligation to observe the 613
commandments, how can any Jew hope for a good judgment?
Rabbi Yaakov Neuburger, shlit"a, reminds his congregants almost every
year of the advice that Rabbi Chaim Shmulevitz, l"vf (1902-1978, leader of
the Mirrer Yeshiva in Poland, Shanghai, and Jerusalem), taught before the
High Holy Days. In Sichos Mussar (essay 38, a"lWz), which is a
transcription of a lecture that Rabbi Shmulevitz delivered in the Mirrer
Yeshiva before the High Holy Days, Rabbi Shmulevitz teaches that by being
easygoing, lenient, and forgiving, every person can hope for a good
judgment. If one tries to follow in the footsteps of Rabbi Akiva, Rav Huna,
Rabbi Nechunia the Great, and Hillel in this regard, then God promises to be
forgiving. As Rava teaches, "eir̈ẄR§ lM̈ lr© Fl oixi¦ a£
¦ rn© eiz̈FCn¦ lr© xia£
¦ rO© d© lM̈"
"Anyone who is lenient and forgiving, [the Heavenly Tribunal] forgives all
9

his sins for him." Even if the Jews have trouble observing the 613
commandments, they can hope for a good judgment by being lenient and
forgiving.
Being easygoing, lenient, and forgiving has tremendous benefits. Not only
does it potentially lead to a longer life, as the Gemora in Rosh HaShana 17a
quoted above points out, but also, as Rava teaches, "...[the Heavenly
Tribunal] forgives all his sins." Since being easygoing, lenient, and forgiving
takes effort and doesn`t usually happen naturally, my good friend, Howard
Mischel, suggested using the mnemonic, ELF, which I have found to be very
helpful, to make it easier to remember to be easygoing, lenient, and
forgiving.
The Chafetz Chayim teaches, based on the Gemora Shabbos 88b:
Every person who perfects this attribute [of being easygoing, lenient, and
forgiving] is considered to be a true lover of Hashem. He will shine like the
sun in its strength in the world to come ...Therefore, it is well worthwhile to
always attach oneself to this holy trait so that all will be well with him in this
world and in the next (Shemiras HaLashon, Sha`ar HaTevuna, ch.8).
The Gemora in Megillah 12b and in Sotah 8b teaches, DÄ ccFn
¥ mc̈`¨ W¤ dC̈n¦ A"
§
"Fl oic¦ cFn
§
"By the yardstick that a man uses to measure - by that will he
himself be measured." Probably based on this principle, the Gemora in
Shabbos 127b makes the following guarantee: FzF` oi¦pc̈ zEkf§ sk§
© l Fx¥ag
£ oC̈d"
©
"zEkf¦§ l "One who judges his fellow man favorably is himself judged
favorably." Similarly, the Chafetz Chayim quotes the Midrash Mishlei: "If a
person is accustomed to speaking good things about others, the angels will
speak well of him" (Shemiras HaLashon, Conclusion of Part One). Ÿx§gäE..."
©
"L¤rx©§fe§ dŸ`© d¤ig§ Y¦ or© n§
© l mi¦Ig© A©
"...and you shall choose life, so that you
will live, you and your offspring" (Devarim 30:19), is always read on the
Shabbos before Rosh HaShanah. This sentence reminds us of two of the
fundamental principles of Judaism. Rav Moshe Feinstein explains, as
discussed above, that this sentence teaches us to perform all of the Torah`s
commandments "...with such relish and enthusiasm that our children and
everyone around us will want to follow our example," because the
commandments are a most precious privilege that provide a framework to
guide us happily through our lives. The command to choose life also reminds
us of one of the secrets of longevity that Rabbi Nechunia the Great told to
Rabbi Akiva: to always be lenient and forgiving so that God will respond in
a similar fashion. By performing God`s commandments with joy and
enthusiasm, by being lenient and forgiving, by judging people favorably, and
by speaking well of others, every Jew can be optimistic as Rosh HaShanah
approaches and hope for a good judgment.
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Did You Know...?
Insights into the Rosh Hashana Nusach and Davening
Uri Jacobs
The Rosh Hashana davening is so unique among the rest of the years’tefilos,
and its nusach and nuances so distinct, that it takes intense training and years
of practice to do it justice. Not only that, but most congregants do not even
realize these nuances and different nusachos to fully appreciate the details
that go into a proper Rosh Hashana davening.
What I have attempted to do below is to provide a glimpse into some of the
major “pieces” of the Rosh Hashana davening so when they come up, a
greater awareness and appreciation could be developed for our tefillos and
minhagim, some of which are thousands of years old.
Hamelech (The King)
Most of us are aware that the chazzan starts low and increases his voice as he
approaches the bima to start Shacharis as a sign of supplication as he
approaches The King. What is less well known is that there is a minhag to
announce Hashem’s Kingship every time the word Hamelech is said by
having the shaliach tzibur say Hamelech loudly or with a pronounced
emphasis throughout the davening on Rosh Hashana.
Uvechein (And so too)
There are three back to back to back “Uvechein”paragraphs in every one of
the amidos of Rosh Hashana, corresponding to the three brachos of
Malchuyos, Zichronos and Shofaros. The most well known use of the word
Uvechein actually appears in Megilas Esther, where it says “Uvechein Avo
el Hamelech” (and so I will go to the King) in the fourth perek. It occurs
when Esther is about to approach Achashverosh (Hamelech) and asks to save
Bnai Yisrael after davening and fasting for three days beforehand. Similarly,
as we are approaching Hashem, the King (Melech) on Yom Hadin, we too
are asking Hashem to accept our teshuva.
Lakel Orach Din (To Hashem Who prepares man for judgment)
An interesting minhag regarding this piyyut is that some have the custom to
recite it at Shacharis on the first day but during Musaf on the second day.
The reason has to do with a machlokes in the gemara on whether Hashem
judges the world during the first three hours of the day (corresponding to
Shacharis) or during the second three hours of the day (corresponding to
Musaf). Hence the reason we split them up.
Hineni He'ani Mima'as (Here I am, poor in worthy deeds)
This introduction by the shaliach tzibur to Musaf has evolved over the years.
Initially, the whole introduction was said silently by the shaliach tzibur.
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Later on, the shaliach tzibur raised his voice only during certain phrases that
would arouse the emotions of the tzibur. Some of those phrases can still be
picked out by the higher pitch or dynamic chazanus on those phrases like
"Shakai" (Almighty) and "vesigar b'satan" (rebuke the adversary). Today,
while most of the tefilla is recited aloud, certain parts are still recited either
in an undertone or silently like from "vena al tafshi'aym to vesigar b'satan"
and from "vihi ratzon”until the end.
B’rosh Hashana
The second section of Unesaneh tokef lists the many decrees that will befall
mankind over the coming year. It is usually broken out into three sections
with the refrain and tune “B’rosh Hashana… Yaychasaymun”. The third
section which begins with “mi yanuach umi yanu'a” (who shall be at ease
and who shall wander about) is said by the shaliach tzibur in an increasing
rate of speed until the end of the paragraph. This is done so as to not tempt the
Satan as he listens to all of the various negative decrees that are being listed.
Ha’ochaiz B’yad (Who grasps in hand)
More popularly known as “V’chol Maaminim”, this piyut has a few
interesting minhagim. Although the way the piyut was composed, we should
first say “Ha’ochaiz” and then “V’chol Maaminim”, we actually do the
opposite. One reason why this might be is that the chazzan in one breath
connects in a loud voice the last two words of the previous paragraph
“Hamelech hamishpat”and “ha’ochaiz b’yad midas mishpat”. This is done
in order to express the single thought of “The King of justice, Who holds the
scale of justice in His hand.”
A side note of caution, particularly for this piyut where many chazzanim sing
a tune, is to pay careful attention to the commas. Often, the chazzan / tzibur
tries to fit in a fast paced tune into this piyut, which sometimes does not
adhere to the commas. This inevitably “sacrifices” the correct
meaning/intention of the words for the tune, sometimes radically.
Malchuyos, Zichronos & Shofaros
All of us are aware that on Rosh Hashana, the three middle brochos of the
shemona esrei are Malchuyos, Zichronos & Shofaros. What many are not
aware of is that there is a different nusach for each one of them. For
example, Malchuyos, which starts with “Alaynu”, tries to capture a regal and
majestic aura around its Kingly nusach. It is especially present in the
paragraphs of “Alaynu”and “Al kayn”. Similarly, the nusach for Zichronos
which starts by “Attah zocher”, has a more reflective and impassioned
nusach.
It is my hope that these examples encourage us to delve further and bring
deeper meaning into the Yomim Noraim davening. I appreciate any
comments.
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Rav Zalman Sorotzkin –The Shofar of Shabbos

change occurring within our souls, and this frightens him just as the shofar
blasts of other years.

Rabbi Elozor M. Preil
The Gemara (Rosh Hashana 16b) states that one of the reasons we blow
shofar on Rosh Hashana is l’arbeiv es haSatan – to confuse the Satan, the
prosecutor. Rashi explains this to mean that when the Satan hears how the
Jewish People lovingly observe Hashem’s mitzvos, he is powerless to
prosecute us. Tosfos quotes the Talmud Yerushalmi that when the Satan
hears our repeated shofar blasts, he presumes that this must be the shofar
heralding the arrival of Moshiach, as we say in Musaf on Rosh Hashana:
“V’haya bayom hahu yitoka b’shofar gadol”, followed by Jews gathering
from the four corners of the earth to serve Hashem in Yerushalayim. As this
would result in the “death” of the Satan, who will cease to function in the
Messianic era, he becomes disoriented and unable to prosecute.

Earlier we cited Rashi that l’arbeiv es haSatan means that when the Satan
hears how the Jewish People lovingly observe Hashem’s mitzvos, he is
powerless to prosecute us. We all know how precious the mitzvah of tekias
shofar is to the Jewish People, of the great sacrifices that Jews have made
through the generations to fulfill this mitzvah. And yet, out of concern that
perhaps someone somewhere might unwittingly violate Shabbos by carrying
his shofar in the street, we obey the decree of Chazal and forego our
once-a-year opportunity to fulfill this beloved mitzvah. What greater
testament can we give to demonstrate our love of Shabbos! Thus, it is the
very act of refraining from blowing the shofar on Shabbos that adds to the
fears of the Satan, rendering him powerless to prosecute us.

The Gemara continues: “Any year in which we do not blow shofar at its
beginning (on Rosh Hashana), we will ultimately cry out in sorrow at its end.
Why? Because the Satan was not confounded.” Tosfos quotes Behag that
this applies only in the event that we are unable to blow the shofar due to
extenuating circumstances (ohnes). Behag specifically states that this dire
forecast does not apply to years in which we fail to blow shofar because
Rosh Hashana falls on Shabbos. Rav Sorotzkin questions why the reason for
not blowing should make any difference – after all, if the shofar was not
blown for any reason, the Satan was not alarmed and is thus free to
prosecute.
Rav Sorotzkin begins his answer by analyzing why it should be that upon
hearing our shofar blasts, the Satan concludes that it must be the shofar of
Moshiach. The shofar symbolizes other things as well, such as a call to
arms, or the coronation of a king. Perhaps we are blowing shofar for one of
those reasons. Rav Sorotzkin quotes Rambam’s famous interpretation
(Hilchos Teshuva 3:4) that the shofar sounds are primarily a wake-up call to
us do teshuva. The Satan understands that as soon as the Jewish People do
teshuva, Moshiach will come. Thus when he hears the shofar repeatedly
calling us to repent, he is concerned that we might actually succeed and
bring about his end.
Rav Sorotzkin continues that Shabbos is an especially propitious time for
teshuva. He notes that the shoresh, the root letters of Shabbos and teshuva
are the identical three letters! Furthermore, when Adam heard that Kayin
did teshuva and reconciled with Hashem, Adam burst forth in song –Mizmor
shir l’yom haShabbos! Therefore, whereas on a weekday we need to
physically hear the shofar blasts to arouse us do teshuva, on Shabbos this is
not necessary –the remembrance of Shabbos alone (zichron teruah) is all the
motivation we need to do teshuva. Our internal Satan senses the positive
13
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xFbipq dyrp xFbihw oi`

that killed may not now become a source of blessing, due to the principle of
xebipq dyrp xebhw oi`.

Rabbi Dr. Aaron Ross

[There is also a case in .d oiyeciw where this principle is invoked. However,
this is not the reason that is ultimately used to determine the law, and the
Gemara there seems to be using it in a less formal manner. Thus, I do not
feel that it has an impact on our present discussion.]

The gemara in :ek dpyd y`x discusses which horns may be used for
performing the mitzva of shofar. The mishna there states that all horns may
be used, except for that of a cow, since it is called a " oxw" (lit. "horn"), and
never called a "xtey." The gemara analyzes this point, coming up with
several other reasons why the horn of a cow should specifically be excluded
from this mitzva. Finally, the gemara claims that a cow's horn may not be
used because of the concept of "xebipq dyrp xebhw oi`" –the accuser cannot
become the defender. As Rashi explains, since a cow was the central focus in
one of the most heinous sins in the history of the Jewish people, namely the
adfd lbr, we cannot ignore that episode and try to use that very same animal
as our most visible symbol of repentance.
I would like to explore the more conceptual aspect of this idea of "xebhw oi`
xebipq dyrp." Tosafot in :eh oiaexir refer to it as a `xaq, a logical principle
that does not rest on any scriptural basis. What exactly is that logical
principle? Seemingly, we would say that it is not politic to use something
that points to one's sins as a means of attaining forgiveness for those (or even
other) sins! This idea may be in consonance with the gemara in :dk oixcdpq
which states that a gambler is only considered to have repented fully when
he breaks his gambling chips, and a usurer is only considered to have
repented once he has torn up any usurious documents. In both gemaras, the
point is the same – one must remove all vestiges of one's evil past before
being able to attain complete expiation for one's misdeeds.
However, there are also instances where we use the very object that is
reminiscent of the sin in order to achieve atonement. The most notable
example of this is that of dnec` dxt, the red heifer whose ashes were
sprinkled on one who had become defiled through contact with a corpse.
Like the horn of a cow, this heifer is clearly a reminder of the sin of the lbr
adfd, and yet it is used to bring someone from a state of spiritual impurity to
a state of purity! While there is a view that the dnec` dxt was commanded
to Elazar, and not his father Aaron, due to Aaron's involvement in the
incident of the Golden Calf, the fact nevertheless remains that the continual
use of the dnec` dxt throughout Jewish history (until the destruction of the
Temple) is a practice that runs counter to the principle of dyrp xebhw oi`
xebipq.

Before moving on, I would like to pose one question concerning xebhw oi`
xebipq dyrp. The cases that I have listed here are more or less the only cases
in the Talmud where this phrase occurs (save for a few Aggadic passages).
Why does it not come up more often? What makes this question interesting
is the fact that there is a concept in the Talmud known as d`ad devn
dxiara, a performance of a positive commandment that comes about through
a sin, such as using a stolen lulav on Succot. Seemingly, such cases should
fall under the category of xebipq dyrp xebhw oi` as well, as one tries to plead
his case before God by using the very thing that reeks of the sins for which
he has to atone! Why are these two concepts not synonymous, or at least
never mentioned in conjunction with one another?
To some degree, the answer to this last question, and by extension a possible
explanation for xebipq dyrp xebhw oi` as a whole, may be based on some of
the technical issues brought down in the gemara. Rosh HaShana 25a
mentions two cases for which we invoke this rule –using the horn of a cow
as a shofar on Rosh HaShana, and the law that the High Priest may not wear
his golden clothing into the Holy of Holies on Yom HaKippurim, as that also
is a reminder of the adfd lbr. The gemara then objects, stating that there
were other vessels in the Temple that had gold on them, and thus should
also be problematic under this idea! The gemara eventually concludes that
only those things that entered into the Temple itself were subject to this rule,
and thus anything that was done outside did not fall under this rubric. The
shofar, even though it was blown in the courtyard of the Temple, was
considered to have been done inside, since it served as a "zikaron," a
reminder to Hashem, it was considered as if it was inside and thus we want
to keep it as sin-free as possible. This idea also answers our problem
concerning the dnec` dxt, as it was a ritual performed entirely in the
courtyard, and not in the Temple itself, and thus we do not have to worry
about xebipq dyrp xebhw oi`.

There are other instances where we invoke this rule. Tosafot in :f zenai state
that a kohein (priest) who has murdered someone may not bless the people,
since his giving the blessing relies on his raising his hands, and the hands

What emerges is that xebipq dyrp xebhw oi` is a more specialized concept
than dxiara d`ad devn. While the latter seems to be a broader, more legal
issue, our issue seems to be concerned with only very specific cases, namely
situations that are concerned with man's relationship to Hashem. The
blessing given by the priests, the shofar that is blown, and the clothes of the
High Priest are all involved in situations where an attempt is being made to
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attain forgiveness from Hashem or where Hashem is being invoked in some
way. It is in those cases where we are extremely sensitive to our actions, and
try our hardest to present the best image possible. Using an "accuser" as a
"defender" in these cases is nothing less than either complete brazenness or
sheer stupidity.
However, there is another question to deal with. If the hands of a priest that
has killed may not be used for blessing the nation, how can any person ever
do repentance? How can a person use the mouth that has said things that it
should not have said, the legs that have gone where they should not have
gone, and the hands that performed actions that they should not have
performed, and now come before Hashem and ask for forgiveness? If it is the
person himself who commits the sin, then how is his presence before
Hashem not instantly a reminder of those sins?! If a horn of a cow may not
be used in the context of Rosh HaShana because it is a reminder of an
ancient sin, then it would seem logical that the person who actually commits
a sin would be unable to present himself as worthy of serving as a conduit
for atonement!
I believe that the answer to this question will help us to better understand the
overall concept of teshuva (repentance) and what is expected of us in the
repentance process. In discussing the laws of the priestly blessing, the Be'eir
Heitev (O.C. 128:60) notes that a priest who has committed idolatry may
repent and thus be able to bless the nation, but one who has committed
murder never has such an opportunity. Why is there such a difference? He
explains his position by invoking xebipq dyrp xebhw oi`, that the hands of
the priest serve as an eternal reminder of the horrible crime that they once
committed. He is seemingly not bothered by our query, insofar as he does
allow for repentance in other cases. What is the difference between an
idolater and a murderer?

several tactics involved in the teshuva process, among them crying out to
Hashem, pleading for forgiveness, changing one's name, and completely
changing one's actions. The underlying principle at work here seems to be
that real teshuva is done when a person completely breaks himself and them
reassembles himself as a "new" individual. He is no longer the person who
sinned, but rather a new individual, free of any blemish and prepared to
accept the word of Hashem. Only once he has gone through this wrenching
process can he fully repent, only after he has "broken his gambling chips and
torn up his usurious documents" can he present himself as ready to once
again be a part of the Jewish people. There is no longer an issue of xebhw oi`
xebipq dyrp, since the accuser, the sinful individual, no longer exists. Rather,
there exists only an individual who truly desires to follow the Torah and all
of its commandments. While a murderous priest cannot chop off his hands,
and a shofar taken from a cow cannot eliminate the stigma of an ancient sin,
an individual has within himself the power to remove even the vaguest
reminders of any of his past misdeeds. In the words of Rambam, he is able to
say "I am another, and not that person who did those (sinful) actions." One
need only to cry out to Hashem and to accept upon himself the full weight of
his actions, and even the accusers can be converted into defenders.

It appears that the main issue at stake is the difference between an internal
and an external action. One who worships idols sins in his heart and in his
mind. While those thoughts may temporarily translate into actions, there is
nothing tangible that reveals his sinful nature. By contrast, one who murders
commits a sin with his hands, and those hands serve as a constant reminder
of what he has done. Even if he atones for his crime, his hands are still there.
Just as a fully reformed criminal is not totally trusted as long as his still
carries his pistol with him, so too can we not allow the priest who has
committed such a crime to use his "weapons" to bless us with the blessing of
Hashem. He may be able to do effective teshuva for all other situations, but
this situation is too delicate, and thus his atonement will always be lacking in
at least this respect.
So, why is a sinner able to repent? I think that the answer may lie in the
gemara in Sanhedrin cited earlier. Rambam (Hilchot Sanhedrin 3:4) lists
17
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dpyd y`xe wlnr ziign
Rabbi Noam Cohen
At the end of Parashas Ki Setzey, as the Jews prepare to enter Eretz Yisrael,
we are commanded to remember our war with Amalek upon our exit from
Mitzrayim, and to wipe out Amalek at every opportunity. The Torah
instructs us, “Timche Es Zecher Amalek Mitachas Hashomayim.” Parshas
B’Shalach, which details our encounter with Amalek, ends similarly, “Ki
Machoh Emcheh Es Zecher Amalek Mitachas Hashomayim.”The Torah tells
us that during the battle, “Vayachalosh Yehoshua Es Amalek L’fi Charev.”
Rashi explains that by “weakening” Amalek, the Torah implies that
Yehoshua did not complete the job, but killed only their strongest warriors,
as directed by Hashem. Rabbeinu Bachaye comments that Hashem prefers
not to interfere with the natural course of events if unnecessary, and
therefore, in order to save Klal Yisrael at that point, it was necessary only to
weaken Amalek, rather than annihilate them. However, the very next pasuk
tells us that Hashem instructed Moshe, “K’Sov Zos Zikaron BaSefer V’Sim
B’Aznei Yehoshua, Ki Machoh Emcheh Es Zecher Amalek Mitachas
Hashomayim.” This message was directed at Yehoshua, clearly since he was
to become the leader of Klal Yisrael, their spiritual and military guardian
entrusted with the future conquest of Eretz Yisrael. However, two questions
persist. First, whose job is it to destroy Amalek? Parashas Ki Setzey instructs
us to carry out this directive ourselves (“timcheh”), while Parashas
B’Shalach assures us that Hashem himself will handle it for us (“machoh
emcheh”). Thus, how do we understand our role in this mitzvah – is this
Hashem’s job, or ours alone? Second, what is the need for the phrase, “Sim
B’Aznei Yehoshua?”
The meforshim offer various explanations, but the Or Hachaim’s seeks to
best elucidate Yeshoshua’s unique suitability, as the next leader of Klal
Yisrael, for this message. According to his approach, Yehoshua was not only
confused by Hashem’s directive to spare the weaker factions of Amalek’s
army, but also was greatly disappointed at this lost opportunity. His concern
was evident only to Hashem, who therefore instructed Moshe to privately
assure Yehoshua that there would be future opportunities to destroy Amalek,
most notably during Shaul Hamelech’s reign and during the Purim episode
under the stewardship of Mordechai and Esther. It was therefore unnecessary
for Yehoshua to annihilate Amalek at this time. But it was Yehoshua’s
position, as the one entrusted by Hashem to guide Klal Yisrael in the
fulfillment of its mission and its relationship with other nations in its
conquest of Eretz Yisrael, which necessitated this private message as
conveyed through Moshe.

during each Torah reading cycle. According to the Rambam, the recitation of
Parashas Zachor is intended to arouse us to greater heights of Avodas
Hashem. The meforshim explain that the term “Asher Korcha Baderech,”
connotes the fact that Amalek, by attacking our nascent nation upon its
exodus from Mitzrayim, sought to demonstrate to the world the random
nature of our sudden rise from slavery, that the miracles we experienced
were just a “mikreh,” a random, natural occurrence, and not the work of a
higher power. Our abhorrence of this detestable act, read aloud in shul,
should therefore naturally propel us to serve Hashem with greater fervor,
thereby countering Amalek’s effort to downplay all manifestations of G-d in
this world. Our service of Hashem negates their effort by infusing the world
with spirituality and the recognition of Hashem’s preeminence. This idea is
bolstered through the story of Purim, our most notable threat from Amalek.
Although our salvation arrived through a nes nistar, a series of seemingly
natural events, it is our obligation to be mifarsem this miracle as divinely
inspired, through the public reading of the megillah. Thus, our efforts in this
regard continue, generation after generation, to mitigate Amalek’s influence
in the world by demonstrating G-d’s continued hashgacha. According to the
Rambam therefore, it would seem that Amalek’s perpetual existence helps
give expression to our mission throughout our history. Just as darkness can
be perceived only through our cognizance of the existence of light, the
subsistence of evil in this world not only helps to clarify the presence of
good in the world, but also actually illuminates good as the absence of evil.
Klal Yisrael’s tafkid therefore, ironically is clarified through Amalek’s
continuous existence. Indeed, we believe that the moment of this tafkid’s
fulfillment will coincide with the coming of the ultimate redemption, which
will, in effect, dispose of this national obligation, as Amalek and the forces
of evil in this world will have then been fully vanquished.

Perhaps we can better understand this point through the Rambam’s unique
viewpoint on Parashas Zachor and our obligation to read it aloud once

Perhaps the aforementioned idea can serve as an additional explanation why
Hashem prevented Yehoshua from annihilating Amalek at this moment. And
perhaps, with the help of the Da’as Zakeinim M’Ba’alei Hatosfos, it can help
explain the apparent discrepancy between the directives in Parashas
B’Shalach and Parashas Ki Setzey. The Da’as Zekeinim offers an
explanation for the double language, “Ki Machoh Emcheh” – as Hashem’s
instruction to Klal Yisrael to wipe out Amalek in this world while He does
the same in the next world. Seen through the Da’as Zekeinim’s eyes, the
commandment to destroy Amalek can be viewed as a partnership between
G-d and the Jewish nation –that as long as we concentrate our efforts toward
the eradication of that which Amalek represents in this world, Hashem will
fulfill his promise to effect their destruction in the next… .and it is precisely
this partnership of which Hashem reassured Yehoshua through Moshe – a
symbiotic relationship between G-d and the Jews which would provide us
with our road map (for lack of a better term) through the millennia, a
compass to be used in the pursuit of our national goal. This symbiosis finds
expression in the last pasuk of Parashas B’shalach, where Hashem advises
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that “Ki Yad Al Kais Kah Milchamah L’Hashem B’Amalek Midor Dor.”
Rashi explains that the missing “aleph” in the word “Kais” connotes
Hashem’s imperfect dominion in this world as long as Amalek survives.
Amalek’s ultimate demise therefore will herald ultimate fulfillment for
Hashem and Klal Yisrael. Clearly then, this mission belongs neither to Klal
Yisrael nor to Hashem exclusively, but represents a collaboration of efforts.
And this havtacha to Klal Yisrael continues to serve as a source of strength
for us during difficult times – we are confident that as long as we keep
focused on our important mission, our hishtadlus is met with reciprocal
action by G-d in advancing not only our national aspirations, but those we
ourselves and our families hold so dear.
As we approach Rosh Hashanah 5770, we look back on a uniquely difficult
year for Klal Yisrael on a communal as well as individual level. The year
5769 brought economic hardship for many, complete financial ruin for
others, and cast a pall over our nation as news stories broke revealing the
gross indiscretions of some prominent community members. The resulting
chillul Hashem has lowered our stature in the world, possibly manifested in
others’recent renewed attempts to question our sovereignty over our eternal
capital, Jerusalem. Additionally, our suffering has brought a degree of
disillusionment to our community – the increased stress of supporting our
families during this time has perhaps resulted in temporarily shifting our
focus from the truly important to the more mundane. Our learning, davening
and indeed our very focus on the Ribono Shel Olam as the sole source of our
sustenance has understandably suffered during this time, but it is precisely
now, as we prepare to coronate Hashem as King of the Universe, when we
must gird ourselves and find strength in his havtacha – that as long as our
efforts remain L’shem Shomayim, and we continue to live and raise our
children in the ways of the Torah, He will keep His promise to us by
providing for our families’daily needs, raising the honor of Klal Yisrael in
the eyes of the world, and ensuring that the year 5770 brings us closer to our
ultimate redemption, when the honor of Klal Yisrael and Hashem’s absolute
dominion will be apparent to all.

1

'd lkida xwal

Jonathan Schloss
In L'David Hashem Ori V’Yishi, David Hamelech says that he asked Hashem
for one thing, "Achas Sha'alti Me'es Hashem, Shivti Bveis Hashem kol y'mei
chayay, lachzos b'noam Hashem U'livaker beheichalo." David HaMelech
wants to sit in the house of Hashem all the days of his life viewing Hashem's
pleasantness and to visit - Livaker, Hashem's heichal.
It seems that David HaMelech is asking for more than one thing. In fact, it
looks like he's asking for two things. Not only is he asking for two things,
not one, it seems that he's asking for 2 opposite things. On one hand, he's
asking to be a "toshav", a resident who is familiar with the every-day
workings of the Mikdash when he asks for the privilege of being able to sit
in Hashem's home ("Shivti B'veis Hashem . . ."). On the other hand, he's
asking to be able to visit Hashem's heichal (U'livaker b'heichalo"). A visitor
is hardly a ben bayis. What is David HaMelech really asking for here?
It may be hard to imagine David HaMelech as a wide-eyed tourist who is
awed by the site of Hashem's main address on this world but that is part of
David HaMelech's singular request. David realized that it is important to
strive to become a regular in Hashem's house and that in and of itself is a
worthy goal. However, David also realized that by becoming too familiar,
one can also lose the proper sense of awe one should feel when entering the
Mikdash. When a tourist sees the kotel for the first time, he might think
"Wow, this is the last standing remnant of the mikdash" - he may
contemplate the significance of the place and feel truly awed. The person
who is there every day may not feel the same way every day.
David seeks to be privileged to be a "ben bayis" in the Heichal and to enjoy
the privileges of being able to serve Hashem as an "insider". But that's not
enough. He wants to feel the same sense of newness that one who visits it for
the first time experiences - every day.
Though one may come to shul every day, David HaMelech is warning us
that one should not let it become a trite, "every-day" experience. By
inserting this mizmor in the davening in Elul through Shmini Atzeres, Chazal
obviously picked up on David Hamelech's one goal -take the uplifting
davening and overall experience of Elul, Rosh Hashana and Yom Kippur and let it assist us during the rest of the year to perform our daily rituals
without rote.
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1. Based on a Dvar Torah heard from R' Yitzchak Mirsky
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A New Year’s Resolution We Can Complete

that he was a ligzn and a miiqn. Whatever he began, he finished. He never
left a project half finished.

Rabbi Michael Zauderer

`g` 'x d"c hi dyxt dax xacna
ayeiy d"awd ly elew rny mexnl dyn dlry drya xn` `pipg 'x mya `g` 'x
za dlbr xne` xfril` 'x .dxne` mya dkld xne`e dnec` dxt zyxta wqere
:el xn` .ivlgn `diy oevx idi - minlerd oeax :eiptl xn` .mizy za dxte dzpy
eze` my - xfril` cg`d mye (gi zeny) aizkc `Ed `cd .jivlgn `edy jiig
.cgeind
In Parshat Chukat, the mitzvah of dnec` dxt is introduced by the command
that l`xyi ipa bring the red cow to Moshe, "dnec` dxt jil` egwie"
(Bamidbar 19:2). From this pasuk it would appear that the entire ritual of
preparing the dxt would be done by Moshe himself. Surprisingly, however,
we find in the very next pasuk that Aharon’s son, Elazar, was to perform the
mitzvah. What then was the reason for the cow to be initially given to
Moshe? Rashi explains that the mitzvah of preparing the dnec` dxt in the
desert will always be attributed to Moshe. Why did Moshe want to be so
closely associated with the mitzvah of dnec` dxt so that, in Rashi’s words,
"jny lr z`xwp `id mlerl"?
The Kli Yakar answers this question based on a fascinating Midrash. When
Moshe Rabbainu went up to Heaven to receive the Torah, he heard Hashem
giving a shiur on the laws of dnec` dxt. The opening line of the shiur
began by Hashem quoting the opinion of Rebbi Eliezer that the cow to be
used for the mitzvah of dtexr dlbr must be one year old and the cow to be
used for the dnec` dxt should be two years old. The Midrash Rabbah
(Bamidbar 19:7) recounts that when Moshe observed this episode, he prayed
that Rebbi Eliezer should be one of his descendants.1 What unique quality
did Rebbi Eliezer possess that Moshe Rabbeinu so admired?
Rabbi Hutner, in the wgvi cgt, explains the uniqueness of Rebbi Eliezer
based on the Gemara Sukkah 28a. The Gemara enumerates several qualities
that Rebbi Eliezer possessed. One of them was that no one ever arrived at the
Beit Midrash before him and another one was that he would be the last one
to leave the Beit Midrash. Rav Hutner explains the dcn of xfril` iax was
1. The Midrash (Bamidbar Rabbah 19:7) concludes that this is the meaning of the
verses in Shemot 18:3-4 that list the two sons of Moshe by stating “and the name of
one was Gershom… . and the name of one was Eliezer”instead of saying that the
name of the first was Gershom and the name of the second was Eliezer. The Eliezer
referred to in the pasuk is the Tanna Rebbi Eliezer.
:dixkp ux`a iziid xb xn` ik myxb cg`d my xy` dipa ipy z`e (b)
:drxt axgn iplvie ixfra ia` iwl` ik xfril` cg`d mye (c)
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It is not surprising that of all the Tannaim that could have been chosen to
begin Mishnayot, Rebbi Yehuda HaNasi chose Rebbi Eliezer for the first
Mishna in Brachot. Similarly, the last Mishna in oivwer, which concludes
Mishnayot, is also the opinion of Rebbi Eliezer.2 Rebbi Yehuda HaNasi
wanted to impart this lesson of completing what you begin by opening and
closing with the opinions of Rebbi Eliezer.
It is for this reason that Moshe Rabeinu desired a kinship with Rebbi Eliezer.
Moshe desired this same dcn of completion. Chazal tell us that the dxt
dnec` serves as atonement for lbrd `hg.3 Moshe was the one who began
the initial process of daeyz for the lbrd `hg. He ground the calf into dust,
he davened for forty days that Hashem should forgive Bnei Yisrael, and he
begged Hashem to remove his name from the Torah rather than punish the
Jewish people. Moshe wanted to see the daeyz process through to
completion and this is why the mitzvah of dnec` dxt is attributed to Moshe
for eternity. 4
A new year brings with it many promises, lofty goals, and aspirations. Let us
remember the powerful message that setting new goals is important but it is
equally important to see them through to completion as the `"nx in zekld
dpyd y`x remarks, "xenb el mixne` devna ligznd ik".5

2. Technically, Rebbi Eliezer is in the third to last Mishna in oivwer. However, the
second to last Mishna that quotes an argument between Beit Shammai and Beit Hillel
is really an expansion of Rebbi Eliezer’s opinion. The last Mishna was added so that
the Mishnayot should conclude on a positive note. Further proof that the Mishna of
Rebbi Eliezer was specifically chosen as a conclusion can be deduced from the fact
this same Mishna was already taught in ziriay zkqn.
3. See i"yx at the conclusion of hi xacna where he quotes several parallels between
lbrd `hg and dxt dnec` in the name of oyxcd dyn 'x.
4. The devn of dtexr dlbr is atonement for murder. Chazal tell us that Chur, the son
of Miriam, was killed trying to stop the Jewish people from making the adfd lbr.
5. c 'q dtwz g"e`
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Rosh Hashanah that Falls out on Shabbat and Tekiat Shofar
David Markowitz
In the months leading up to Rosh Hashanah, we anxiously look forward to
arrive in shul to hear the all encompassing sounds of the shofar. As a
member of the congregation, everyone eagerly waits for the Ba’al Tokea to
walk to the Bimah, recite the bracha, and only when there is absolute silence,
does he begin to resonate the silence - shattering sounds of the shofar for
everyone to hear. The deafening noise serves its purpose, inspiring almost
everyone to direct their intent on the Tefilot, and bringing them closer to the
path of Teshuva, as well as to beg Hashem to change his manner of dealing
with us from Midat Din to Midat Rachamim.
When one is the Ba’al Tokea, you focus only on the technique you have
been practicing, almost praying that you’ll have the strength and heavenly
support to be able to sound off 100 kolot for the congregation to hear. You
sense relief, almost jubilation, as the final tekiya gedolah is sounded. You
know exactly when you cross the threshold of the differentiation between a
tekiya, and a tekiya gedolah. You then begin to feel what everyone else has
experienced until now, knowing the sounds you worked so hard on have
been completed, and you yearn for the kolot to reach deep in you to inspire
the teshuvah that the sounds are supposed to.
However, we have all experienced the disappointment. You prepare your
thoughts, you clean your Tallit, and you find and dust off all the machzorim.
You prepare the meals, and play a complex game of chess, juggling parental
and in-law responsibilities to decide where to go for Yom Tov. You believe
deep down, whether your mother’s (or mother-in-law’s) food is good or not,
the awe inspiring sound of the shofar will set the tone of Yom Tov. But
when the first day of Rosh Hashanah occurs on Shabbat, we don’t blow the
shofar. We are forced to wait another day, and hope the abbreviated sound
of the holiday which we hear on Sunday will satisfy our yearning for
inspiration.
Question:
Understanding the nature of the Yom Tov, where the most integral part of
the chag is the shofar, why would Chazal not allow us to blow the shofar in
shul when it falls on Shabbat? Mishnayot Rosh Hashana 4:1 states clearly;
we don’t blow shofar on Shabbat outside of the Mikdash. The later part of
the Mishna clarifies that in the presence of a Beit Din Gadol, even outside of
the Mikdash the shofar could be blown on Shabbat. (The specific example
cited is in the case of Yavneh.) However, the answer still eludes us.
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What was the concern of the Mishna? Were we worried that perhaps the
Ba’al Tokea would forget to bring his shofar to shul on erev Yom Tov,
suddenly realize on Shabbat morning that he still had his shofar with him,
and carry it to shul knowing how dependent the community is on him and his
shofar? What are the rulings regarding similar situations where a mitzvah
from the Torah might have been altered or overruled as a result of a takaneh
from the chachamim?
The more puzzling explanation of the Takaneh lies in what the Gemara
explains as being the root of the issue. The Gemara points out explicitly,
that our great concern is that someone will carry a shofar, apparently after
the Mitzvot of the day have already been completed, and go to study or
practice with an expert on blowing shofar. This is extremely confusing. We
are not concerned that the Ba’al Tokeah will carry the shofar to shul, but we
are concerned that someone practicing, not even doing an act that leads up to
performing the actual mitzvah itself, will carry the shofar, and therefore the
entire Shul and Community will not hear the shofar on Rosh Hashanah?
This is a very perplexing approach.
Later in the same perek in Rosh Hashanah, (4:3) the Mishna states the
procedure for observing the mitzvah of lulav, also when it falls out on
Shabbat. The Mishna explains that the practice of shaking of the lulav was
originally in 2 different manners.
1) In Mikdash, they would shake the lulav all 7 days of Succot.
2) In other parts of Eretz Yirsroel and Galut (all non-Mikdash areas
outside of earshot and sight of the Mikdash) they would shake the
lulav only on the first day of Succot.
We understand from various meforshim that the above Halacha would be
slightly different when the first day of Succot occurred on Shabbat. When
Shabbat and the first day of Succot would coincide, then even on Shabbat,
even outside of Mikdash, we would shake the lulav, both in Mikdash and
non-Mikdash areas. Only after the destruction of the first Beit Hamikdash
did Chazal establish the guideline (Takaneh) that we should not shake the
lulav on Shabbat, regardless of where and when, during the 7 days of Succot
it occurred, whether the 1st day (a mitzvah D’oraita) or any of the remaining
6 days (a mitzvah D’rabanan, and fulfills a double kiyum of Succot and
Zechirat Hamikdash).
Does the learning of this Mishna and Halacha seem to imply that the
fulfillment of the mitzvah of shaking the lulav (every person has to
individually take possession of, handle, and shake) is of a higher stature than
hearing the Shofar on Rosh Hashanah? When the first day of Succot and
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Shabbat coincided, (only when the Beit Hamikdash was still standing) they
would still shake the lulav in towns far away from Yerushalayim, Yavneh,
and any other city. However, when it came to Shofar, the only time they
would blow the Shofar when Shabbat and Rosh Hashanah coincided (outside
of Mikdash) was when a Beit Din Gadol (one that could affirm the
establishment of Edut Hachodesh) was present. And to take one step
further, even when the Beit Din Gadol was present in a city, the shofar was
only sounded in front of them, and not in every shul in the city where they
presided.
Logically, it seems like the ability to err is much greater with regards to
Lulav. Lulav, as we detailed above, is a mitzvah that requires everyone’s
individual effort and coordination. In order for it to be effective, as the
mishna in Succah prescribes (3:13), everyone would bring his lulav to the
Beit Knesset and leave it there on Erev Shabbat, and return Shabbat AM to
identify his own, and then take it to fulfill the mitzvah of Nitilat Lulav.
Imagine in our common era (and limited space in our coat closet) how we
could possibly have everyone achieve that! I know myself what it is to
finally get home on Erev Yom Tov in the hustle and bustle of leaving work
early, checking the Lulav and the Arba’a Minim to ensure it is set up
correctly, finding the lulav and etrog cases, organizing mine, my kids, and
then the thought of having to go to shul and drop it off in an orderly fashion
so we could pick it up in the morning! The lines would have to be ten times
worse than going to do Mechirat Chametz in Beth Abraham!
In contrast, the mitzvah of shofar only requires one person to coordinate his
thoughts and mind. The Ba’al Tokea must remember to bring his shofar,
while the only thing the kehila must do is pay attention to him when he is up
at the bimah. The kiyum mitzvah of shofar is listening, not requiring
physical action like lulav. It doesn’t make sense that Chazal would prohibit
shofar on these grounds, (for the concern of one individual) while permitting
the Lulav, even outside of the Beit Hamikdash, to be handled on Shabbat
(someone may accidentally carry the Lulav to shul on Shabbat). The odds
are much greater that an error would occur with lulav, yet the takanah was
not applied to lulav, rather it was applied only to the Shofar.

time, but they also had to instill the fear and inspire the Tok’im, and
ultimately everyone else in the Kehila who came to hear Shofar on Shabbat,
in front of the Beit Din who declared when the Yom Tov should actually
occur! This took a lot of guts and confidence on their part. They not only
determined when Yom Tov would start, but they had to face everyone, and
allow what would normally be considered at least a violation of a Gezeirah
of the Rabanan, in front of everyone, when that action took place on Rosh
Hashanah! That statement, showing the absolute power of the Beit Din, was
enough to inspire and strike fear in the people that might actually violate the
Isur of carrying on Shabbat afternoon by carrying the shofar to practice with
an expert. It also was something that could only be achieved by the Beit Din
Gadol (it is disputed on how large that Beit Din actually was, but it had to be
at least 23, or more likely the full Sandhedrin). A group of 3 people that
form a Beit Din to determine smaller matters, mostly common/civil disputes
was not sufficient.
It is worth noting that Rav Alfasi did actually blow shofar on Rosh
Hashanah which occurred on Shabbat in his Shul/Beit Din, although it is not
absolutely clear how large his Beit Din was at the time. There was also a
case which occurred in the Old City of Yerushalayim after 1967, where a
shofar was also blown on Shabbat Rosh Hashana, but the predominant
opinion following the breakup of the formal Sanhedrin (which still operated
in Bavel for several centuries following the destruction of the 2nd Beit
Hamikdash) was that the power of the Beit Din was lost, and as a result,
regarding our subject matter, they did not continue to blow shofar on
Shabbat.
Therefore, the question that is still outstanding would be, if all the above is
true, then the same Beit Din/Chachamim who established the necessity of 2
days of Rosh Hashanah (due to the fact of the inability to definitely
determine or get the word out fast enough to all communities both in Israel
and in Galut which day Rosh Hashanah would take place on) should have
been able to prescribe a plan or method, perhaps similar to the way the
Lulavim were dropped off and organized on Friday when Shabbat and
Succot coincided, to permit the use of the shofar on Shabbat Rosh Hashana.
Once again, the question is, isn’t shofar a mitzvah from the Torah, and just
as Lulav on the first day of Succot was done on Shabbat (before the
destruction of the Mikdash) why not the Shofar as well?

I believe the understanding of all this lies in the explanation of the Magid
Mishna on the Rambam, (2:9) of Hilchot Shofar, and the Ikari Tosafot Yom
Tov on the Mishnayot explained above. When a Beit Din had the power to
establish Kiddush Hachodesh, they were in control of regulating when the
Chagim would fall out. As a result, Tosfot Yom Tov and Magid Mishna
deduce that since the Beit Din exercised that power to determine when the
chagim would occur through Kiddush Hachodesh, they themselves not only
bore the responsibility of determining that the chagim occurred at the right

I believe the complex balance of this lies in the strength of the Beit Din. Beit
Din, in order to validate their conclusion of when the Chagim would occur,
knowing that in some instances the first day of Rosh Hashana (and Succot)
would at times occur on Shabbat, and unlike other chagim, there would
never be an opportunity to re-capture those Mitzvot. Although they are
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mitzvoth D’Rabanan, when Shabbat and Chanukah coincide, we light the
candles before Shabbat. When Purim and Shabbat coincide, we postpone the
celebration of the holiday until after Shabbat. But in neither case do we ever
skip or miss the mitzvah like Shofar. How could the prescription be written
for the generations to miss this rare and inspirational mitzvah?
In discussing this with a long time friend, he suggested something he learnt
from the Rav. The shoresh, root, of the word Teruah (from the pasuk of Yom
Teruah) is Resh Ayin Heh (Reah/friend). When one is fortunate enough to
have a close friend, you don’t need the formal invitation to ‘drop in’. Your
Reyut/intimate friendship allows for the occasional unsolicited visit, but
more importantly, it allows for the favor of, “can you please come over?
There is something I need help with”.
On Rosh Hashana, we yearn to make this same relationship with Hashem.
Although, in preserving the words and directions of the Chachamim, and
upholding their Takanot, we don’t blow the shofar on Shabbat. However, on
Sunday, the 2nd day of Rosh Hashana, we ‘call on our friend’to grace us, and
help to inspire us. We call on Hashem, only in the way a friend can, and ask
him to help us materialize these feelings and emotions. They should be
materialized through;
1) Our real tefilot and sincere plans and thoughts of Teshuvah
2) The sounds of the Teruot and Tekiyot which we hear only on the 2nd
day of Yom Tov
3) By banning the shofar on the 1st day of Yom Tov and adhering to the
guidelines established by the chachamim who so endearingly
committed their lives to living Hashem's Torah, it connects the dots
on the circle of observance and love of the Torah
May we be Zoche to be inspired by the Shofar, and all of the aspects of the
Yom Tov, to bring ourselves closer to Hashem, and all of our tefilot should
be accepted.
(Thanks Dr. Becker)

How to Confuse and Confound the ohy
Rabbi Avie Schreiber
A statement found in the Gemara in dpyd y`x zkqn enshrouds the
1
enigmatic Mitzvah of Shofar in even further mystery. wgvi iax , poses the
following question: odyk oirixne oirweze ,oiayei odyk oirixne oirwez dnl
?oicner - Why do we blow the Shofar when the congregation sits (prior to
the Musaf Amida), and also blow the Shofar while the congregation stands
(during the Musaf Amida)?
The Gemara is asking: why is it necessary to have two sets of thirty sounds,
one prior to Musaf and one during Musaf? In order to fulfill the Mitzvah of
Tekiat Shofar on a Torah level, it is only necessary to blow the Shofar during
one of those times! The Gemara cryptically answers,
"ohyd z` aaxrl ick”- “in order to confuse the ohy”. In what way is the
ohy confused? And how does repeating the Mitzvah of Shofar confuse him?
ThexEh2, as well as zFtqFz and others, quotes a inlyExi that offers a
mystifying explanation: rny ck .lecb xteya rwzi `edd meia dide aizke...

ck .lecb xteyc `pnif `idd `ny :xne` .lida `le lida ,`pnif `cg xtey lew
carinl i`pt dil zile aaxrzne zzxine ,dipnf `hn i`ce :xne` ,`piipz rny
.`ixebihw
“... it is written ,“ On that day a great Shofar will be blown...” When the
ohy hears the sound of the Shofar the first time, he gets partially confused
for he says, “Maybe the time has arrived for that great Shofar (of
Moshiach).” When he hears it a second time, he says, "The time has
definitely arrived (for the great Shofar of Moshiach).” He becomes afraid
and confused and doesn’t have the opportunity to prosecute.”
It is still unclear how this works. How does a simple repetition of a mitzvah
have such a profound effect? Why do the second set of sounds, more than
the first, convince the ohy that the “great Shofar”is being sounded to herald
the arrival of Moshiach? To answer this question, we need to take a step
back and delve into the nature of the mitzvah of xtFy zriwz.
To understand the nature of the Mitzvah of Shofar on Rosh HaShanna, we
need to first understand its meaning on a more mundane level. What is the
basic function of a Shofar in general? The basic function of a Shofar, put
simply, is to be used as a method of communication. In the times of the
Torah and beyond, it was used to communicate a message to a large mass of
people in a quick and efficient manner. Certain simple sounds (broken,
1. a ,` cEnr fh sc dpyd y`x
2. dtwz oniq miig gxe`
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unbroken) were assigned specific meanings in advance. When the sound of
the Shofar reverberated, everyone knew what to do. Similarly, we find that
the zFxvFvg - the Trumpets - were used by the mipdk to convey different
messages to the Jewish People. When an unbroken sound was blown
(driwz), all of l`xyi ipa knew that a meeting was convening. When a
broken sound was blown (drExz), all of l`xyi ipa knew it was time to break
camp and prepare to journey.
Even today, we have a similar communication system. When a siren wails
with an elongated sound, (such as an air raid siren that unfortunately people
in Israel are accustomed to) people know that some sort of warning is being
issued. When a siren is sounded in short urgent blasts, everyone knows an
ambulance or police car is passing and to pull over to the side of the street.
Since the Shofar is essentially a method of communication, a crucial
question needs to be asked about the Mitzvah of Shofar on Rosh HaShanna:
Who is communicating to whom through the Shofar? While there are a
number of possible answers to this question, I would like to focus on two:
a) We are communicating to G-d. ('d l` l`xyi ipa)
b) G-d is communicating to us. (l`xyi ipa l` 'd)
According to the first possibility, the sound of the Shofar is essentially
Tefillah. All year round, we communicate to G-d and daven to Him through
the medium of words alone, while on Rosh HaShanna, we communicate to
G-d and daven to Him through the medium of the Shofar as well. This idea,
of course, is well known and substantiated. The clearest indication of Shofar
as Tefillah is the placement of the second set of thirty sounds into the
Mussaf repetition of the Amidah (and in some congregations into the Amidah
itself.) The sounds of the Shofar merge with the Amidah and become a
powerful wordless Tefillah. Unencumbered by words, the Tefillah of the
Shofar emerges from the depths of the human soul and reaches heights that
standard Tefillah cannot attain.
According to the second possibility above, G-d is conveying a message to us
through the Shofar’s sounds. This aspect of the Shofar is seen in the
Rambam as he writes in daeyz zekld3:zxifb dpyd y`xa xtey zriwzy t"r`

,mkzncxzn eviwd mincxpe ,mkzpyn mipiyi exer" ,xnelk :ea yi fnx ,aezkd
,mkillrne mkikxc eaihde... mk`xea exkfe ,daeyza exfge mkiyrna eytge
".daeh `l xy` ezaygne drxd ekxc mkn cg` lk aefrie
There is a message to the sound of the Shofar: It is saying, “Wake up from
your sleep and from your slumber. Examine your behavior and return
through daEyz. Remember your Creator and improve your ways and actions,
and let every person abandon his evil ways and his improper thoughts...”

3. c dkld ,b wxt

The first approach views Shofar as a form of Tefillah. The second approach,
in a sense, views Shofar as a form of Torah. While G-d usually
communicates to us through the dxFz, on Rosh HaShanna, G-d also
communicates to us through the sound of the Shofar.
In summary, the Mitzvah of xtFy zriwz is a two-way communication
between l`xyi mr and 'd. G-d calls out to us, beckoning us to return to
Him, while at the same time, we call out to 'd and express our yearning to be
close to Him. The rwFz lra stands at the crossroads of this conversation and
he serves a dual role. On the one hand he is a gily - an agent of 'd. He is
sounding the Shofar on behalf of G-d and delivering His message. At the
same time, the rwFz lra is a gily - an agent of l`xyi llk. He is sounding
the Shofar on our behalf and he is expressing our heartfelt Tefilot by
generating the Shofar’s piercing sounds.
There is a well known question regarding the halachik definition of the
Mitzvah of xtFy zriwz. Is the Mitzvah defined as listening to the sound of
the Shofar as is clearly held by the Rambam,4or is the Mitzvah defined as
creating the sound of the Shofar i.e. blowing the Shofar which seems to be
the view of 5mz Epax? Or perhaps the Mitzvah is a combination of these two
components - both creating and listening to the sound of the Shofar.
I would like to suggest that this question dovetails nicely with the two views
of Shofar presented above. One aspect of the mitzvah of Shofar is the driwz
- to create the sounds, i.e. to blow the Shofar. This aspect of the Mitzvah
characterizes Shofar as a form of Tefilah through which we are
communicating to G-d. Instead of davening in the standard way by
generating words, we generate wordless sounds. This enables us to
communicate to Hashem on Rosh HaShanna in a unique fashion.
A second aspect of the Mitzvah of shofar is the driny - hearing the sounds
of the Shofar. This aspect of the Mitzvah characterizes Shofar as a form of
communication from G-d to us via the Shofar. The Mitzvah is to hear the
Shofar and to understand and internalize its divine message.
I would like to further suggest that l"fg instituted a second set of thirty
sounds for the following underlying reason. l"fg understood that the
Mitzvah of Shofar has two aspects to it, each of paramount importance. G-d
is communicating to us and, at the same time, we are communicating to G-d.
l"fg wanted us to focus properly on each aspect of the Mitzvah and
4. dpyd y`xa xteyd zrexz renyl dxez ly dyr zevn : ` dkld ` wxt xtey zekld
5. `id dziiyrc meyn xtey zriwz lr jxal yiy :mz Epax mya i oniq seq ,c wxt d"x y"`x

dzevn xnb
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experience each element fully and deeply. They realized that it is difficult to
focus on both parts of the Mitzvah simultaneously. l"fg solved this problem
by splitting the Mitzvah into two parts enabling us to fulfill each part
independently. Instead of hearing one set of thirty sounds, we hear two sets
of thirty. One set of thirty we experience mainly as G-d speaking to us while
the other set we experience mainly as ourselves speaking to G-d.
To be more precise, the second set of thirty sounds, the sounds we hear
during Musaf, possess the character of Tefilah. As we stand before G-d and
express the words of the Musaf Amidah, we generate the primal and
profound sounds of the Shofar, thereby praying to and communicating with
G-d with a powerful form of Tefilah.
The first set of thirty sounds, prior to Musaf, we experience as G-d calling to
us. It is both fitting and revealing that we blow these thirty sounds
immediately following dxFzd z`ixw. These sounds can be viewed as an
extension of Torah reading. First, Hashem communicates to us through the
Torah reading and then, through the Shofar. Even at ipiq xd, the giving of
the Torah was accompanied by the blast of the Shofar! K¥lFd xẗŸ
Xd© lFw id§
¦ ie©
lFwa§ EP¤p£ri© miwŸl¡`d̈e§ x¥Ac§©i dWŸ
¤ n cŸ̀ n§ w¥fg̈e§.

set, more than the first, represents the giyn ly xtFy?
When the ohy hears the first set of thirty sounds, he is hearing G-d calling
out to the Jewish people. G-d is drawing us closer to Him, and as a result, the
ohy says, “Maybe the time has come. Maybe G-d is ready to redeem the
Jewish people.” But the ohy is unsure. Perhaps G-d’s call will be left
unanswered. Perhaps, mFlye qg, the Jewish People will not be awakened
from their slumber and the opportunity for redemption will be lost. But then
the ohy hears the second set of thirty sounds during Musaf. These sounds of
the Shofar take on an entirely different meaning. Now the ohy hears mr
l`xyi calling out to G-d and responding to Him through the dltz of the
Shofar. With the persistent crying sounds of the Shofar, we express our
intense longing to connect with Hashem. Now the ohy is convinced that the
time for redemption is at hand. The Shofar has accomplished its mission. It
has awakened the Jewish people, and they indeed, yearn to be close to
Hashem. Redemption is sure to follow.
May we be dkFf to see the fulfillment of the Pasuk,
lecb xteya rwzi `edd meia dide.

Perhaps a line in the m"anx can indirectly serve as evidence for this idea.
The m"anx6 writes: jk xeava dpyd y`x ly zeriwzd xcqa heytd bdpnd
.zeriwz miyly rweze ... enewnl xtqd oixifgne dxeza oi`xewy xg` :`ed .
The m"anx makes a point of saying that the Torah is returned to its place
before beginning the zFriwz. The fact that we don’t follow this halacha of
the m"anx supports the notion mentioned above. Our bdpn is to leave the
dxFz out during xtFy zriwz. Perhaps we do this to show that xtFy zriwz is
connected to dxFzd z`ixw and is an extension of it. G-d “spoke” to us
during dxFzd z`ixw and he continues to “speak”to us through the Shofar.
Further evidence of this ides can be found in a bdpn brought down in the
FAlk. The FAlk writes that in certain towns, the bdpn was to ensure that the
rwFz lra received an dilr during dxFzd z`ixw. We can suggest that aside
from giving cFak to the rwFz lra, this was also for the purpose of linking
xtFy zriwz to dxFzd z`ixw.
We can now answer our original question. How does the ohy get confused
when we blow two sets of thirty sounds of Shofar (one set prior to Musaf
and one set during Musaf)? What does the inlyExi mean when it says that
the first set of thirty sounds partially confuses the ohy while the second set
of thirty completely confuses the ohy? Why is he convinced that the second
6. i dkld b wxt xtey zekld
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Confusing Kolos1
Yehuda Zvi Adler
Two of the practices we perform when blowing the shofar are “Kdei L’arbev
Hasatan”–to “confuse”the Satan. One of them is based on the gemara in
Rosh Hashana 16 a-b tells us that Kdei L’arbev Hasatan is the reason we do
tekios d’miyushuv and tekios d’m’umed (two sets of blowing, before and
during shemona esrei).

Their answer is that doing complete mitzvos repeatedly is not a problem of
bal tossif (like if a kohen performs bircas kohanim in two minyanim, or if
one shakes the arba minim twice). It is only a problem if one adds on to the
mitzvah itself (like adding a fifth min or a fifth parshah to tefillin or adding
to the text of bircas kohanim).
Kesiva Vichasima Tova.

How does blowing the shofar in two sets confuse the Satan?
Rashi explains: by repeating this mitzvah we demonstrate our love for
mitzvos in general. This causes the Satan to become “confused” and hold
back his complaints to Hashem against us.
There is a midrash that further explains what Rashi means. The midrash
tells us, when one does teshuva out of love (for Hashem), one’s aveiros
become mitzvos. When the Satan hears us repeating the blowing of the
shofar out of love, he assumes that we also did teshuva for all our aveiros
out of love. Therefore, in his eyes, all of our aveiros have now become
mitzvos. Reporting them would be counterproductive.
Tosfos explain: the Satan knows that when Moshiach will come two of the
things that will happen are:
1. The Satan will be killed
2. a shofar will be blown.
The first time he hears the shofar being blown he is not sure if it means
Moshiach is coming. When he hears it repeated he “knows”that Moshiach
is coming. This causes him to become confused (because he thinks he is
about to die) so he cannot concentrate on prosecuting us.
The Ran explains: Reish Lakaish (in Bava Basra 16 a) tells us that the
Satan, Yetzer Hara, and Malach HaMaves are all the same entity. The shofar
causes us to become afraid, do teshuvah and subdue our Yetzer Hara. Since
our Yetzer Hara is the Satan, when we overcome him he can’t be effective
against us.
Tosfos ask: why isn’t blowing extra shofar blasts a problem of bal tossif
(adding on to a mitzvah)?

1. I would like to thank Benzion Cohen, who learned with me this summer and
taught me this sugya, my uncle Rabbi Aryeh Adler who told me the Ran, and my
father who helped me organize the Dvar Torah.
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Teshuva - The Path to D’veikut
Jonathan Kaplan
Have you ever started reading a book and were not clear what you were
reading? Only when you got to the end did you truly understand what the
beginning really meant? Sometimes it might make sense to skip to the end
and understand the context and then return to the beginning. Perhaps this
approach might be helpful in understanding Rambam’s Hilchot Teshuva.
This is not to say that the Rambam is not clear at the beginning of Hilchot
Teshuva. Rather, if we skip ahead to the latter chapters, we have a better
understanding of what the ultimate goals of Teshuva are and with that
background we can understand the steps laid out in the earlier chapters.
Rambam Hilchot Teshuva Perek 7 Halacha 6

,jiwl` 'd cr l`xyi daey xn`py dpikyl mc`d z` zaxwny daeyz dlecb
xnelk ,aeyz il` 'd m`p l`xyi aeyz m` xn`pe ,'d m`p icr mzay `le xn`pe
ie`py df did yn` ,miwegxd z` zaxwn daeyzd ,wacz ia daeyza xefgz m`
.cicie aexw cngpe aed` `ed meide ,dareze wgexne uweyn mewnd iptl
Great is repentance, which draws a person near to the Divine Presence, as it
is written, "O Israel, return to the Lord your God". It is also written, "`Yet
you have not returned to Me', says the Lord", and it is also written, "`If you
will return, O Israel', says the Lord, `return to Me'" - i.e. if we return in
repentance we will be attached to God. Repentance draws near [even] those
who are far away - one day someone can be hated by God as an
abomination and a distant loathsome object, and [through repentance] he
can be loved the next day, and be [held] close and endeared.
Ultimately the goal is D’veikut BeHashem as we also see in Perek 7 Halacha
7.

xn`py l`xyi iwl` 'dn lcaen df did yn` ,daeyzd zlrn dlern dnk
eaxz ik xn`py dprp epi`e wrev ,mkiwl` oial mkipia milican eid mkizeper
qenx mkcin z`f ywa in xn`py eipta oze` oitxehe zevn dyere 'ebe dltz
mz`e xn`py dpikya wacen `ed meide ,'ebe mizlc xbqie mka mb in ,ixvg
mkiwl` 'da miwacd
How wonderful is the uplifting of repentance! Somebody can, on one day, be
separated from the Lord, God of Israel, as it is written, "Your iniquities have
made a separation between you and your God"; we beg but are ignored, as
it is written, "...even when you make many prayers I will not hear"; we
perform mitzvot but they are discarded by Him, as it is written, "...who has
required this at your hand, to trample my courts?", and, "`O that there were
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one among you who would shut the doors that you might not kindle fire on
My Altar for nothing! I have no pleasure in you', says the Lord of Hosts, `nor
will I accept an offering at your hand’" - and on the next day he can be
attached to the Divine Presence, as it is written, "But you who cleaved to
the Lord your God".
When a person transgresses and doesn’t keep the mitzvot he is creating a
separation between himself and Hashem. The Tikun or correction of the
separation that is created by sin is Teshuva. The misconception is that
Teshuva is simply the removal of the sin, thereby returning the sinner back
to where he was before the sin. This is not the case. Chazal explain in
Gemarah Berachot 34 b “where a Baal Teshuva stands a complete tzadik
cannot stand.” If it were true that Teshuva was just the removal of the sin,
then the Baal Teshuva would not be able to stand with the Tzadik Gamur, let
alone be superior. Rather, what we see is that the Baal Teshuva in his effort
to rectify his sins is doing much more then reversing his sins. The Baal
Teshuva, in his act of Teshuva, is able to attain a greater connection to
Hashem. He is not just the same person he was before the sin but, rather, he
attains a greater level in his D’veikut, connection, to Hashem.
Rebenu Yonah explains at the beginning of Sharey Teshuva that Teshuva is
a gift that Hashem has bequeathed to his children, which allows us not just to
return to our earlier state but rather to reach a greater state of expansiveness.
It is through the process of Teshuva that we are able to attain levels of
connection to Hashem that we didn’t have before. This also explains the
concept of zFiEkfk zFyrp zFpFcf. It is the sin itself, when fixed with Teshuva,
that ultimately brings the person closer to Hashem than he was before. In
this sense the sin can be viewed as a zEkf, merit.
The mFly zFaizp explains the mechanism of Teshuva. He quotes the
Rambam Hilchot Teshuva Chapter 1 Halacha 1. dyr zevn df iEcie . Why is
the positive fulfillment of the mitzvah of Teshuva – Viduy(confession)?
Why is it not stated that there is a mitzvah to do Teshuva. He answers that
when a person does Teshuva alone and resolves not to continue to sin, he has
not fulfilled the mitzvah of Teshuva. Rather, the mitzvah of Teshuva is a
unique power that Hashem created in which a Jew breaks his heart before
Hashem through Viduy(confession) and states, “Hashem: I have sinned and I
am ashamed of my actions. I am ashamed with myself and therefore I will
not return to these actions.” It is through the person’s broken heart that he
returns to Hashem. Ultimately, this is the Mitzvah of Teshuva as stated in
the Torah. It is through this process of lowering oneself in front of Hashem
that the repentant ultimately obtains closeness through the Teshuva process.
When we understand that the dxhn (goal) of Chodesh Elul, Yamim Noraim,
and Sukkot is D’veikut BeHashem (attaining a higher level of connection
with Hashem), then we understand why we recite Tehilim Chapter 27
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throughout this period. The Malbim in his introduction to this chapter
explains that Hashem’s dgbyd (providence) is extended based on a person’s
D’veikut in Hashem. One who is attached to Hashem has continuous dgbyd
and 'd watches over the person constantly. Therefore one who relies on
Hashem continuously has nothing to fear. Therefore, even though a person
wishes for and desires many things, he should focus on one request - to be
connected with Hashem always. Based on this formula, one should pray that
Hashem should assist him in D'veikut, and remove all obstacles that get in
the way.

in ourselves. We need to remember the deep love and care that Hashem has
for us. In turn, we need to never give up hope. Additionally, the hope and
faith we have in Hashem is in itself the goal. It is a reflection of our
relationship with Him. This is the dcFar of Chodesh Elul, Rosh Hashana,
and Yom Kippur. However, it does not stop there. Rather, it continues into
Sukkot as we celebrate our new D’veikut with Hashem.

It is along these lines that the Malbim explains pasuk 4.

xwale 'd mrpa zefgl iig ini lk 'd ziaa izay ywa` dze` 'd z`n izl`y zg`
:elkida
The famous question that is asked on this pasuk is the apparent redundancy
in the wording. “One thing that I asked of Hashem, that I shall seek”. He
explains that "dl`y" refers to requests of the past. "dywa" is for the future.
What I have requested in the past is the same thing that I ask in the future.
Additionally, I am not asking for the commonly requested items such as
good health, livelihood, and security. All I am asking for is one thing and
one thing only. Additionally, "dl`y" is what comes out of one’s mouth
while "dywa" is what someone desires in his heart, dta cg` , ala cg`. The
Mouth is a reflection of the heart. They are one and the same. This explains
the next line. When I ask to sit in the house of Hashem, I am asking so
because I want to be able to experience the pleasantness of Hashem and to
be a visitor in his inner sanctuary. Even if the outgrowth of this request is
security and well being, it is strictly because this will allow me to get to the
ultimate goal of being connected to You Hashem. It is in this context that
the chapter continues.

(h):ywa` 'd jipt z` ipt eywa ial xn` jl (g):ippre ippge `xw` ilew 'd rny (f)
iwl` ipafrz l`e ipyhz l` ziid izxfr jcar s`a hz l` ipnn jipt xzqz l`
:iptq`i dedie ipeafr in`e ia`Îik (i ) :iryi
7- Hear Hashem my voice when I call, show me favor and answer me. 8- On
your behalf my heart has said, seek my presence, your presence Hashem do I
seek. 9-Do not conceal your presence from me, do not repel in anger your
servant; my helper you have been, do not abandon me and do not forsake me
O God of my salvation; 10- though my father and mother have forsaken me
Hashem will gather me in.
Being secure and victorious over my enemies is an outgrowth of my desire
to be connected to Hashem. In my victory I will bring offerings of
appreciation and sing praise to Hashem. When we read these pesukim in the
context of our desire for D’veikut with Hashem - the message is crystal
clear.
In conclusion, we need to remember the final pasuk of the chapter. The hope
that we have for Hashem is a hope that will strengthen our hearts. It will
empower us. We need to have faith in Hashem. We also need to have faith
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The Bane of an Apartment Dweller’s Existence
Shlomo Wohlberg with assistance from Dovid Wohlberg

mixikl xEpz oiaE
(f"h : ` mixac i"yx)

xFyrl dqk oia
(ipy mFi ,oFnft ,daEyz ini zxyr)

Anyone who’s lived in an apartment house knows the drill. Older
downstairs couple just wants to sleep shabbos afternoon and they expect
absolute quiet. Upstairs students just want a social life and have a parade of
friends coming over for an extended lunch. Downstairs couple locks the
outside door and complains to the landlord; upstairs students invite more and
louder friends, and drop bowling balls on the floor… .. The passions escalate,
the matter spins out of control and reconciliation is now near impossible.
It’s no longer about some noise but it’s all out war; and it’s just after Tisha
B’av, during Elul, before Aseres Yemay Teshuva. Both sides right and both
sides wrong. What to do?
Devorim 1:16- “Fx¥B oi¥aE eig¦ `Îoi¥
¨ aE Wi`Îoi¥
¦ A wc¤
¤v mY¤ h§ t© WE
§ ” “… and you shall
judge righteously between a man and between his brother, and between the
stranger.”
Rashi: oia elit` mig` zwelg oia dxic iwqr lr s` ,exb oiae xg` xac - exb oiae

:mixikl xepz
“another explanation, even in the matter of a dwelling house [don’t read
“gayro” but “guro”dwelling] - in the division of property between brothers,
even if it be a dispute between an oven and a stove.” Huh? What’s this
dispute mixikl xepz oia ?
Rashi above is quoting a gemara. Sanhedrin 7b:

xn` - exb oiae ,diilrl zia oia elit` :dcedi ax xn` (exb oiae) eig` oiae yi` oia
mixikl xepz oia elit` :dcedi ax
Rashi explains: - ,dilr jig`e zia dz` leh :xn`z l` ,dyexia zia mdl dltpy
lr ozwelg deeyde ,minca oze` dlrd `l` dxic el yi cg` lkl ixd jka dne
.zern ici
Briefly, Rashi learns that bais din is instructed to divide property that is not
equal in value (no two houses or apartments can ever be “equal”) according
to its monetary value with the other side making up the difference in cash.
The explanation is a bit difficult. Does the Torah really have to caution bais
din to not just give one brother the tanur (big, worth more) and the other the
kirayim (small, worth less), and call it even by saying, “Well you each have
something to cook with?” Or give one brother an apartment that is worth
more and the other an apartment that is worth less, and call it even by saying
“Well, you each have a place to live?”Everyone knows you can’t just cut up
the birthday cake at your 10 year old’s birthday party, give each kid a slice
and say, “Well you each got a piece of cake”. Every kid eyes the piece of
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cake the other child received, and begins the litany, “Her piece is
bigger/chocolatier/more sprinkles/ and IT’S NOT FAIR”. Thus each piece
has to be “equivalent”with the right ratio of size to chocolate to sprinkles so
that the pieces are “worth” the same. Does the Torah really have to teach
bais din birthday cake cutting 101? Furthermore, according to Rashi, if we
are dividing the upstairs and downstairs, Rav Yehudah should have said “oia
diilre zia”“between the downstairs and the upstairs” not “diilrl zia oia”
between the downstairs to the upstairs”, which really connotes the space
between the upstairs and downstairs, ie; the ceiling/floor. The same is true
for mixikl xepz oia. According to Rashi the gemara should say xepz oia
mixike, not mixikl xepz oia, which connotes the space between the tanur and
the kirayim. And what IS this mixikl xepz oia anyway?
Perhaps we can explain as follows: The gemara in Taanis 30a quotes from
the same Rav Yehudah:

dryz axr :i`rli` iaxa dcedi iax ly ebdpn did jk :ax xn` dcedi ax xn`
miixikl xepz oia ayeie ,glna daxg zt el oi`ian a`a
Rashi: ziaay leepn mewn - miixikl xepz oia , “the dirtiest place in the house”.
We see several things from this gemara. First, mixikl xepz oia does not mean
to divide a tanur to one and the kirayim to another, but it means the space in
between the tanur and kirayim. Second, are the brothers really fighting and
going to bais din over the ziaay leepn mewn, the dirtiest (and hence least
desirable) place in the house? Or rather, did it start as some minor issue that
escalated and spun out of control and now “fighting for the principle” has
taken over? Similarly, diilrl zia oia does not mean to divide the house, but
the space between the upstairs and downstairs, i.e., the ceiling/floor. And
how does bais din deal with the upstairs - downstairs situation that has
escalated so that neither side has peace? As someone once said, (Artscroll?
Paul Simon? Paul Simon working for Artscroll?), “One man’s ceiling is
another man’s floor.”
Perhaps this is what the Torah is telling bais din (and us). Deciding money
issues and the value of a stove, oven, downstairs apartment or upstairs
apartment is relatively easy; get an appraisal and divide according to value
with the other side making up the difference in money. But how do you
decide between brothers who are fighting over ziaay leepn mewn, or
upstairs/downstairs neighbors, where obviously the disagreement is not
about money? What’s a bais din (or us) to do?
The answer might lie in another gemara about Rebbe Yehudah Berebbi Ilayi.
The gemara describes one of the the “hallmarks”of Rebbe Yehudah Berebbi
Ilayi as follows: Sanhedrin 20a: eidy i`rli` iaxa dcedi iax lr eilr exn`

.dxeza oiwqere zg` zilha oiqkzn micinlz dyy
To quote a shmooz from Rav Shvadron: ever try to go to sleep sharing a
blanket with someone else? Impossible. First, you pull the blanket to
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yourself and fall asleep. A short while later, your neighbor shleps the
blanket off of you, covers himself, and falls asleep. It doesn’t take long
before you’re awake, cold, and shlep the blanket off your neighbor. And so
goes the night, with neither getting much sleep. BUT, if each person sees to
it that the OTHER person is covered by the blanket, then BOTH will get a
good night’s sleep. And that is the lesson of the talmidim of Rebbe Yehudah
Berebbi Ilayi - they were so concerned about the welfare of the OTHER that
six were able to share a blanket.
And perhaps this is the charge to bais din and to us. We have to address the
issues of miixikl xEpz oia Elit` mig` zwElg . If we are arguing about mewn
ziaay leepn, principle, or who has the right to absolute quiet or to make
some noise in an apartment, (my way is right and your way is wrong), then
no one is going to get any sleep. But if we think about the OTHER person,
i.e. we can’t expect perfect silence, and maybe we can keep the noise down,
each group will sleep easy. Let us not argue about “principle”- about the
space miixikl xEpz oia - the space where Rebbe Yehudah Berebbi Ilayi had
his dcErq on the eve of Tisha B’Av, the day we commemorate the
destruction of the bais hamikdosh caused by mpg z`py. During the
upcoming days of xFyrl dqk oia, let us incorporate the lesson of xEpz oia
miixikl and see that the OTHER person is “covered”with mpg zad`, and try
to remove the bane from someone else’s existence.

Epnia dxdna l`Fb oFivl `aE

You DO Have a Prayer1
Andrew Neff
As we get ready for Yom Kippur, I have a question: What is Kol Nidre all
about? Why do we say Kol Nidre on Yom Kippur? Or, more importantly,
why is Kol Nidre which means, All vows, the last thing we say before the
start of Yom Kippur, the holiest of holy days, the Shabbos of Shabboses?
What is the big deal about vows?
There is a simple answer that is a bit complex and then there is a complex
answer that is really simple. And, then, seven rules that I find helpful for
enhancing my prayers.
The simple answer is that in Kol Nidre, we renounce all vows we made
during the year and according to most authorities the vows that we may
make during the coming year as well. But that simple answer doesn 't really
explain anything. It is much more complex. Why are vows so important?
What is the big deal about vows, not only in Kol Nidre but throughout the
Torah and Talmud? If a judge asked a man on trial for a capital crime if he
has anything to say for himself before sentencing, would he say, “Well, I
forgot to pay my Mastercard bill even though I promised I would?”
The complex answer highlights the essence of prayer. It is actually quite
simple. We say Kol Nidre because it highlights our direct connection to G-d
and G-d's direct connection to us.
Let me give some perspective. The essence of a vow is that it is a contract
between G-d and me. Okay. So? I make agreements all the time. I usually
feel bad if I don 't live up to them, but it's not the end of the world. And I may
sometimes make a promise to G-d that I will/won’t do something. I try my
best but sometimes I don’t live up to that vow either. So here’s the big deal:
the incredible thing about a vow to G-d is what it actually is. A vow is a
contract between the Almighty and me. Think about that. It is an outright
real enforceable contract. I can make a deal with G-d. It is a direct
connection like renting a car or an apartment or any other promise or
contract. But think about it- G-d is infinite, ever-expanding, runs the world,
feeds the animals, gets the sun to rise and makes the stars. I can make a
contract directly with G-d. So a vow gets to the essence of my relationship
with G-d. It is one-on-one. I have a personal relationship even to the extent
that I can cut a deal with G-d. G-d is in the heavens but I have a one-on-one
relationship with the Almighty.
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1. A form of this article appears on the OU website - OU.org.
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Now, let’s get to Kol Nidre. This is no ordinary deal. The relationship with
G-d is special. It is not to be taken lightly. With a vow to G-d, if I violate an
oath, it is a big deal because we treat a vow as a real contract. But there is
more: Kol Nidre gives me an incredible opportunity, i.e., to start the year
fresh without any outstanding obligations. But I will come back to that in a
moment.
Next: my seven rules for prayer.
1. You don’t have to finish praying but you do have to start.
2. Pray early and often.
3. Having a “good prayer”day.
4. Know before Whom you stand.
5. Finding a parking spot in NYC
6. Real men do prayer.
7. Choose your weapons.
1. Prayer: You don’t have to finish, but you have to start.
If you go to a typical mainstream Orthodox prayer service, it can be hard to
keep up. They go so fast. You don’t have to. And you don’t have to finish all
the prayers. Quality matters over quantity. Looked at another way, we are all
influenced by the business world in which the only thing that counts is
results. In prayer, you get full credit for the effort. There are certain ones
(e.g., Shema, the Amidah) that are more central, but our Sages tell us that
you have to understand what you are saying. In the SAT’s you get more
credit for the right answers. Similarly, in prayer, you get points for knowing
what you are saying and not just for rushing through so you finish.
2. Pray early and often.
One of the nice things about Jewish prayer is that the morning and evening
prayers bracket your day. You start your day with prayers and you finish
your day with prayers. So everything in the middle is in the “prayer
parentheses.” It helps to put perspective on the world if you start and end
your day with prayers. It gives your day more meaning. Everything you do
during the course of your day fits inside the brackets that starts with G-d and
ends with G-d - with a booster shot in the middle of the day with mincha
(mid-day) prayers.
3. Having a “good prayer”day.
I have a friend who made a joke that when Houston was conducting a contest
for a city motto, her suggestion was: “Houston: where every day is a bad hair
day.”I have good “prayer days”and bad “prayer days.”There are some days
when prayer comes more naturally. You have something bothering you. And
there are those days when it doesn’t because you are distracted. That’s
normal. So don’t let that get you down or discourage you. Tomorrow can be
better. A great baseball player can go 0 for four and then hit a grand slam!
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4. Know before Whom you stand.
Prayer does require the right perspective. If I really believe that I am praying
to the King of Kings, Who controls the world, I will have a different mind
set than if I don’t have any particular perspective in mind. Before I walk into
my (secular) boss’s office, I intuitively know who I am about to address and
will act accordingly. It is the same with prayer: you need to think for a
moment before you approach your Boss of all Bosses.
What about talking during praying? I used to get very annoyed when other
people were talking while I was praying. Where is their sense of dignity, I
would huff to myself. Sometimes I would think about telling them to be
quiet. But now I look at things differently. Every action, I realize, consists of
two parts: what it means for me and what it means for the other person. I
don’t know why that person is talking, but that is his issue. For me, I believe
that G-d is giving me a test, testing me with the temptation for me to talk
(since everyone is doing it). But G-d gives us tests to strengthen us, and this
is just one more of those tests.
5. Finding a parking spot in NYC.
What should you pray for? What are legitimate grounds for prayer? The
answer: I pray for everything. I pray for the big things and I pray for what
seem like small things. But first a joke: A man is running very late for the
most important meeting of his career. He has to be somewhere to sign some
documents in midtown Manhattan. And he needs a parking space right in
front of the midtown NYC building. “Oh Lord”, he pleads, “if you find me a
parking spot in front of that building, I will observe your laws -I will keep
the Shabbos, I will keep kosher, I will, oh, never mind - I found a spot.”It is
legitimate to pray for a parking space. It is okay to pray for anything, for
everything. It’s a great habit to get into. Because it helps us remember Who
is in charge of everything. G-d splits seas, brings the weather, brings the dew
in the morning and helps me find a parking spot.
6. Real men pray.
I think there seems sometimes to be a level of elitism in the religious world
that prayer is for for the weak and real men learn gemara. But look at the
gemara or look at the Torah: real men such as Avraham, Isaac and Jacob
prayed. Prayer is for all of us. At a more contemporary level, great rabbis
focus on prayer. I have been told that Rav Moshe Feinstein said tehillim
(Psalms) every day and that his son, Rav Dovid Feinstein says the whole
book of tehillim three times a week. From another perspective, it’s like
conditioning for a great athlete. They didn’t get to the top of their sport
without constant practice of the basics.
7. Choose your weapons.
When it comes to prayer books - siddurim - there are a lot of choices. There
is Hebrew/English, transliterated, interlinear, Hebrew only. There’s large
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print, small and portable. There are also some great books on prayer. I find
that I like having multiple prayer books because some days I want a different
pace or different commentary.

Commitment and Sacrifice - the Keys to Mechila

Finally, prayer is personal. While I have a terrific partner - my wife, Nancy in my spiritual growth, prayer remains an individual activity. Like dieting or
exercise, no one can make me pray. It has to come from me. And that is why
I started out by trying to put prayer in context -I am praying to G-d, with
whom I have a one-on-one relationship.

The dxFzd z`ixw on Yom Kippur, selected from the beginning of
zFn ixg`, focuses on the dramatic ritual of the mixEtkd mFi zcFar as
commanded by d"awd. The second wEqt introduces the dyxt by saying:
z¤kŸxR̈©l zi¥An¦ WcŸ
¤TdÎl
© ¤̀ z¥rÎlk̈a§ `ŸaïÎl`© e§ Lig¦ `¨ oŸxd£ `Îl
© ¤̀ x¥AC© dWŸ
¤ nÎl ¤̀ 'd xn`Ÿ
¤ I©.
Hashem commands Moshe that Aharon is not allowed to enter the ycFw
whenever he wants. Rather, as continued in wEqt 3: oŸ
xd£ `© `Ÿaï z`ŸfA§

One last point on Kol Nidre. Not only do we have a direct relationship with
G-d, but He will let us out of all of our vows so we can start the year fresh. It
is essential to understand that this is a real relationship. When we take a vow
to G-d as a very serious thing, then we can look at our prayers as having real
meaning - as being a real conversation where we ask for all the things we
need - and are thankful for all the things we have. Kol Nidre, then, highlights
first, that we have a real tangible one-on-one connection with G-d to the
extent that I can enter into an enforceable contract with G-d. Second, that
G-d, and this is where he differs with Mastercard or your lender, will forgive
us for hasty things we say and start each year fresh and new.

Dov Adler

Eid¦
§ i caÎi
© q§
¥ pk§ nE
¦ WÄ§li¦ WcŸ
¤w cAÎz¤
© pŸz § :d¨lŸrl§ l¦i`© e§ z`Ḧg§
© l xẅÄÎoA¤ xt© A§ WcŸ
¤TdÎl
© ¤̀
...FxÜAÎl
§ r© . The Torah specifies exactly how Aharon should carry out the
dcFar. The exact clothes that Aharon should be wearing, what animals he
should bring and what his preparation needs to be prior to entering the ycFw
miycwd.
Rashi, on the wEqt, oŸ
xd£ `© `Ÿaï z`ŸfA§ comments:meia m` ik ,zr lka `l ef s`e
mixetikd . The language of oŸxd£ `© `Ÿaï z`ŸfA§ , - “with this shall Aharon enter”
is coming to emphasize that even if Aharon follows this ritual exactly as
prescribed, he is only allowed to enter the ycFw on Yom Kippur. Aharon is
not allowed to do the ritual any other day during the year.
The Kli Yakar explains that the words z¥r lk̈a§ - “at any time”, imply that
Aharon is not allowed to enter the ycFw ANY time he wants, but there are
CERTAIN times that he would be allowed to enter as long as he would do
the ritual described. But, we know that is not the case, as Aharon is only
allowed to enter once a year, on Yom Kippur. The implied question is why
would the Torah use such language to explain when and how Aharon should
enter when we know there is only one day a year he is allowed to enter?
Why couldn’t the Torah simply state that you are only allowed to enter on
Yom Kippur on condition that you perform the ritual that is described in the
dyxt. Why the language of oŸxd£ `© `Ÿaï z`ŸfA§ ...z¥rÎlk̈a§ `ŸaïÎl`© e§ when we
know that there is only one day that Aharon is permitted to enter the ycFw?
The Sifri explains that the Torah wants to emphasize that even on Yom
Kippur there are limitations as to when the lFcb odk can enter the ycFw. He
is only allowed to enter when performing the ritual described, wearing the
proper clothing, and preparing himself in a manner that is consistent with the
guidelines that are prescribed by d"awd. The Torah is using this unusual
formulation to describe the only day a year that Aharon or the lFcb odk are
allowed to enter as a point of emphasis. Even on Yom Kippur there is only
one way to get in.
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Perhaps we can use the answer of the Sifri as a basis to suggest an alternate
answer to this question. The mishnayos in Yuma explain in detail the
extensive preparation that the lFcb odk must go through prior to Yom
Kippur. The first mishna states: odŸ
¥ M oiWi
¦ x¦t§ n© mixER
¦ M¦ d© mFi mcŸ
¤w minï
¦ z©ra§ W¦
...oix¦c§ d§
¤ lR© z©MW¦
§ ll§ Fzi¥An¦ lFcB̈. The lFcb odk is separated from his home seven
days prior to Yom Kippur to begin the preparations for Yom Kippur. The
mishnayos continue: dŸ`© `x¨w,lFcB̈
§
odŸ
¥ M iWi
¦ `¦ ,Fl mix¦nF`
§ e§ ... mi¦pw¥ f§ Fl Exq§ n̈
Ÿc§ n¨
© l `Ÿl `ÖW¤ F` Ÿg§ k© Ẅ `ÖW¤ ,Lit¦ A§ . The elders are asked to remind the odk
lFcb to review what he is going to say and what he is going to do. They are
testing him to make sure that he is comfortable with every single detail.
After all, the lFcb odk has not done this ritual since the last Yom Kippur and
he must ensure that he has all of the details mastered in order to be
successful. Once Yom Kippur arrives and it is time to actually do the dcFar,
he is extremely well prepared. He has been in seclusion from the outside
world and he has been focusing on each and every detail for a significant
period of time. That’s when d"awd says WcŸ
¤TdÎl
© ¤̀ z¥rÎlk̈a§ `ŸaïÎl`© e§. Even on
Yom Kippur, when the lFcb odk feels that he is extremely well prepared to
do the dcFar and is prepared to ask mechila from Hashem for all of klal
yisrael, d"awd tells him to pause and take stock. Even after all of your
preparation, you are still not allowed to enter the miycwd ycFw. `Ÿ
aï z`ŸfA§
WcŸ
¤TdÎl
© ¤̀ oŸxd£ `© . Only with this formula will you be able to enter.

d¨lŸrl§ l¦i`© e§ z`Ḧg§
© l xẅÄÎoA¤ xt© A§ The Medrash comments that the xẅÄÎoA¤ xt©
that was used during the dcFar is representing Avraham Avinu and the l¦i`©
is representing Yitzchak. At the beginning of Parshas Vayairah, (18:3) after
the mik`ln come to visit Avraham, the Torah tells us "mdxa` ux xwad l`e"
and Avraham ran to prepare a meal for the visitors that he had after his bris
milah, always looking for an opportunity to do chesed. That is what the xt
xwa oa in the avoda is representing. The li` from the avoda is representing
Yitzchak as he was swapped for an li`, a ram during the dcwr. Avraham
and Yitzchak, as a unit, are the ultimate representatives for one’s
commitment to d"awd, representing both the chesed that one must perform
and the commitment that one must have throughout one’s life. That is the
mindset that the lFcb odk must have as he is about to perform the ritual of the
dcFar. At this critical time, Hashem is asking him to make sure that he is
focused on his commitment for the upcoming year. Only that will give him
permission to enter the ycFw. Only when he comes with his reaffirmed
commitment to Hashem, represented by the xwa oa xt and dlFrl li`, which
are symbolic of the ultimate team of commitment to God, Avraham and
Yitzchak, is he allowed to ask for mechila for all of klal yisrael. That one
moment is critical. Prior to that, even if he is extremely prepared, he is not
allowed to enter the ycFw.
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Today, unfortunately, we don't have the Avodas Yom Hakipurim to assist us
and be the vehicle through which Hashem provides us with selicha and
mechila. However, the vision of Avraham and Yizchak together at the dcwr,
willing to sacrifice one’s life based on God's request, still represents the
model of commitment that we each are striving for. Perhaps for this reason
we read this dyxt on Rosh Hashana. As we enter Yom Kippur, we have
been through a month long preparation of chodesh elul, an intense aseres
yimai teshuva and we are confident that we have put in the time to focus on
improving ourselves to allow Hashem to provide forgiveness. At that very
moment, d"awd expects us to bring our d¨lŸ
rl§ l¦i`© e§ z`Ḧg§
© l xẅÄÎoA¤ xt. We
must come to him with our commitments for the next year, the next month,
the next week and the next day.
At the end of the dcwr, there is a simple question that can be asked, that
perhaps, can give insight into how powerful our actions can be and what an
impact our verbalized commitment can have with Hashem. At the beginning
of the dyxt Hashem himself asks Avaraham to sacrifice his son Yitzchak.
The Torah says (22:1,2) `p̈Îgw© xn`Ÿ
¤ I © ... :i¦p¥Pd¦ xn`Ÿ
¤ Ie© md̈x¨a§ `© ei¨l ¥̀ xn`Ÿ
¤ Ie©"
"wg̈v¦
§ iÎz ¤̀ Ÿa§ d© `Îx
¨ W£̀
¤ Lci§ g§
¦ iÎz ¤̀ L§pAÎz
¦ ¤̀ . Hashem himself makes the request
of Avraham to sacrifice his son Yitzchak. When Avraham is about to
sacrifice Yitzchak it is a 'd j`ln who calls down minyd on and tells him not
to touch his son and not to harm him, as God now knows that indeed he is a
God fearing individual. Why would a 'd j`ln be the one to call down and
stop Avraham from carrying out the mission? Why would d"awd himself not
tell Avraham to stop just as He Himself verbalized the commandment to
sacrifice his son?
Perhaps, yExc it lr, we can explain that the plan was for Hashem himself to
stop Avraham. When God presented Avraham with this test, He knew that
Avraham would pass it and he would be willing to sacrifice Yitzhcak.
Hashem recognized Avraham’s commitment prior to this final test. The plan
all along was for God himself to stop Avaraham and tell him not to touch
Yitzchak. However, there are times in a child's life, when he or she does
something so unique and so special that the parent gets overwhelmed with
emotion at the moment itself. A child makes a decision that is not an easy
one to make or overcomes a hurdle in school he or she has been working so
hard on for a long period of time. At the actual moment that it happens, the
parents become overwhelmed with emotion and are rendered speechless. A
unique sense of pride is instilled so that tears of joy, tears of love are the
only expression the parents can manage. God is our ultimate parent, as we
say throughout Yom Kippur "Epia` dz`e jipa Ep`". When Avraham picked up
the knife to sacrifice his son, at that moment, lFkiak d"awd , realized that
indeed his child, Avraham, is about to do something so unique and so special
for one reason only, because he was commanded to do so. The love and
respect that Avraham had for Hashem was captured in this one moment. God
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himself, at that moment, was speechless. He was unable to call down and tell
Avraham to stop. Tears of love, lFkiak, were falling from the sky, as He
realized the commitment and love that his child had towards Him and words
could not be expressed. For this reason, the j`ln had to be the one to call
down and tell Avraham to stop and not to sacrifice Yitzchak and to use the
li` instead.
By each of us bringing our own personal dlFrl li`e z`hgl xwa oa xt we
hopefully will be able to re-affirm our commitment to d"awd and hopefully
have the same impact on Him that Avraham did. Hopefully, He will
recognize our sincere commitment to His Torah and mitzvos and a full
expression of selicha, mechila and kapara will be attained by each and every
member of klal yisrael.

A Boat, A Plant, and the Number Forty –
Insights into Sefer Yonah
David Greenberg
The mishnah berurah stipulates that we have a custom to read Sefer Yonah
at mincha on Yom Kippur. The reason that is cited is that Yonah relates the
concept of teshuva and that one cannot run away from the ratzon of Hashem.
The many acts of teshuva that we see from Yonah himself, the people on the
boat, and the citizens of Ninveh, are a source of inspiration for all of us. We
learn that heartfelt teshuva can reverse the harshest of decrees, and as long as
a human being is sincere, he will always be given an opportunity to return no
matter how far away he may be.
The Boat
Yonah is sent on a mission to rebuke the people of Ninveh. He is initially
afraid to go as he cannot comprehend why Hashem required him to make the
city of Ninveh repent, when back home his own people were failing
miserably in the service of Hashem. How could He require a non Jewish
nation of 120,000 people, to improve their lives, when am yisroel are the
ones that really require the mussar. Yonah boards a boat to try and flee from
the ratzon of Hashem. As the ship tosses and turns and the sailors pray to
their gods, Yonah is fast asleep running away from the truth. Yonah runs to
the furthest part of the ship and as the pasuk tells us he is “vayeradem”in a
deep sleep, as opposed to “vayishan.”(Yonah 1:5) The deep sleep according
to the Vilna Gaon is his refusal to see the ratzon of Hashem. The captain
wakes him up and asks him to pray to his god, but Yonah knowing that he is
the cause of the storm asks him to throw him overboard. The storm settles
and he is swallowed by the fish. It is in the belly of the fish that he realizes
what he was running away from and he begins the return to the awareness of
Hashem, His will, His mercy and it is then that Yonah does teshuva.
The question that many meforshim ask is –“why?”How could Yonah be so
blinded as to the ratzon of Hashem? Was he really that concerned that the
people of Ninveh would outdo am yisroel, and was he so fearful that benei
yisroel would not do teshuva?
The answer can be found in Meseches Yoma (85B): “Rabbi Akiva says:
“Fortunate are you yisroel, before whom do you cleanse yourselves? Who
cleanses you? –your Father in Heaven.”
The mishnah then brings down two psukim that we learn this from.
•
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“I will sprinkle pure water upon you and you shall be cleansed.”
(Yichezkel 36:25)
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•

“The mikvah of Yisroel is Hashem.” (Yirmiyahu 17:13) Just as a
mikvah’s waters purify a person, so too Hashem purifies his nation.

Why does the mishnah cite 2 different sources for this statement? The Tosfos
Yom Tov explains Rabbi Akiva’s twofold question, stating that the mishnah
is trying to explain 2 different types of people and how each goes through
the teshuva process. The first pasuk speaks of an individual who had
intention and understood what he was doing when he sinned. He is an
individual that is far removed from Hashem and requires severe intervention
by Hashem to help him fulfill teshuva. Once this person shows a desire and
willingness to return to Hashem, Hashem promises “I will sprinkle clean
water on you, and you will be clean.”
The second pasuk speaks of a person that had sinned because his yetzer
harah took control over his actions. This individual suffered a momentary
lapse of control and he immediately recognized his transgression. He seeks
forgiveness right away from Hashem and therefore it is within his power to
shake off his wrongdoing and actively enter the mikvah and become tahor.
Yonah fell into both of these categories. He ran away from Hashem only to
realize his complete inadequacies and errors. Once Yonah recognized his
mistake, Hashem intervened and helped him fulfill the teshuva process. We
learn from Yonah that we can never become so removed to the point that we
can no longer reconnect with Hashem. We should never feel that we cannot
change our ways and do teshuva. Yonah realized that Hashem had
tremendous mercy for the people of Ninveh, and thus he needed Hashem to
intervene to help him do teshuva.
Human beings have bechirah (free choice) to choose between good and evil.
The ratzon of Hashem will always be maintained, but individuals can choose
what direction they want to take. Hashem will always intervene in our lives
by sending us messages so that we can reflect on our decisions and decide
whether they are the correct ones or should we re-consider them. Ultimately,
however we all have free will to make our own life choices as Yonah did.
Yonah asked that Hashem behave in a just manner by punishing the people
of Nineveh, while Hashem wanted to show them mercy. In the end however,
Yonah required both forms of purification, and because he desired it,
Hashem was there to accept his teshuva.
The Plant
After recognizing the need to do teshuva and understanding the will of
Hashem, a very strange incident occurs in the last perek of Yonah. We saw
that Yonah does teshuva and accepts the desire of Hashem to spare the
people of Ninveh. He realizes that Hashem is compassionate to all his
creations and we would expect him to move on. However, in perek daled it
seems that Yonah does an “about face” and begins to question Hashem.
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Yonah becomes distressed again about the way in which Hashem has
compassion for the people of Ninveh. He is so disillusioned that he is even
prepared to die. Hashem must therefore explain to Yonah why He tries to be
as merciful as possible. Yonah goes to the outside of town and sits in the hot
sun. A kikayon bush grows overnight which provides him with shelter. This
shelter is only temporary as Hashem causes a worm to eat the roots and the
plant withers away. Yonah has the hot sun beating down on his head making
him extremely uncomfortable. Hashem asks Yonah how he feels about the
kikayon dying. Yonah replies that he would like to die. We see that Yonah
has completely reverted back to the way he was originally before his teshuva
process began in the belly of the fish. Hashem speaks directly to Yonah
while he was being protected by the kikayon plant. When Yonah becomes
distressed about it Hashem uses the opportunity to show him that it is
appropriate that the people of Ninveh are shown compassion and not killed.
Hashem demonstrates to Yonah that it is necessary to be compassionate and
helpful to all of Hashem’s creatures, just as Yonah himself had expressed
concern for the kikayon plant. The obvious question that we can raise is why the change of heart? How could Yonah go from seeing Hashem’s
rachamim and accepting Hashem’s ratzon, to asking for death? How can he
stand before the people of Ninveh warning them to do teshuva, and a few
moments later be so disillusioned about the way Hashem rules the world?
The answer lies in the way the sefer ends. The last pasuk is a cliffhanger.
Sefer Yonah ends by Hashem stating to Yonah “should I not take pity on
the city of Ninveh? A city of 120,000 people.”Hashem was telling Yonah –
the kikayon plant was only one day old and you want Me to take pity on it,
yet Ninveh which was around for much longer, you want Me to forget
about? This is the way the story ends. There is no response by Yonah. There
are many interpretations to this puzzling ending; however I believe the
Yalkut Shimoni gives us the best explanation. The Yalkut Shimoni says that
Yonah fell on his face and understood the reasoning of Hashem. He says
“Indeed Hashem judges the world with rachamim.” Yonah finally
understood that teshuva is a lengthy and arduous process. It is not something
that happens overnight or in a split second. So often we want to do the right
and just thing, but what our intentions are and what our actions state are
sometimes two different things. Yonah has every intention to complete his
teshuva, yet we see in perek daled that he reverts back and complains to
Hashem. Teshuva is not easy and may require multiple attempts, but as we
see from the story of Yonah, Hashem awaits our teshuva even if we take our
time getting there.
The Number Forty
As just stated teshuva is a lengthy process. It is a method that can take
several attempts, and requires constant introspection. Hashem will accept our
teshuva but it can of course take time. So what is the length of time? Is there
a time frame that is set for teshuva? In perek gimel, pasuk daled it states that
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Yonah began to enter the city and walked for one full day. He called out and
said, "In forty more days, Ninveh will be overturned."
Yonah tells the people of Ninveh that if they do not do teshuva, then in forty
days Hashem will destroy Ninveh. Why does Yonah give them specifically
forty days? He could have said ten, twenty, thirty days or even one year.
What is the reason, or how can we understand the number forty?
The number forty is a very popular number throughout Tanach. Here are
three examples:
1. After the sin of the miraglim (the spies), Hashem caused benei
yisroel to wander around the desert for forty years.
2. Noach was on the taiva for forty days.
3. Moshe, after he broke the luchos, went back to Har Sinai for forty
days and then returned with the second set of luchos.

rather it is a sincere everlasting teshuva that we should all be striving for.
We are in the period of yomim noraim and we have to feel like Yonah felt
which is as a person on a “spiritual journey”trapped on a boat with nowhere
to run or hide. It is during this time however that we all need to hear the call
of the “sea”and wake up from our slumber and be able to stand before the
Ribbono shel olam on yom kippur and answer as did Yonah “I am a Jew and
I fear Hashem the G-D of the heavens.”(Yonah 1:9) Yom Kippur is the time
and sefer Yonah the book that we can all feel the journey that Yonah took,
and ask for a complete and everlasting teshuva.

So why always the number forty?
The answer I believe is that the number forty represents teshuva. In all three
examples we see that it took forty days or years for Hashem to accept our
teshuva.
• In the example of the miraglim, the miraglim caused the Jews to
spend an additional forty years in the desert doing teshuva for what
they had said about Eretz Yisroel, and only afterward did they go
into Eretz Yisroel.
• With regard to Noach, the meforshim say that Noach was on the
taiva for forty days because he was supposed to cause others to do
teshuva during the building of the taiva, but because he did not, he
was forced to spend forty days on the taiva doing teshuva.
• Finally, Moshe and Benei Yisroel spent forty days doing teshuva
for the aigal hazahav, and only after their teshuva period did they
receive the second set of luchos.
Yonah did the same. He gave the people of Ninveh forty days to do teshuva,
and if they would not, Hashem would have destroyed the city. Yonah did not
just pick the number forty out of a hat. He knew that forty days represents
the ideal time to do teshuva.
We have forty days set aside each year to do teshuva. Rosh chodesh Elul
until Yom Kippur is exactly forty days, which Hashem has given us to do
teshuva. We are to take this time to reflect on the previous eleven months
and see what we can do to improve ourselves and our relationships with our
family and friends.
The connection between all three ideas is the underlying theme of Yom
Kippur which is teshuva. It is not the teshuva that we are accustomed to but
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The Obligation to Eat in a Succah
and the Third Meal on Shabbos

were portions for two extra meals on zay when the on fell in excess on
Fridays, therefore, two meals with bread are enough to commemorate that.

Rabbi Yaakov Blau

The o"x - s"ixd itca cn sc zay disagrees with 'qez on both counts and
believes that `nibxz ipin are fruit and that they can therefore count for
ziyily dcerq on zay. He does also feel that fruit needs to be eaten in a
dkeq. The two issues are not necessarily linked however, as evidenced by
the bi:a dkeq y"`x who quotes a `ztqez that `nibxz ipin refers to items
whose dkxa is zepefn, but also quotes 'qez that one must have bread for the
third meal on zay. In the end, there are three opinions as to what ipin
`nibxz are: i"yx and the o"x say fruit, 'qez says fish and meat, and the y"`x
says zepefn.

The gemara in fk sc dkeq suggests that one may use `nibxz ipin (loosely
translated as delicacies) as a meal for zekeq. The context there is discussing
xfril` iax’s view that one must eat 14 meals over the duration of zekeq and
that if one misses a meal, it may be made up on zxvr ipiny. The gemara
questions what that make up meal should consist of. At first, it invalidates a
meal of bread, because it would then just be the regular meal that one would
be having on zxvr ipiny anyway. Instead the gemara states that one may use
`nibxz ipin.
What is `nibxz ipin? i"yx defines it as fruit. 'qez disagrees based on sc `nei
hr. The gemara there is discussing whether or not one is aiig to eat fruit in a
dkeq. As a proof that eating fruit does not necessitate sitting in a dkeq, the
gemara in `nei quotes our gemara in dkeq that one may use `nibxz ipin. If,
reasons the gemara, fruit needed a dkeq, then it should count as a meal and
could be used instead of `nibxz ipin. At this point, the gemara is clearly
assuming that `nibxz ipin are not fruit. The gemara also seems to be making
a corollary between what is dkeqa aiig and what counts as a meal (at least in
the context of zekeq). The gemara answers that either `nibxz ipin means
fruit or that it was discussing an area where fruit is not available. 'qez feels
that this gemara is a disproof of i"yx. Instead, he suggests that `nibxz ipin
refers to meat and fish. He adds that, in any event, this discussion has no
bearing on what constitutes a meal for ziyily dcerq on zay, where one
needs to have bread ("ipin" d"c `nei 'qez is similar). The logic that he is
rejecting is that whatever is considered a meal in the context of zekeq should
be the definition whenever we need a meal and should therefore count for
zay as well.

The issue becomes murkier in the jexr ogly. In a:hlxz dkeq zekld, the
jexr ogly says that only bread and zepefn necessitate sitting in a dkeq (the
eh w"q dxexa dpyn does quote some mipexg` who are xingn on meat and
fish if it is zeriawa, but the jexr ogly does not think so). This would seem
to imply that only these two types of foods can be classified as a meal. Yet in
d-c:`vx zay zekldthe jexr ogly at first states that one needs dpyn mgl
for ziyily dcerq (with the `"nx stating that only one loaf is required). But
he then quotes that some say zepefn is enough, some say meat and fish and
some even say fruit. The last three opinions are clearly based on the various
definitions of `nibxz ipin (as quoted by the dlebd x`a). There are two
problems though: While 'qez’s position on `nibxz ipin was in no way
conceptually linked to his assuming that ziyily dcerq has to be bread, there
is no opinion that says one without the other. It is therefore unclear how the
jexr ogly can quote meat and fish as an option for ziyly dcerq. More
troubling is that the jexr ogly himself only quoted bread and zepefn in the
context of dkeq, so how can meat and fruit be viable options for zay? r"ve.

Each step of 'qez needs to be considered. First of all, why is the `xnb in
`nei so clearly against i"yx. Certainly, at first, the `xnb felt that `nibxz ipin
was not fruit, but one of its answers held that it was. Perhaps 'qez feels that
the dkld is that fruit does not need to be eaten in the dkeq, but it is not clear
from the `xnb that this is the case. Second of all, his assumption about zay
is not so clear. The `xnb in fiw sc zay at first states that one needs to have
two loaves of bread on zay because of dpyn mgl (the double portion of on)
and only several lines later the gemara states that one must eat three meals
based on how many times it says the word meid in the context of on on zay.
'qez seems to be assuming that since the context was on, we need bread as a
substitute, but it never says that in the `xnb. One could argue that since there
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Must I Eat Matza on the First Night of Succos?
The Connection between Pesach and Succos
Rabbi Dov Hochbaum
There is a machlokes in the Mishna in Succa on daf 27a between Rebi
Eliezer and the Chachamim regarding how many meals one must eat in the
succa on Succos. According to Rebi Eliezer one must eat 14 meals, one for
every night of Succos and one for each day. The Chachamim argue and say
that one is required to eat a meal only on the first night of Succos. If one
wishes to eat a meal on any other evening or day of Succos only then is one
required to eat in a succa.
The Gemara later explains the reasons behind both Rebi Eliezer and the
Chachamim. According to Rebi Eliezer the halachos of eating the meals are
patterned after the rule of execz oirk eayz. Just like one normally eats one
meal in the evening and one meal in the daytime, so too must one eat two
meals in the succa every day. The Chachamim use the rule of oirk eayz
execz to prove their opinion as well. At home one has the option of eating if
one is hungry but is not required to eat if he is not hungry. However, the first
night of Succos everyone must eat in the succa because of the dey dxfb of eh
eh - between Succos and Pesach. Since we know that on the first night of
Pesach one must eat matza so too one must eat bread in the succa on the first
night of Succos.
The Rosh asks: To what extent do we carry over this dey dxfb between
Pesach and Succos? Do we also apply the Halacha of oea`iz to Succos and
limit eating on erev Succos just as we do on erev Pesach? In addition, must
one eat bread in the succa on the first night or does `nibxz ipin, desserts and
sweets, suffice?
Rav Soloveitchick quoted Rav Chaim who had his own approach in
understanding this dey dxfb. The Ran in Rosh Hashana discusses whether or
not one needs intent when performing mitzvos, mpi` e` dpeek zekixv zeevn
dpeek zekixv. The Ran then goes on to explain that when it comes to mitzvos
that require some form of enjoyment like eating one does not need dpeek.
Would that dispensation carry over to the first night of Succos or is one
required to have dpeek to fulfill the mitzvah of dkEq zaiyi by eating a meal?
According to Rav Chaim if one lacks that dpeek then one does not fulfill the
mitzvah at all on that first night. However, the Chofetz Chaim in the Biyur
Halacha in siman samech quotes that just like any other mitzvah which
requires eating one does not need to have dpeek, so too by succos one would
have fulfilled the mitzvah carica.
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A chakira can be used to explain the opinions of Rav Chaim and the Biyur
Halacha. Is the main idea that there is a mitzva of dkEq zaiyi and the dxfb
dey is just teaching us that one must eat a zifk in the succa as part of zaiyi
dkEq? Or, is the main point the act of eating in the succa and we then learn
from the dey dxfb that one must eat on Succos in a similar fashion as one
eats on Pesach. Rav Chaim would subscribe to the former analysis and the
reason why one does not fulfill the mitzvah when one does not have dpek is
because there is a deficiency in execz oirk eayz. According to the Biyur
Halacha the latter reasoning would explain why one would fulfill the
mitzvah. Since according to the second side of the chakira the requirement to
eat is a separate Halacha not bound by execz oirk eayz it can therefore be
compared to the mitzvah to eat matza on Pesach which is a mitzvah of
enjoyment. As a result, one would have fulfilled the mitzvah even without
the proper intention.
In addition, according to Rav Chaim, since the mitzvah on the first night is
primarily that of dkEq zaiyi then maybe one would not be required to eat
bread and even `nibxz ipin would suffice. Also, the Halacha of not eating
close to Pesach in order to have a fervent desire to eat matza should not be
extended to Succos either. However, the Rema concludes that one must eat a
zifk of bread in the succa on the first night. Furthermore, one should stop
eating a meal on erev Succos by chatzos. However, one need not eat matza
on Succos and bread would suffice.
What is the dpek that is required on the first night of succos? The Torah itself
gives us the reasoning. It says in Parshas Emor that that the reason for the
mitzvah of succa is because of the succos that Hashem gave to Bnei Yisrael
when they left Egypt. The Tur brings this down as Halacha lemaase and
writes that this is in fact a foundation of our faith. The mitzvah of succa is
connected to yetzias mitzrayim which in turn shows how d"awd runs the
world through hashgacha pratis. Therefore, one must have this dpek while
eating in the succa on the first night of Succos. May the mitzvah of eating in
the succa elevate our level of emuna and bitachon in Hashem.
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The Problem of Inherent Contradiction –Tartei D’
Satrei
Yossi Markovitz
The minhagim of Shemini Atzeret present a great danger to our social
calendar. Our unwavering fervor for the mitzvot of Hachanasat Orchim and
V’Samachta B’Chagecha are threatened by a divergence of customs. After
all, how are we to know which of our friends to invite for the Yom Tov meal
if we eat it inside or outside of the Sukka? Such an inconvenience surely
warrants a healthy discussion.
Background
The chag of Shemini Atzeret is a separate entity from the chag of Sukkot. It
has its own mitzvot ha’yom, none of which is to sit in a Sukka. The problem
that presents itself is that we observe Yom Tov Sheini Shel Galuyot, an
additional day of festival in reminiscence of the kiddush ha’chodesh practice
that took place during the time of the Beit Ha’Mikdash, yet did not always
aid Jews living outside of Israel in knowing on what day Yom Tov fell. We
add a “safek” day to each day of Yom Tov, resulting in the eighth day of
Sukkot becoming a safek day for the seventh day. Since the eighth day of
Sukkot is also the Shemini Atzeret holiday, we are faced with a Tartei
D’Satrei - an inherent contradiction. How are we to act on this day, which
assumes two conflicting roles?
The gemara in Sukka (47a) determines that outside the land of Israel, one
must eat in the sukka on Shemini Atzeret, but without reciting the bracha of
"leisheiv ba-sukka."

second night of Pesach? As we endeavor to count the first night of Sefirat
Ha’Omer, which should take place Mi’macharat Ha’shabbat (after the first
day of Pesach has concluded) we are still performing the mitzvot of the first
day of Pesach, most notably another Seder! Maybe we should omit the
bracha recited during Sefirat Ha’Omer on that night in order to avoid this
paradox.
(It should be noted that there are many who have the practice to wait until
after the seder is completed to recite Sefirat Ha’Omer, thereby avoiding this
uncomfortable inconsistency. Interestingly, it is often those same sects that
avoid sitting in the sukka on Shemini Atzeret altogether to steer clear of our
conflict.)
By asking the above question, the Ba'al Ha'maor clearly proposes that the
bracha itself creates the problem of the Tartei D’Satrei. Absent the bracha,
even the words “ha’yom yom echad la’omer” would not be enough to
detract from the kedusha of Yom Tov Sheini. We understand this even
deeper in the words of the Sefer Ha’Chinuch (ch. 323), who explains that the
bracha of leisheiv ba-sukka is not simply a bracha made on a mitzvah, but it
is a bracha that serves to impart the character of the holiday of Sukkot onto
the day itself. Similarly, the bracha on Sefirat Ha’Omer is what infuses the
day with its character of Chol Ha’moed in contrast to Yom Tov.
Rav Herschel Schachter in M’Pninei Ha’Rav cites the Ra’avad to answer the
Ba'al Ha'maor’s question. On Shemini Atzeret the bracha of leisheiv
ba-sukka would be recited at night after Kiddush. That would render the day
chol after it has been sanctified as kodesh, which is not the standard series of
events. In contrast, making a bracha on Sefirat Ha’Omer after Maariv on
Pesach and then going home to make Kiddush and begin the seder adheres to
the acceptable norm of kodesh following chol.

Tosfot explain that while making a bracha would diminish the status of
Shemini Atzeret and treat the chag like Chol Ha-mo'ed Sukkot, sitting in the
sukka without a bracha is not as problematic since sukkato areivah alav (a
person often finds it pleasant to eat in the sukka even on days when he is not
obligated to do so). The act of sitting in a sukka is ambiguous enough (on a
nice day), while reciting leisheiv ba-sukka leaves no room for doubt. It is for
this reason that we do not take the daled minim on Shemini Atzeret, since
there could be no other reason that one is taking them other than to fulfill the
mitzvah. Absent the rationale of sukkato areivah alav we would do away
with the mitzvah entirely.

Rav Schachter, however, questions the Ra’avad’s answer since Sefirat
Ha’Omer follows the Shmona Esrei of Maariv where we sanctified the day
as kodesh, therefore when we recite Sefirat Ha’Omer we would similarly
render the day chol after it has become kodesh. He points out that Rav
Soloveitchik taught the Ra’avad may have been concerned with
sanctification through Kiddush but not through Shmona Esrei, a distinction
that Rav Schachter does not understand.

Discussion

Another beautiful explanation of our sugya is attributed to Rav Soloveitchik.
The Rav is quoted in Harerei Kedem (volume 1, siman 149) as explaining
why the Rambam codifies our halacha in a most unusual way. The Rambam
writes:

The Ba'al Ha'maor (Rabeinu Zerachya Halevi) at the end of Pesachim uses
our discussion to suggest a novel idea. Since we’ve established that the
recitation of the bracha of leisheiv ba-sukka on Shemini Atzeret causes a
Tartei D’Satrei, why doesn’t the same inherent contradiction arise on the
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… And on the eighth day, which is the first day of Shemini Atzeret,
we sit in the sukka but we don’t make a bracha, similar to a tumtum
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and androgynous who don’t make the bracha of leisheiv ba-sukka
because their obligation is in doubt (safek) and we don’t make a
bracha in a place where safek exists.
Why in the world do we need to bring up a tumtum and androgynous to
make our simple point? To answer this oddity, the Rav breaks down the
concept of Yom Tov Sheini into two parts. The first aspect is a takana that
we observe those practices that our fathers observed out of safek or doubt,
due to the uncertainty of the date. The second aspect is a takana
d’rabbanan, enacted in order to prevent a zilzul or denigration of the day
(presumably since it was once kadosh).
Based on this chakira of safek vs. zilzul, the Rav explained the Rambam.
Generally, our Yom Tov Sheini observance stems from both safek and zilzul,
and the takana d’rabbanan allows us to make brachot. However, Shemini
Atzeret is different. Since it has the definite kedusha of a new chag, the
takana d’rabbanan to prevent a zilzul was not enacted. All that is left is its
precarious status as the seventh day of Sukkot, and the Rambam wants to tell
us that in the cases of safek-only obligations (as exist with the tumtum and
androgynous) we do not recite brachot.
Summary
We have learned that the various minhagim of Shemini Atzeret are deeply
rooted in halachic sources, and based on a multitude of fundamental
principles. The insight of the Sefer Ha’Chinuch will hopefully influence us
to have a different frame of mind as we recite brachot pertaining to mitzvot
ha’yom. Lastly, Chazal’s concern with zilzul of Yom Tov Sheini, as
explained by the Rav, should motivate us to regard those days with greater
reverence and respect.

Rags to Riches
Rabbi Aryeh Stechler
I recently watched a very moving video on YouTube. Mr. Neal Wanless
from South Dakota owed the government thousands of dollars in back taxes.
Thinking he needed a miracle to get out of his untenable predicament, he
bought a lottery ticket. He won 232 million dollars! On YouTube I watched
his acceptance speech. Sounding shocked and awestruck he began by
recognizing that his rags to riches story was a miracle, an act of G-d.
Secondly, he vowed to use his good fortune to help people who face similar
challenges of poverty. Mr. Wanless captured the essence of the Rashbam’s
interpretation of Succos. Let us take a moment to analyze the meaning
behind the mitzvah of Succah.
The Torah states (VaYikra 23:43) that we sit in the Succah “in order that
future generations should know that I sat you in Succos when I took you out
of Egypt.” The Gemara in Succah 11b quotes the famous debate between
Rabbis Eliezer and Akiva whether this refers to the miraculous Ananei
HaKavod - the Clouds of Glory that protected the Jewish people in the
desert from invading enemies and the elements, or Succos Mamash - actual
huts that the Jews lived in during their stint in the desert. The former opinion
makes for a very understandable reason to celebrate a holiday. On Shavuos
we celebrate the miraculous occurrence of Matan Torah. On Pesach we
celebrate the miracles of Yitziyas Mitzrayim. Therefore, it is with perfect
symmetry that on Succos we celebrate the miracle of the Ananei HaKavod.
However, according to the opinion that the Succahs G-d commands us to
recall were merely the normal huts where the Jews resided, what is the great
miracle we celebrate on the holiday of Succos? Why should remembrance of
the huts serve as a central piece to one of the three Regalim?
The Rishonim and Achronim suggest many differing approaches to the
miracle of the regular huts. Ramban (VaYikra 23:43) suggests that the flimsy
huts we recall on Succos celebrate the miracle of survival in the desert. For
40 years our people survived without ever living in a normal “Yishuv,”
limited to a Bedouin existence in unstable living conditions. On Succos we
thank G-d for enabling us to survive in these huts for 40 years. The Rokeiah
(219) suggests that when the soldiers of Israel went to war against Sichon
and Og they left the Machaneh and the protection of the Ananei HaKavod.
Their military encampment was comprised of these regular huts. G-d
protected us from our enemies and granted us victory in these wars. On
Succos we are celebrating G-d’s protection of our military and victory in
these wars. Chasam Sofer (OC 95) suggests that since Succos is holiday
noting military success, women who do not normally participate in military
activities are exempt from the mitzvah of Succah.
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Rashbam offers a beautiful interpretation of Succos Mamash. Unlike the
holidays of Pesach and Shavuos when we celebrate miracles, the holiday of
Succos is not a celebration of a miraculous moment in our nation’s history.
We are actually remembering a very difficult time in our history - a time
when we were quite poor, when we were homeless and had nowhere to live
but a flimsy hut. In Sefer Devarim, Moshe warns his people that one day
they will come to Israel and be very successful. They will “have houses
filled with only good.”(6:11) Their natural response will be “my strength
and the power of my hands has made these great accomplishments.”(8:17)
Moshe advises Israel: “Remember what you experienced in the desert when
you had no house. You lived in a shaky hut. Yes, you came out of Egypt
with gold and silver, but you had no property and no decent place to lie
down your head at night. If throughout your future you continue to look back
and recall your meager beginnings in the desert, then you will appreciate that
your success in Israel is not only due to your hard work, but is also a
blessing that that G-d has granted you.”
The Torah teaches us that Succos is the holiday of the harvest. Our home is
filled with the success of all our hard work out in the field. It is thus natural
to attribute our successes to our own abilities. Therefore, suggests Rashbam,
the holiday of Succos mandates that we remember our history. We must
remember that we began as a people with no property to our name and with
no place to farm and grow food. Israel relied on G-d for food and survival.
We were poor and we come from humble beginnings. Therefore, now as we
experience great success, remembering our meager beginnings places life in
proper perspective. Remembering our rags allows us to recognize G-d’s
hand in our riches.
Interestingly, for Rashbam the holiday of Succos is therefore very different
than the other Regalim of Pesach and Shavuos. On those holidays we take
out time to remember great miracles of our past, miracles that happened to
our people thousands of years ago. We celebrate the greatest moments in our
people’s history. However, on Succos, we look back to a difficult time, times
we too often forget. Through our remembrance of the past, it allows us truly
appreciate the miracles of the present. Recalling our humble beginnings
shines light on our current successes and helps us to see G-d performing
miracles for us in the present day.
These two opinions as to which Succah we are remembering, the clouds or
huts, are viewed by the Gemara to possess halakhic import as well. The
Gemara 11b argues that if the former is correct then our Succahs must be
constructed with the characteristics of a cloud. Since a cloud is not mekabel
tumah and grows from the ground (see Tosafos 12a BiPesoles where he
quotes the debate in the Yerushalmi on how clouds are formed), so too the
Sechach that covers our Succah must contain these qualities. The Succah’s
roof must be organic and not processed for use. The Gemara then ponders
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from where do we know that the Sechach must be organic and not contract
Tumah if we are mimicking the huts of the desert? Perhaps the Jewish people
sat in huts covered with metal or sheep skins?
Rabbi Yochanan argues (12a) that this provision that the Sechach be organic
and not mekabel tumah is derived from the Torah which states, “You should
make the holiday of Succos for youself for seven days, when you gather in
from the threshing floor and from the wine vat.” (Devarim 16:13) Rabbi
Yochanan argues that this is referring to building the Succah, which must be
constructed out of the Pesoles, the refuse that comes from the threshing floor
and wine vat (and not the actual grain or wine). The Sechach must be
comprised of materials that are the refuse of the harvest, and refuse of the
harvest is organic and does not contract tumah.
What is the message of the Succah? Why must the Sechach be built
specifically of these materials which are organic and not mekabel tumah?
Why would G-d specifically recommend using refuse and waste in the
construction of a religious article? Why must our Succah be literally a piece
of garbage?
It is important to remember that this source is specifically used according to
the opinion that we are recalling the regular huts in which they lived in the
desert. According to Rashbam, G-d wants us to remember our poverty and
meager beginnings. Who usually takes the refuse of the harvest season? It is
the Ani, the poor person, who in the Torah’s economic system is sustained
through the Leket, Shikha and Peah, the refuse of the harvest. On Succos, we
must all experience poverty. We leave our beautiful homes, treasure houses
filled with the successes of the harvest and we sit in rickety huts. We build
those huts out of refuse, articles that would normally be discarded by a
wealthy person, who would rather concentrate on the wine then grape peels.
As we sit in the Succah, the hut of garbage, the cardboard box if you will, we
appreciate our real homes and recognize the tremendous gifts G-d has
afforded us, taking us from rags to riches.
The past year of economic crisis has brought much focus on waste. We are
all analyzing our budgets to see what is really important and necessary and
what is Pesoles. Sometimes we recognize that things we were spending a lot
of money on are really Pesoles. And sometimes things we thought were
merely Pesoles can be used and have great potential, even to build our living
space.
As we celebrate this upcoming Succos, the Rashbam’s understanding of the
holiday requires us to truly experience the Succahs of the desert, to feel the
poverty that was captured in our meager living situation in the Midbar. This
should open our hearts to recognize G-d’s hand in all of the financial success
we have attained. Additionally, our huts of refuse should motivate us to
reevaluate our spending habits, ensuring that we are not spending our critical
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funds on real garbage. Perhaps this analysis will help us recognize the great
potential in the “garbage”we had been discarding. Mr. Neal Wanless said, “I
thank the Lord for this blessing and opportunity and I will not squander it.”
He captured for us the message of the holiday of Succos. We are recalling
our transition from being homeless in the desert to living in our own home in
Israel. As Neal was motivated to recognize G-d’s hand in his transformation,
the holiday of Succos affords us the opportunity to say thank you to G-d, not
just for miracles of the desert of thousands of years ago, but for the paycheck
we received last week.
[Extra Note: The Torah (23:42) states that “Kol Ezrach – every citizen – in
Israel must sit in the Succah.” The Gemara in Succah 28a offers halakhic
explanations to the specific meaning of including “citizens”in the mitzvah
of Succah. Rashbam makes a puzzling comment. He states that the Torah
comes to include “even those who own homes” in the Mitzvah of Succah.
Was there a hava aminah that only homeless people would be obligated in
the mitzvah of Succah? Based on the Rashbam we studied earlier, his
comments here are understandable. The mitzvah of Succah is aimed at
helping us experience the homelessness and poverty of the Jews in the
Midbar. Therefore, one might have thought that a person who owns a home
cannot truly fulfill the mitzvah of Succah. Can one really feel homeless if he
knows pas besalo – that as soon as Succos is over he will return to his
beautiful estate? The Torah teaches us that every “citizen”–even those who
are only pretending to be homeless must spend seven days experiencing the
homelessness and poverty of the Midbar. If they can truly internalize the
homeless feeling for the seven days they live in their Succah/shack, then
when they return to their homes they will recognize that it was G-d’s hand
that helped them achieve ownership of the residence. While only a homeless
person truly feels the Succah, a person with a home is best able to offer
thanks to G-d for the blessing of a beautiful home.]

Celebrating Now and Then:
The Contrasting Messages of Succot and Pesach
Rabbi Benzion Scheinfeld
The similarities between the Shalosh Regalim are obvious and clear. The
Torah groups them together always, the text of the Amidah, the number of
Aliyot (always an excellent barometer if the level of Kedusha and the Issur
Melacha are the same.) However, despite the similarities, each chag
demands a unique emotional posture and spiritual focus that reflects the
particular Mitzvot, Halachot and Minhagim that are unique to its particular
motif. Identifying a chag's particular focus and theme can be obvious on the
one hand but may be tricky at times as well. Some Moadim seem to have
similar themes and discerning their particular nature and the spiritual and
emotional posture they summon from us may be a bit more elusive. But only
by comparing it to its most similar partner and seeing the contrasts, can we
gain full insight into its true message.
Two Chagim that at first glance have similar themes, but are separated by
Halachot and Minhagim that point towards a different type of spiritual
message and emotional posture, are Pesach and Succot.
The similarities can be seen in both structure and substance. For starters,
both Holidays are long, 7 days for one, 7 or 8 for the other. Both Holidays
are focused on the journey of Bnei Yisrael out of Egypt in the formative
years of Am Yisrael. In the Mitzvot of both Holidays we are asked to reenact
activities that our ancestors experienced 3300 years ago. For Pesach that is
focused on Pesach, Matza and Marror and for Succot it would be by building
and sitting in a Succah. (Arba Minim is beyond the scope of this discussion
and may demand a very different internalization than Yeshiva BaSuccah.)
Of course an obvious distinction between the two Chagim is that Pesach is
focused on the very beginning of Klal Yisrael’s journey, the actual Yetziat
Mitzrayim while Succot is focused on the next step of development of Am
Yisrael, the sojourn in the desert.
However perhaps we can identify a more fundamental difference between
the two Chagim, and thereby help define and explain the different spiritual
and emotional postures demanded by each Chag.
I would like to begin this quest with a question that had bothered me for
many years, namely, why it is that we make such a big deal about our
connection to our past on Pesach and not on Succot. For example, stop a Jew
in the street and ask him to tell you his first response to the following
question: Which Biblical holiday reenacts our past history more than any
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other? Almost certainly the answer would be Pesach. And yet upon
reflection, one can certainly argue convincingly (if not conclusively) that the
re-creation of the past that Pesach demands pales in comparison with that of
Succot.
On Pesach we are asked to stay away from Chametz for 7 days as our
ancestors in Egypt ate Matzah and we are asked for 1 night only (according
to most Rishonim) to eat Matzah and Marror and drink wine and lean like
kings to reenact and remember our past. These are in fact powerful attempts
to reenact our past. Yet on Succot, if observed correctly, we are commanded
to take our best furniture out of our house and to eat and sleep for 7 days
under the open skies (covered by Sechach) and as the Mishna says to: eat,
sleep and learn and relax and do our activities in the Succah and in fact to
make the Succah into our dwelling place for 7 days. The obligation to
reenact on Succot is more encompassing in both its time (7 days vs. 1 for
Matzah ) (Isur Chometz is 7) and its scope, as it encompasses not only eating
but all of one’s daily activities including sleeping. If observed correctly,
Succot seems to be a far more intense re-creation of life in our past history
than Pesach, and if so, why does Pesach get all the fanfare as the holiday of
experiencing our past when in fact Succot seems to be a far more engrossing
experience where we are literally surrounded by our past for seven days for
every possible life activity?
Note: It can be argued that Pesach is a far more severe holiday due to the
punishment of Karet for eating Chametz and that its powerful reputation
comes from this high level of emphasis signified by the punishment. Succot,
despite its beauty, does not instill such trepidation. A violation of the
Mitzvot of Succot incurs not even a Lo Taaseh but rather only a Bitul Aseh. I
however, would like to suggest a different answer that focuses on the
essence of the Mitzvot and the theme and not its level of punishment.

Succah without imagining that you are in the desert in a hut having just
left Egypt is just fine. Why, if the Torah goes to such lengths to recreate the
Succot experience of the Midbar does it leave out the clincher - our
obligation to imagine that we are part of Klal Yisrael journeying through the
desert, as it does in the Mishna in Pesachim.
Note: The Bach based on the Pasuk (Lamman Yadu Doroseichem Ki
Basuccot Hoshavti), states that while eating in a Succah, for a proper
fulfillment of the Mitzva, one must have the knowledge of the fact that our
ancestors dwelled in Succot. But even the Bach only demands cognizance of
the facts. He does not demand imagination and fantasy.
The answer is that Pesach and Succot demand very different types of internal
spiritual growth and emphasize very different kinds of internal awareness.
Pesach is a holiday that emphasizes a one time event that cannot and will not
ever be duplicated. The Ahava between Klal Yisrael and Hashem that was
expressed on the Night of Yetziat Mitzraim was so intense and so powerful
that it echoes throughout time. Once a year, the Torah demands that we try
our best to “remember”that special night using physical activities to awaken
our imagination and connect with this moment, a moment, that will not,
could not, and should not be duplicated. We are obligated to do our best to
escape our present reality and go back, as if we are in a hypnotist’s office, to
a time many years ago that is far from our present experience. By going back
and touching that distant moment, albeit in our imagination, we are fulfilling
the Avodat Hayom of feeling the echoes of that incomparable event.

Perhaps a deeper understanding of the internal experiences demanded by the
reenactment of Peach and Succot can offer an insight into why their
reputations differ. This insight into the internal experiences demanded by
each Chag respectively comes from the famous obligation stemming from
the Mishna in Pesachim that on the Seder night, in addition to bringing to the
table all the required physical items such as Pesach, Matza and Marror, one
must also bring his imagination. Just eating the Matza and Marror, even
Le’shem Mitzva, would not fulfill one’s obligation. Rather one must use
his imaginative faculties to actually envision himself as if he himself
were leaving Egypt. As the Mishna says :Chayav Adam Lirot Et Atzmo
K’ilu Hu Yatzah Mimitzraim. If one eats the perfect Chazon Ish shiur of
Matza and Marror but forgets to imagine as he is eating it, that he is in
Mitzraim then he has not fulfilled the Mitzva properly. In contrast (and at
first glance, surprisingly, given the intense re-creation of Succot) one is not
asked to bring our imagination to the Succah. Eating the Challah in the

On Succot, however, we are not asked to leave our present reality at all. The
powerful re-creation of Succot is not meant to jar our imagination and
transfer us to a different period of time. In fact the re-creations of Succot are
not reenactments at all. They are such good re-creations that they are actual
reality. We are not asked to borrow the vision of our past to feel the internal
messages of Succot, but rather to be open to our present reality. For sitting
under an open sky on Succot night circa 2009 is just the same as sitting
under the open sky circa 1300 BCE. In both cases Jews are sitting in a flimsy
shelter (Dirat Arai) open to the elements (rain in particular) and aware of our
tenuous physical existence in this Olam that is ultimately an Olam Arai. No
need for imagination or connecting to a borrowed experience from our
collective past. All that is necessary for Succot is open hearted awareness of
the present. No imagination is necessary for the Succot experience - only
existential awareness. While on Pesach our spiritual challenge is to connect
to a moment long ago in our history and feel the closeness to Hashem that
such a connection engenders, on Succot we are asked to be open to our true
present reality, without the trappings and false illusions created by our Dirot
Kevah. It is through that openness that we connect to Hashem by embracing
our present and the ever present connection to Hashem that is built into the
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fabric of present life. Succot represents the timelessness of man’s
connection to Hashem while Pesach is all about a moment in time.
This difference can be seen in a number of the Halachot and Minhagim that
differ in each of the Chagim. The Megillah Chazal chose to read on Pesach
is Shir Hashirim. It is about a search for a lost love that was once perfect and
will hopefully one day again be pristine. It is about memory and is like an
anniversary poem to be read to rekindle and recreate an intense moment in
time whose echoes have been dimmed but can still be felt by remembering.
The Megillah on Succot is Kohelet - a Megillah about the never changing
timeless nature of the world. It emphasizes how lost man can get in the
emptiness of no truly significant moments unless there is some underlying
meaning in the “now”of life wherever and whenever that now may be. (Sof
Davar Hakol Nishma, Et Elokim Tira V’et Mitzvotav Tishmor, Ki Ze Kol
Haadam.)

Perhaps we can suggest that Aveilut is much more similar to Pesach than
Succot. For both Aveilut and Pesach are commemorating a powerful event
that happens at the beginning of a 7 day period (Yetziat Mitzrayim or the
imagination of it for Pesach and the death of a loved one for Aveilut.) Both
are searching for ways to ride the waves of that powerful moment for a
longer period of time and Pesach is an appropriate model for Aveilut. Succot,
in contrast, has no such event to latch on to and would not be a model for
Aveilut even if it were 7 days and “Tafasta Meruba Lo Tafasta”would not
be a relevant consideration.
May Hashem grant us the ability to develop the spiritual and emotional
sensitivity to internalize each Chag's particular message and thereby fully
develop our Neshamot to experience the full potential of D’veikut b’Hashem
Chag Sameach!

The Mitzvot of Pesach according to most Rishonim are focused around one
moment or night (the Leil Seder) and afterwards there are no theme related
Mitzot Aseh (hence no Bracha on Matza for the rest of the Chag). Succot, in
contrast, is a holiday that commemorates no particular event at all. Just life
in the Midbar. Hence the Mitzvot of Succot are present and almost equal
throughout the Chag and hence the Bracha of “Leishv Basuccah” is said
throughout the Chag. In fact, the halachic uniqueness of the first night of
Succot (Chiyuv Achila, according to some even in the rain) is only derived
from a Gezara Shava from Pesach and is not even mentioned clearly in the
pesukim. (Note: A famous Baal Hamaor hints that there is a miztvah of
Achilat Matza all seven days and that Succot is not unique in this regard.)
Even the Peturim from Succah hint at the “regular lifeness”of the Holiday
as one is allowed to leave the Succah and abandon the Mitzvah if he
experiences discomfort and would normally leave his house under such
circumstances. For our goal on Succot is simply to live in the present
surrounded by the messages of daily life. Pesach, in contrast, asks us to
remember and connect to a spectacular event far removed from daily life.
Our perspective can offer an insight into the Ran’s question in Moed Katan.
The gemara in Moed Katan learns that Aveilut is 7 days from the Pasuk
“Vehafachtti Chageichem LeAvel”. Just like Chagim are 7 days (Pesach) so
too Avelut is seven days. (the 1 day of Shavuot is used to teach us Shemuah
Rechokah (hearing about a death after 30 days) when only one day of Shiva
is observed. The Ran asks why choose to learn Aveliut is 7 days from
Pesach? Why not say Aveilut is 8 days and learn it from Succot.? (The Ran’s
question is based on the complex relationship of Succot to Shemini Atzeet
which is beyond the scope of this article). The Ran answers that “Tafasta
Meruba Lo Tafasta”. He applies a general halachic principle to this case to
say that when given 2 choices we always gravitate to the smaller one - a
novel application of such a rule.
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Will Miracles Never Cease!
Seth Lebowitz
The sefer hachinuch in Mitzvah 325 explains the idea behind the mitzvah of
yeshiva b’sukkah:

lwd dyry milecbd miqipd xekfp ornl ,aezka yxetny dn ,devnd iyxyn"
mdl wifi `ly ceak ippra mkkiqy ,mixvnn mz`va xacna epizea`l `ed jexa
.xacna l`xyi ipa eyr ynn zekeqy eyxity yie .dlila gxwe meia ynyd
didpe ,`ed jexa eizeevna xdfp epizea` mre epnr dyry eize`ltp zxikf jezne
".ez`n daehd zlawl miie`x
The chinuch explains that the purpose of the mitzvah of yeshiva b’sukkah is
to remember the miracles God performed for our ancestors in the desert,
with a focus on the specific miracle of annanei kavod – divine clouds that
protected bnei yisrael. He also mentions briefly that there exists an opinion
that these sukkot were sukkot mamash – huts. He continues that by
remembering these wonders, we’ll be more appreciative of God and serve
Him properly. It is not clear why the chinuch seems to digress and mention
the opinion of sukkot mamash, as he returns immediately to explaining the
purpose of our remembrance of these wonders. It is also not clear why the
chinuch says that we are intended to remember the wonders that God did for
our ancestors as well as for us (“imanu v’im avoteinu”). While it is certainly
true that we benefit from God’s miracles that were performed for our
ancestors in generations past, this appears to be a general principle rather
than one that has to do with the mitzvah of sukkah.
Despite these questions, we are all familiar with the general concepts
described by the chinuch. But a focus on the relevant pesukim shows that
there is much to be understood1 about what the Torah intends as the purpose
for this mitzvah. The Torah is cryptic in relating the mitzvah’s purpose –so
cryptic in fact that there is a machloket tana’im, which is left undecided and
becomes a machloket rishonim, regarding what the Torah intends for us to be
aware of when performing the mitzvah. Which sukkot exactly should we be
aware of when we perform the mitzvah? Where in the Torah are they found?
We know intuitively that anything the Torah wants us to remember must be
important enough that the Torah would relate it to us it in advance of our
being told to remember it. More importantly, the Torah tells us many other
times to remember something, sometimes as the purpose for performing a
mitzvah, and that something seems always to be well known to us.2

1. By us, not by the sefer hachinuch (as we’ll see).
2. See, e.g., Devarim 15:15, 16:3.
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Let us look more closely at the pesukim themselves and their interpretations
by the rishonim and see if we can gain greater understanding. The Torah
states:

Erc¥§ i or© n§
© bn :zŸMQªA© EaW¥
§ i l ¥̀ x¨U¦
§ iA§ gx¨f§ ¤̀ d̈ÎlM̈ minï
¦ z©ra§ W¦ EaW§ Y¥ zŸMQª © an
'd i¦p£̀ m¦ix¨v§ n¦ ux¤ ¤̀ n¥ mz̈F` i`i
¦ vFd
¦ A§ l ¥̀ x¨U¦
§ i i¥pAÎz
§ ¤̀ iY¦ a§ WFd
© zFMQªa© iM¦ m¤kizŸ
¥ xŸc
:m¤kiwŸl¡`
You shall dwell in sukkot seven days, every citizen of Israel shall dwell in
sukkot. So that your future generations shall know that I caused the children
of Israel to dwell in sukkot when I brought them out of the land of Egypt, I
am hashem your God.
These two pesukim appear to instruct us to dwell in sukkot each year in order
to produce an awareness that God caused our ancestors in the period
following yetziat mitzraim to dwell in “sukkot.” (This word is deliberately
left untranslated here and in the translation of the pesukim above.)
The third time that “sukkot”is used in these pesukim (the reference to the
historical sukkot that are to be recalled) is problematic. Which sukkot is the
Torah referring to? It is difficult to remember an episode recounted
elsewhere in the Torah where God causes bnei yisrael to dwell in sukkot.
Indeed, a quick survey of all the places in the Torah where “sukkot”appears
confirms that there is no such story in the Torah.3
This difficulty apparently is among the factors that led to the machloket in
which Rabbi Akiva interprets sukkot to mean huts (“sukkot mamash”), and
Rabbi Eliezer interprets sukkot to mean annanei kavod.4 Various rishonim
adopt one side or the other of this machloket, and we will examine two of
them, Rashi and the Rashbam.
Ananei Kavod
Rashi, vaykira 23:43, ceak ippr - izayed zekqa ik
What led Rashi to explain these historical sukkot as annanei kavod instead of
the usual meaning of the word, which is also the meaning that the same word
has (twice!) in the immediately preceding pasuk, as well as earlier in Parshat

3. The term “sukkah”does not appear in the Torah at all. The term “sukkot”appears
in various forms in the Torah fourteen times. Three of these are in sefer breishit and
clearly cannot be part of an episode that occurred around the time of yetziat mitzraim.
Of the remaining eleven times that the word appears, six are referring to the name of
the holiday or the mitzvah itself, four are geographic place names, and the last is our
instance –“ki vasukkot hoshavti… ”
4. Masechet sukkah, 11b; in the mechilta the same machloket is recorded with the
names of the two tana’im reversed.
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Emor? Presumably his knowledge of the results of our survey played a role.
But what led Rashi to conclude that the sukkot here are annanei kavod?
The Ramban points out5 in support of Rashi’s position that in sefer
yeshayahu, the word “sukkah” is used in a way that can be understood to
refer to a cloud, and a divine cloud at that. On a more general level, the root
of the word sukkah means “to cover,”so “sukkah”might be used to refer to
anything that serves the purpose of covering, including a protective divine
cloud. Additionally, some explain that the use of the word “hoshavti” (in
binyan hifil)6 denotes God actively causing bnei yisrael to dwell in
something, rather than bnei yisrael dwelling in ordinary sukkot on their own,
implying that these sukkot were miraculous rather than natural.
The difficulty in Rashi’s explanation is obvious (despite all the evidence on
his side). Why would the Torah use “sukkot”to describe clouds? There is
already at least one perfectly good Hebrew word for clouds. Although as
noted above the Ramban attempts to deal with this by showing another place
in Tanach where “sukkah”refers to a cloud, the fact that the same word is
used three times in close proximity and only one of the three is claimed to
have this special meaning leads one to suspect that this may be one of the
places in the Torah that is impossible to understand correctly without Torah
she’ba’al peh.7
Sukkot Mamash
When we read our two pesukim in isolation, it seems clear that “vasukkot
hoshavti” refers to sukkot mamash. After all, (1) the word sukkah has a
known meaning –a hut, and (2) everyone agrees that the same word used
elsewhere in close proximity means a hut. But the lack of any story about
sukkot, in conjunction with other evidence, leads Rashi and others to
conclude that the Torah is referring not to sukkot as ordinarily understood,
but rather to annanei kavod. Against this background, how do other
rishonim conclude that these sukkot are sukkot mamash?
The Rashbam interprets the word sukkot here to mean sukkot mamash. He
writes in Vayikra 23:43

dfe .ynn dkeq dkeq zkqna mixne`d ixack eheyt - ['ebe] mkizexec erci ornl
z`eaz z` jtqe`a jawine jpxbn jtqe`a jl dyrz zekeqd bg .xac ly enrh
5. Ramban on vayikra 23:43.
6. See Mizrachi and other mefarshei Rashi on vayikra 23:43.
7. This is not to suggest that the various proofs suggested here are not valid or that
the mefarshim who subscribed to them didn’t regard them as valid, but rather that
they need to be viewed against the background of Rabbi Akiva’s explanation as a
possibility.
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izayed zekeqa ik exkfz ornl ,xdvie yexize obc aeh lk mi`ln mkizae ux`d
d`ced epzz jk jezne ,dlgp `lae aeyii `la dpy mirax` xacna l`xyi ipa z`
ici mvere igk mkaala exn`z l`e ,aeh lk mi`ln mkizae dlgp mkl ozpy inl
jxcd lk z` zxkfe oernyz awr zyxta `vnp dfd xcqke .dfd ligd z` il dyr
devn ip` dnle .'ebe ond z` jlik`ie 'ebe dpy mirax` df jiwl` 'd jkiled xy`
mxe ['ebe] zraye zlk`e ['ebe] daeh ux` l` j`ian jidl` 'd ik ?z`f zeyrl jl
zxkfe dfd ligd z` il dyr ici mvre igk jaala zxn`e 'ebe 'd z` zgkye jaal
aeh lk mi`ln mizan mi`vei jkle .lig zeyrl gk jl ozepd `ed ik jiwl` 'd z`
.zayl miza `le xacna dlgp mdl did `ly oexkfl zekeqa oiayeie dtiq` onfa
mex izlal ,awie oxeb ztiq` onfa zekeqd bg z` 'wd raw dfd mrhd iptne
:dfd ligd z` epl eyr epici exn`i ot aeh lk mi`ln mdiza lr maal
The Rashbam solves this problem by understanding chag hasukkot itself
differently from the way we have seen until now. This holiday, according to
the Rashbam, is not primarily intended to commemorate God’s miracles as
the sefer hachinuch explains. Instead, in keeping with his general
interpretation of the three regalim as having a primary agricultural motif,8
the Rashbam understands chag hasukkot to be a celebration of the harvest, a
time to rejoice over, and to thank God for, the material bounty of the year of
farming.
The mitzvah of sukkah and its purpose are a means of ensuring that this
celebration takes on the proper character. The Torah itself in parshat eikev
warns that the achievement by man of material success carries with it the
spiritual danger of forgetting or ignoring the fact that God is the source of all
material blessing. A person who has just harvested a bountiful crop through
the sweat of his brow, and now has storage facilities full of grain, wine and
oil naturally feels satisfied with and proud of his accomplishments –perhaps
leading him to say “dfd ligd z` il dyr ici mvere igk,”9 forgetting the
cardinal truth that “… lig zeyrl gk jl ozepd `ed ik jiwl` 'd.”10 The
Torah’s antidote to this spiritual poison is remembrance of the midbar where
bnei yisrael had no permanent homes (and thus dwelt in sukkot) and no
means of sustenance. During this period, God openly and obviously
provided for bnei yisrael’s material needs:

z` jlk`ie ... xacna dpy mirax` df jiwl` 'd jkild xy` jxcd lk z` zxkfe
11
... dwva `l jlbxe jilrn dzla `l jzlny... ond
Thinking about Bnei Yisrael’s experience in the midbar reminds a person
who has become too satisfied with his own accomplishments that God is
ultimately the source that makes these accomplishments possible.

8. See Rashbam on shemot 23:16.
9. Devarim 8:17.
10. Devarim 8:18.
11. Devarim 8:2-4.
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The Rashbam understands the mitzvah of sukkah and its stated purpose as
part of this framework. The Torah commands us to celebrate a harvest
festival in autumn, and makes this festival’s central mitzvah dwelling in
sukkot, which are similar to those dwelt in by bnei yisrael in the midbar.
This is to ensure that bnei yisrael will be aware of God’s providence for
them during the dor hamidbar, a time when they had no means of sustaining
themselves, and realize that even though their current material success was
ostensibly obtained through their own hard work, diligence and ingenuity, in
reality that material success comes from God no less than it did during the
dor hamidbar.12
We now have two views of chag hasukkot and the mitzvah of yeshiva
b’sukkah and its purpose, based on two schools of thought in the rishonim.
To Rashi, chag hasukkot is primarily a commemoration of God’s miracles
connected with yetziat mitzraim, typified by the protection of annanei kavod.
The purpose of the mitzvah of yeshiva b’sukkah is the performance of this
commemoration itself. To the Rashbam, chag hasukkot is primarily an
agricultural festival, and the mitzvah of yeshiva b’sukkah is intended to
ensure that this festival takes on the proper character –as a celebration of
God’s goodness rather than man’s supposed greatness.
A Cryptic Description
But something is left unexplained according to each view as a result of the
Torah’s cryptic description of the purpose of the mitzvah. To the Rashbam,
why didn’t the Torah describe anywhere that bnei yisrael dwelt in sukkot?
And to Rashi, why did the Torah use the word “sukkot”if it meant “annanei
kavod,”whether this is to be understood through textual evidence alone or
along with the benefit of an oral tradition? Let us try to answer each of these
questions in turn.
We may be able to answer this question for the Rashbam by recognizing that
the context in which the Torah imparts information can be nearly as
important as the information itself.13 Sometimes the purposeful placement of
certain information in the Torah away from its “natural” place serves to
highlight that information in a special way or give a different emphasis to the
place where it is “transplanted.” For example, in parshat mikeitz, Yosef’s
brothers say to one another: eytp zxv epi`x xy` epig` lr epgp` miny` la`
..eprny `le epil` eppgzda14. Where is Yosef’s supplication to his brothers

recounted in the Torah? It is not. If the Torah had recounted Yosef’s
pleading with his brothers in its natural place in parshat vayeshev, we would
have the same facts we do now. By leaving out this detail in its natural place
and filling us in during the brothers’conversation here, the image of Yosef
pleading with his brothers becomes to the reader part of the story of the
brothers’ conversation, and therefore part of our understanding of the
brothers’feelings of guilt and regret at their prior actions. Had we known in
advance that Yosef had begged his brothers from the pit, had the Torah
recounted this episode already, the Torah would just be telling us about the
brothers’state of mind. But in this case the Torah is showing us, and
Yosef’s pleading becomes a more powerful part of our understanding of the
brothers’attitude at this time.
Here too in parshat emor, the context in which the fact that bnei yisrael
dwelt in huts is introduced is significant. Had we been told somewhere in
sefer shemot or sefer bimidbar that bnei yisrael lived in huts, and told to
remember this fact in parshat emor, the existence of the sukkot hamidbar
would be a seemingly unimportant and unimpressive fact.15 When it is
introduced as part of the mitzvah, we immediately know that it has special
significance, and we come away from reading about the mitzvah’s purpose
with the impression that it is something that is easy to overlook (after all,
we’ve never heard of it). This impression seems to fit with the Rashbam’s
interpretation of what the sukkot hachag are about –remembering a prior
period the character of which is all too easy to forget when circumstances
change. The sukkot hamidbar represent a period when bnei yisrael had no
way of sustaining themselves and openly had to rely on God for all material
needs, and are intended to remind us that while circumstances may appear to
have changed, fundamentally they have not. How fitting it is, then, that we
remember not only the bare fact that bnei yisrael dwelt in sukkot, but also
that those sukkot at first glance are easily taken for granted and overlooked.
Because Rashi explains the sukkot hamidbar in such a way as to find where
they are recounted elsewhere in the Torah, the same question cannot be
asked according to Rashi’s interpretation. However, one can and must ask a
different question –if the Torah meant clouds, why did it say “sukkot?”
If we assume, as suggested above, that Rashi (and possibly other rishonim
who adopt a similar stance) do not ultimately base their annanei kavod
interpretation on Torah shebichtav (though to be sure they use evidence from
Torah shebichtav in deciding to adopt their interpretation from Torah
sheba’al peh), it gives us considerable additional flexibility in understanding

12. It is interesting to note that the famous question quoted in the Tur regarding why
chag hasukkot is celebrated in the fall rather than the spring does not get off the
ground according to the Rashbam’s view of the chag.
13. Nechama Leibowitz wrote an illuminating short essay on this phenomenon in
Iyunim Besefer Bemidbar, Parshat Matot, “Davar Bilam V’Onsho.”
14. Breishit 42:21.
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15. While we believe the Torah never tells us anything unimportant, compare the
idea of dwelling in huts made of plant refuse with other things that we perform
mitzvot for the purpose of remembering –such as the experience of slavery in Egypt
and the exodus from Egypt.
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why the Torah might have used the word “sukkot”when it meant “ananim.”
Rashi makes a methodological statement in his peirush on the Torah to the
effect that at times pesukim in the Torah are to be understood in multiple
ways –one way according to "eheyt lr `xwnd ayiizi" and nevertheless
“yxcz yxcde.”16
Using this general approach, perhaps the Torah used the word sukkot to get a
message across about sukkot mamash even according to the annanei kavod
school of thought. Although one is intended to understand that these sukkot
were annanei kavod based on the Torah sheba’al peh’s interpretation, let us
put that aside for the moment and read the pesukim. If one focuses on a
particular aspect of what is written in these pesukim, perhaps the annanei
kavod can teach us another lesson. The Torah uses the definite article for all
the references to sukkot in our pesukim.17 Thus the later mentions of sukkot
are referring back to a prior mention of sukkot. The first mention of sukkot
in parshat emor is as the name of the holiday –“… chag hasukkot shivat
yamim lashem.” So now our pesukim need to be translated a bit differently.
The Torah is telling us that we should dwell in the sukkot (i.e. those
mentioned above) for seven days, and that we are to know by doing this
mitzvah that God caused b’nei yisrael to dwell in the same sukkot in the
midbar. But the sukkot in this context are not annanei kavod, and neither are
they any kind of sukkot that existed historically. Rather, they are the sukkot
that we are to dwell in ourselves! When this interpretation is placed beside
that of annanei kavod, we see that on one level the Torah is telling us that
God protected bnei yisrael with divine clouds (sukkot) and on another that
the humble huts we are to sit in are the sukkot God caused bnei yisrael to
dwell in. Perhaps the message is that we are to see no difference between
the open miracles of annanei kavod on the one hand and the natural world
around us on the other, which appears mundane, but in reality consists of
constant miracles performed by God.18

understand that the simple huts we are sitting in to celebrate the holiday are
on some level no different from those miraculous clouds of old, since
everything in God’s creation comes from Him.
This brings us back to the sefer hachinuch. Let us recall that the chinuch for
some reason stuck mention of the sukkot mamash interpretation in the
middle of his explanation of the commemoration of God’s annanei kavod.
He also wrote what we might have dismissed as a throwaway line that God’s
wonders are with our ancestors and with us. But now we can see that the
chinuch had every reason to mention sukkot mamash alongside annanei
kavod, and to describe wonders as having been performed for both us and
our ancestors, because both understandings of sukkot teach us, by different
routes, that our physical world consists of God’s wonders whether we
recognize it or not, and because a central message of this mitzvah is that this
lesson is true for us no less than for our ancestors.

So it is possible that the Torah has a unified message in the mitzvah of
sukkah, although this message is arrived at from different directions
depending on how one interprets the sukkot hamidbar. If one understands
that they were sukkot mamash, then through a mitzvah that imparts the
correct character to a harvest festival, we remember the time in Jewish
history when bnei yisrael had no means of support and were openly
supported by God, which makes us understand that whatever material
sustenance we have now comes from God even if it is not as obvious as mon
falling from the sky. If one understands that they were annanei kavod, then
through the commemoration of God’s wondrous miracles we come to
16. See Rashi on Shemot 6:9.
17. “Basukkot teishvu… kol haezrach b’yisrael yeishvu basukkot… ki vasukkot
hoshavti… ”
18. See Ramban at the end of parshat bo.
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zay zek`lna ycg ceqi
Rabbi Duvie Weiss
I would like to present in this article a thought that sheds light on many
halachik discussions regarding zay zek`ln and penetrates deeply into their
meaning and philosophy. This thought opened up my eyes to a different and
unique way of looking at and viewing the melachos of shabbos. I hope it will
do the same for you.

dxrad zk`ln
There is a machlokes between 2 great Chassidic rebbes –The Baal Hatanya
and The Avnei Nezer - regarding the nature of dxrad zk`ln. The Baal
Hatanya1 proves from different sources that the nature of this dk`ln is the
act of kindling a flame. The creation of a flame or even the enhancing and
making larger a flame is the underlying theme of this dk`ln. On the other
hand the Avnei Nezer 2 writes that the nature of the dk`ln is the
consumption of the fuel that happens as a result of the flame. What he calls
mivrd oeilk. An important dpin `wtp between these 2 approaches will be the
m"anxd zhiy who says that heating up a piece of metal to the point where it
is red hot would constitute a violation of this dk`ln. In this situation even if
the halacha considers the red hot heat a category of flame surely we cannot
say that there is any consumption of fuel.3

cv zk`ln
In a typical case of hunting or trapping two things take place. 1) A live
creature loses its ability to roam freely as before. 2) The person who did the
trapping now has something in his possession that he did not have
previously.
In Brisker language one may suggest that the first element is a din in the
`vtg, a din in the animal, whereby the animal or creature has lost its ability
to run wild. The second element is a din in the `xab since the person now
has something in his possession that he did not have previously.

For example, Rashi and Tosafos Rid4 argue about whether cv zk`ln would
apply to a very slow moving creature. Tosafos Rid holds that a slow moving
animal is considered already caught (cnere cevip) and so one cannot violate
cv zk`ln on something that is already considered to be in his possession.
Rashi, on the other hand disagrees and holds there would be a violation of cv
even on a very slow moving creature. We could explain the machlokes as
follows. A slow moving creature is already considered caught vis-à-vis the
person who is catching it. No real action needs to be taken on a snail to
capture it since its not going anywhere too fast anyway and so catching such
a creature would not be a violation of cv zk`ln. On the other hand ‘from
the snail’s perspective’putting it inside a cup does severely limit its ability
to move freely and so to catch and trap it would be a violation of cv zk`ln. 5
Another issue which may be dependent on the above discussion is a
machlokes between the zenexzd lra and the xeh. The xeh quotes the xtq
zenexzd that it is prohibited to close a box on shabbos which contains flies
in it since this would be a violation of cv zk`ln. Instead one should place a
knife between the box and the lid so that the flies could theoretically escape
thus not violating the melacha of cv. The xeh himself disagrees on the
following logic. He says since when the lid will be taken off the flies will
immediately fly away and escape this is not a violation of cv zk`ln.6 It is
logical that this machlokes is based on the issue discussed above. The xtq
zenexzd holds that cv zk`ln is the removal or inhibiting of the creature’s
freedom to move (in this case to fly) and so putting the lid on the box surely
limits the freedom for the flies inside to fly away and would be a violation of
cv zk`ln. On the other hand the xeh holds that the nature of cv zk`ln is in
the `xab, it is the fact that now the person has something in his possession
that he did not have access to beforehand. In the case of the flies since when
he wants to actually grab the flies he will not be able to, therefore even after
putting the lid on the box in effect he still does not have control over them
and so would not be in violation of cv zk`ln.

rxew zk`ln

Both of these elements exist in a typical case of cv. What would happen if
we were to construct a case where only one of the two elements appear?
Would there still be a violation of cv? If it would still be a violation, then
we may conclude that the aiign xwir, the essence of the dk`ln, is the lone
aspect that exists in that case and alone brings about a aeig.

There is a major discussion in the Rishonim and Acharonim regarding the
nature of rxew zk`ln. The b"r zay dpyn describes this melacha as lr rxew
xetzl zpn. It is not enough to tear something to be in violation of this
melacha. One needs to tear with the purpose of and on the condition to sew.
The question is why do we need such a condition? This is where a major

oexg` qxhpewae d"vz oniq `ipzd lra oiir .1
g"lx oniq g"e` xfp ipa` z"ey oiir .2
mivexy yie ,z`f dxiwga ewlgp k"b dxrada lwlwnc `ibeqa e"w sc zay o"anxe i"yx dxe`kl .3
f"n oniq `"g mipnfe micren 'ir ,z`f dxiwga a"k sc dvia y"`xe 'qez 'gnd zelzl

my c"ix 'qeze d"c `"i dbibg i"yx oiir .4
sc zay 'ipzna minkge dcedi iax 'gn x`any my g"ad k"yn r"re f"hy oniq g"e` xeh oiir .5
.mipta epazky dxiwga e"w
'b sirq f"hy oniq `"nxa `aen zerc 'a .6
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discussion ensues. Some say that the need for xetzl zpn lr is in order to
counter the problem of lwlwn. There is a halacha in zay 'ld that if a dk`ln
is done in a way that is destructive then one is not liable for that act. 7
Therefore, one possibility is that tearing which is typically a destructive act
cannot be a violation of one of the zek`ln since it is lwlwn, and so if one
tears for the purpose of being able to sew in the place where the cloth is torn,
that intent would make the act into one that is not destructive but
constructive. It would transform the act from a lewlw dyrn to a dyrn
oewiz. According to this approach, in effect, the dk`ln really is the act of
ripping or tearing - we just need it to be xetzl zpn lr to make it a
constructive as opposed to a destructive act.
On other hand some Rishonim hold that the xetzl zpn lr is actually part of
the dk`ln itself. The dk`ln is not tearing per say, it is tearing for the
purpose of sewing. Or even more - it is the initial act of sewing. It is zlgz
dxitzd. According to this approach the nature of the dk`ln is inherently
constructive as all steps in the sewing process can be looked at as part of one
constructive process. The dpin `wtp will be any case of tearing which is not
destructive but also clearly not for the purpose of sewing. Tearing open an
envelope to read the letter inside is tearing for a constructive purpose but it
surely is not for the purpose of subsequently sewing the envelope back
together.8

xxea zk`ln
The a"y oniq g"e` f"h has a famous position that on Shabbos if one finds
that there is a fly in his soup, he can remove the fly together with some soup
and this would not be a violation of xxea zk`ln. The lh ilb` disagrees and
thinks that this would be xxea zk`ln ly `ziixe`c xeqi` wtq. The
Acharonim explain that this issue (and many others) goes to the heart of how
to understand the nature of xxea zk`ln. According to the f"h the melacha of
borer is the separation of the zleqt from the rest of the mix. Therefore
removing a fly together with some soup keeps the fly mixed with at least
some soup. It is no longer mixed with the whole bowl of soup but is still
oixeht oilwlwnd lk ± e"w zay dpyn oiir .7
oexqgd wlql `ed 'xetzl zpn lr'd m` l"pd dxiwga zekix`a ocy n"y oniq dkld xe`ia oiir .8
lr) xizn - zek`ln iabl dxiwg eze` xewgl epleki oke .dk`lnd wlg mvrn `ed m` e` lwlwnc
,l"fe dywdy 'l sc zay 'qez oiir .aezkl zpn lr wgene ,(xiradl zpn lr) dakne ,(xeywl zpn
xiradl n"r daknd opzc lecb llk wxta k"` xiradle zepal n"r opira dakne xzeqc oeik z"`e
oiir .zexitz 'a xetzl n"r rxewde zeize` 'a aezkl n"r wgend ipzwc ikid ik zepal n"r xzeqde
'lk .dk`lnd mvrn wlg mdly 'zpn lr'd wgene xyewa `wecy uxzl cer xyt`e .uxizy dn my
el`a `wec jkle xtez zk`ln zlgz `ed rxew zk`lne daizk zk`ln zlgz `ed wgen zk`ln
wlg iedc meyn epi` edf zpn lr ira k"b mdy s` xizne dakna la` .'zpn lr 'opiray dpynd hwp
b"r 'ipzna zpn lrc i`pzd hwp `l jkle lwlwlnc oexqgd wlql wx `ed `l` dk`lnd mvrn
.mxwira zek`ln h"ld `wec hwpy
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mixed with some soup and so we cannot say that the zleqt (in this case the
fly) has been removed and so there would be no violation of xxea. However,
the lh ilb` holds that xxea zk`ln is not a halacha in the removal of the
zleqt but in the fixing of the food (lke`d oewiz) that was mixed with the
zleqt. What the acharonim call lke`d oewiz. 9 Of course in the case of
removing a fly with some soup surely the soup that remains is now edible
and therefore would be a violation of xxea zk`ln.
We have looked at 4 different zek`ln, each one having 2 ways to view the
dk`ln. In actuality we could say that all the mizewelgn hinge on one
general issue - how to view zay zek`ln.
Are the zek`ln representative of a creative process or the opposite –do they
represent the breaking down and nullification of a process? 10
Is dxrad zk`ln the creative process of lighting a flame or the consumption
of the fuel – which can be viewed as a process of nullification or
abolishment?
Is dciv zk`ln the creative process of catching and trapping an animal that I
did not have beforehand or is it the taking away of the freedom of the
animal?
Is xxea zk`ln the creative process of fixing a food and making it edible or is
it the process of removal and nullification of the zleqt?
Is rxew zk`ln the creative process of sewing, tearing being the first step in
that creative process or is the dk`ln the act of tearing which is clearly not a
creative act but an act of nullification and invalidation?
ied xxea zk`lnc 'ky e"w sc zay xe`nd lra oiire .dfa jix`ny a"y oniq dkld xe`ia oiir .9
xe`nd lran x`ean .okyna dk`lnd did jkc eilr aiig t"kre dtebl dkixv dpi`y dk`ln
zleqtdl jixv epi`e zleqtda dyrp dyrndc oeik k"`e zleqtd zxixa dyrn ied xxea zk`lnc
oewiz dyrn `ed xxea zk`ln xcbc xg` jxca xnel yi mpn` .dtebl dkixv dpi` `xwp jkl
lke`da oewiz dyrn ied dxixa jdy `vnpe owezn lke`d dyrp zleqtd zxqd ici lrc ,lke`d
.owezn lke`c ze`ivn zeycgzd epiidc ycg dyrn `xwp df ixde dlik`l ie`x df ici lr dyrpy
lke`d owznc wx zleqtd zxixa lr z`xwp dpi` dk`lndc h"iy oniq g"e` awri zereyid k"ke
zk`ln lh ilb` oiir .'eke xenb lke` ieync lke`d sebl dkixvd dk`ln dfe dlik`l ie`x didiy
.'` ze` dxef
:mikldnd oia zepin `wtp cer
,zleqtd zxixa xg`l x`ypy lke`a e` xiqdy zleqta zxbexb xeriy `ed m` zxbexbk xeriy (`
xeriyd df m` r"vc 'ky mixvnn oencw yexita 'nx lwpxt z`veda oiire ,'g wxt zay 'nxd oiir
e`viy dwynd didzy cr e` zxbexbk mixny `iveiy cr aiig `di `l xnelk oiwynl e` mixnyl
azk cwxne xxea dk`lna dpde ,l"fe 'e ze` zayd jqen jepig zgpnd l"fe .k"r ,zxbexbk eixny
zleqtde lke`d lkd oia yiy ic m` my x`azp `le ,zxbexbk xeriy f"he `"i 'ld o`k n"xd
aeyg ied oilke`ac oeik ,xazqn oke zxbexbk zleqtd z`ved xg` x`yiy jixv xyt` e` ,zxbexbk
.zxbexbk zeidl jixv envra lke`d k"` ,zxbexbk
'd ze` xxea zk`ln lh in xtq oiir - lke`da zleqt zvw oiicr x`ype lke`n zleqt xxea (a
.lke`da zleqt zvw x`yp la` lke`n zleqt xxea i` aiig m` inlyexie ilaa 'gn `iany
ielzy zay zek`lna zewelgn ze`n `iady zay zek`ln ceqi lr lh in ixtq lk oiir .10
l"pd dxiwga
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One of the two approaches is surprising. We generally understand zk`ln
zay as representing a creative process. Hashem created the world in six
days and rested from creating on Shabbos. It would be logical that we should
rest from those actions that represent a creative process. It is nothing less
than astounding to suggest that our resting on Shabbos highlights resting
from a process of removal and nullification.

davening11 and the blowing of the shofar. 12 13 14 May we all be dkef to
experience this relationship – to feel the love from Hashem as a parent has
towards his/her children and to feel towards Hashem the love a child has for
his/her parents. dwezne daeh dpy.

Unless, perhaps we look at zay zek`ln from a different perspective – the
perspective of Hashem.
From whose perspective are the zek`ln of zay patterned after? Are they
patterned after man’s perspective or Hashem’s perspective? From the
perspective of man, when Hashem created the world, obviously, a creative
process had taken place. However from Hashem’s perspective there was
actually a lehia that had taken place. The Mekubalim explain that a process
known as mevnv took place to allow the world to exist. Hashem had to
remove Himself on some level to allow the world which seems to be
independent of Him to exist. Therefore, from Hashem’s perspective one can
say that the creation of the world was actually a lehia or a breaking down, a
lessening of His presence. The more that he created in the world the more He
had to make room for that world. From this approach it would make sense
that zek`ln would be highlighting a process of limitation and lessening. A
process of nullification and consumption. From this perspective we could
understand why the xfp ipa` would say that the nature of dxrad zk`ln is
the consumption of the fuel and we could understand the position that
cv zk`ln is the limiting of the animal’s freedom and it would make sense
why many mipey`x hold that tearing per se is a dk`ln. Although these
approaches highlight the breakdown and limitation of a process, this is
precisely what zay zk`ln is focusing on –that from the perspective of the
r"yeax there was a mevnv as a result of the creation of the world and this is
highlighted in the way that the zek`ln of zay are presented according to
the positions mentioned above.
Of course it is logical and correct to say that both these perspectives are
correct. miig miwl` ixac el`e el`. The idea that our relationship with d"awd
focuses on both how we see Him as epkln epia` and how He views us as His
children is a primary theme in Jewish thought, and of course during mini
mi`xep this dual relationship between us and d"awd is replete in the
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ik zeric 'a lleky yexit 'd zerc lw ik aizk dpd ,l"fe `ipzd lradl dxez ihewla k"yn oiir .11
`ed dlrnlny zeipgexde xace yil d`xp inybd mlerd xya ipirl d`xpy dn itl dlrnl dhnn
`vnz oi`n dnkgde y"enke xzei byen epi`y itl xzei oi` 'iga `ed dlrn dlrnly dne oi` zpiga
jtidl `ed aiyg `lk dinw dlekc d"aew iabl la` dhn ipeky epgp` epkxra `ed df lke
aiyg lke oi` 'iga xzei `ed dhn dhn cxeie lylzyny dn lke oi` 'iga `ed dhnl dlrnlny
.ynn
zeipgexde yil ybxpd inybd yid dnec xya ipira ik 'd ipir jtid `ed xya ipir ik `ed oiprde
`ed ybxpd inybde yi `ed zeigde zeipgexd ik jtidl `ed zn`ae oi`l epl ybxp epi`y dn epiidc
.oi`
xeqi` ceqia zehiy 'a ipdc l"i df itl ,l"fe 'ky oeqpnlw lkin l`igi b"dxdl lh in xtq oiire
yiy dna ielz df ixd oi` yinc oiprd e` oi`n yic oiprd `ed dk`lnd zedn m` zaya dk`ln
d"awd iabl `idy enk z`xwp dk`lnd m` zaya dk`ln zeyrl `ly d"awd epivy `da xewgl
e` .oi` yin oipr k"b `ed zaya epl xq`y dk`ln k"`e yin oipr dzid dk`lnd ixd d"awd iable
epiable mc` ipa iabl `idy enk dk`ln `ed zaya dzeyrl `ly da epihvpy dk`lndy xn`py
dk`ln zeyrl k"b epilr xq`p dfk xcbae oi`n yi mya z`xwp ziy`xa ini zyyc dk`lnd dpd
.oi`n yic ote`a
.xtey zriwz ly mipiipr 'ad iabl z`fd zxaega xaiixy ia` axd z`n xn`n oiir .12
zek`ln iabl epzxiwgc rivdy f"h oniq `"g yhiee`aeiln oxnn q"ya mixe`iae 'iga oiir .13
ody enk `ed zevnd illk xcby `id l`rnyi iax zhiy .zeevnd lk iabl r"xe i"x oia 'gn ied zay
.d"awd deevnd cvn ody enk `ed zeevnd ly illkd xcby `id rx zhiye dehvpy mc`d cvn
oia lcaddy dnexz zyxt l`enyn my oiir :l`xyi llke d"awd oia qgi ecdl ze`nbec cer .14
oiire .dlrnl dhn zpigaa ycwnd zpigae e dhn dlrn zpigaa `ed okyndy `ed okynde ycwnd
oia lcadda iavd ux` xtq oiire ,h"eie zay oia lcadd k"b `edy l"f ixn `a` xkfl mixeriy
.zqpkd zia zyecwe ycwnd zia zyecw
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The devn of dxez cenlz - Its xeriy and its dkxa
Rabbi Chaim Ozer Shulman
I. Introduction
On dxez zgny we will celebrate the finishing and beginning anew of the
dxez. It is therefore an appropriate time to review the laws pertaining to the
devn of dxez cenlz, and how much is required to fulfill a person's daily
obligation to study dxez.
Below we explore four major issues:
1. How much learning is required each day to fulfill the minimum obligation
of dlile mnei ea zibde of studying Torah every day?
2. How does the dxezd zkxa we make in the morning suffice for the whole
day?
3. The dcedia rcep states that women, in contrast to men, have to make a
new dxezd zkxa each time they learn during the day. Why does he say
this, and why is it not common practice?
4. Is there a further obligation to become an expert in the Torah?
II. zetqez in zekxa - Why dxezd zekxa in the Morning Suffice for the
Whole Day
There are two important zexnb that deal with the question of how much time
has to be allotted each day to Torah study, one in :hv sc zegpn and another
in :dl sc zekxa. There's a famous zetqez in the first wxt in zekxa on :`i sc
which sheds light and teaches us a great deal about these two zexnb.

zetqez states that dxezd zekxa only has to be recited once a day in the
morning, and applies to the whole day's learning. Thus, when the person
learns dxez later in the day or evening he doesn't have to make another
Bracha. Tosafos then asks as follows:
dkeqa ayil dcerqe dcerq lk lr jxal jixvy dkeqn `py i`n xn`z m`e Why is dxezd zekxa different from the dkxa of dkeqa ayil, for example,
which has to be recited each time a person eats in the Succah? ip`yc l"ie
ezrc y`iin epi`y dxez- Torah is different since one doesn't get distracted
from it (there's no zrcd gqid),cenll aiegn mc` dry lkc - because a
person is required to study Torah every minute of the day, aizkc - as the
Pasuk in Yehoshua states: dlile mnei ea zibde- "You should (speak words of
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Torah constantly and) study Torah day and night", `la meid lk ayei enk iede
wqtd - and therefore it is like he was learning all day without an
interruption.
Tosafos' view that the dxezd zekxa only has to be recited once in the
morning is almost universally accepted, and is brought dkldl in the r"ey in
f"n oniq who states: xefgl ezrcy oeik eiwqra wqrzpe cenlln wiqtd m`
wqtd ied `l cenlle- if a person stops his learning to engage in business it
isn't an interruption since he has in mind to return to his learning.
There are several questions on this zetqez: First, the `xnb in zegpn (sc
:hv), which is discussed below, quotes from igei oa oerny iax meyn opgei iax
that yeni `l miiw ziaxre zixgy y"w `l` mc` `xw `l 'it` - even reciting
rny z`ixw twice daily fulfills the obligation to study dxez day and night.
How can zetqez say cenll aiegn mc` dry lkc - that Torah is an obligation
every minute of the day if one can fulfill the obligation with y"w?
Second, even if we say that zetqez doesn't accept i"ayx's view (maybe
because he learns that l`rnyi 'x in that `xnb argues and he paskens like 'x
l`rnyi), everyone agrees that a person is permitted to interrupt from dxez
study to earn a living as the `xnb states in zekxa. The 'nb derives from the
weqt of jipbc ztq`e that despite the obligation ofdfd dxezd xtq yeni `l
itnone is permitted to earn a living. So how can zetqez say that the
obligation to study dxez is every minute of the day?
Third: What does zetqez mean that the dxezd zekxa in the morning suffices
for the whole day since a person is "obligated" to study dxez constantly?
How does it help that there's a constant aeig, if in fact the person does
interrupt and doesn't learn constantly?
Fourth: The r"ey in f"n 'iq says women also recite z"dxa . It seems clear
that even if women have certain obligations to learn dxez, they don't have
the constant obligation that men do of studying Torah day and night. So
what would 'qez answer with regard to women? How do women fulfill their
obligation by reciting the z"dxa only once in the morning, since they're not
obligated every minute of the day because for them there is an interruption?
This question caused the dcedia rcep in his commentary - the g"lv - to say
that women should make a new z"dxa every time they learn. Why is the
accepted custom for women to make z"dxa only once a day?
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III. Answer to First Question - Explanation of `xnb in zegpn regarding the
xeriyof yeni `l
By examining the `xnb in zegpn we should be able to answer our first
question on zetqez. There appears in the `xnb to be several opinions as to
how much daily dxez study is required.
iqei iax ly eixacn in` iax xn`

zevn miiw ziaxr cg` wxte zixgy cg` wxt `l` mc` dpy `l elit` cenlp
jitn dfd dxezd xtq yeni `l - Rabi Ami's view is that a person fulfills the
minimum obligation of daily dxez study with merely learning a zeipyn wxt
in the morning and the evening. And even though the weqt states: yeni `l
dlile mnei ea zibde jitn dfd dxezd xtq "Words of Torah should not cease
to be uttered from your lips and study Torah day and night" and yeni `l "should not cease" (as well as dlile mnei ea zibde) implies constant study all
day and all night, we see from iqei iax in the dpyn that the word cinz(cinz iptl mipt mgl ogleyd lr zzpe) by the miptd mgl means "daily"
(mgl ila ogley oili `ly) but not all day, so yeni `l can also mean a day
and night will not pass without Torah, (and dlile mnei ea zibde can mean
study daily and nightly) but not that Torah has to be all day and all night.
The `xnb then brings a second opinion: oa oerny iax meyn opgei iax xn`
yeni `l miiw ziaxre zixgy rny zixw `l` mc` `xw `l 'it` igei - Rabi
Yochanan in the name of Rabi Shimon ben Yochai states that even the
recitation of y"w in the morning and the evening satisfies the obligation of
dxez study. The Vilna Gaon -the `"xb - in d`t zeipyn explains that
according to these two opinions even one word of dxez in the morning and
evening satisfies the minimum obligation of daily dxez study.
Then the `xnb brings a story, apparently to show a third opinion: oa l`y
l`rnyi iax z` l`rnyi iax ly ezeg` oa dnc - Ben Dama the nephew of
Rabi Yishmael asked his uncle - cenll edn dlek dxezd lk izcnly ip` oebk
zipei znkg - May someone like myself who has studied the entire Torah
learn zipei znkg? (zipei znkg, is Greek hints and signs, or according to
some interpretations, Greek philosophy.) xtq yeni `l dfd `xwnd eilr `xw
dlile mnei ea zibde jitn dfd dxezd - Rabi Yishmael replied by reciting this
verse that one should study Torah day and night, `l dpi`y dry wecae `v
zipei znkg da cenle dlild on `le meid on - find a time that is neither day
nor night and study then Greek wisdom. Thus, Rabi Yishmael appears to
disagree with Rabi Ami and Rabi Shimon ben Yochai and holds that yeni `l
jitn dfd dxezd xtq requires constant study, all day and all night. So the
only time for learning Greek wisdom, or for that matter any other
unnecessary hobby, is a time that's neither day nor night, in other words
there's no time for it.
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This is how the `"yxdn learns the `xnb, that the story of l`rnyi 'x and his
nephew is brought down to show that he holds that the obligation is to
study dxez constantly during all available time, in contrast to
in` 'x and i"ayx who hold the obligation is satisfied by learning even a
minimal amount during the day and night (and any extra amount of learning,
though fulfilling a devn, is not a aeig - is not obligatory).

zetqez in zegpn on :cq sc also seems to learn that there's a zwelgn in the
`xnb between l`rnyi 'x and the others.
The `"ahix in mixcp, however,disagrees with the `"yxdn and 'qez in zegpn
and interprets that there's no disagreement in the `xnb in zegpn. The `"ahix
infers from the `xnb that l`rnyi 'x , who told his nephew that he can study
Greek wisdom only at a time that's neither day nor night, does not disagree
with in` 'x and i"ayx that zeipyn wxt or y"w is enough. Rabi Ami and
Rabi Shimon ben Yochai are only discussing a person who is busy the rest of
the day earning a living - for such a person even y"w or a zeipyn wxt
suffices. But otherwise a person has to learn dxez during all available time.
That's why l`rnyi 'x told his nephew that there's certainly no time for
studying zipei znkg because a person has to use all free time to study dxez.
The m"anx in z"z 'ld and the r"ey also seem to learn like the `"ahix that
there is no disagreement in the zegpn `xnb. The m"anx states: yi` lk

meia z"zl onf el reawl aiig mipae dy` lra 'it`e 'ek z"za aiig l`xyin
dlile mnei ea zibde xn`py dlilae Everyone must study dxez , and even
someone who has to support a family must at least set aside a short time in
the morning and the evening for Torah. The r"ey says the same. This
implies that in` 'x who said that a person can fulfill his obligation with a
zeipyn wxt in the morning and the evening is only dealing with a case where
the person is busy the rest of the day earning a living - a mipae dy` lra. So
in` 'x would not have to disagree with the story told about l`rnyi 'x and
his nephew. A person can fulfill the obligation of z"z with a zeipyn wxt,
but only if he's busy earning a living. Otherwise he has to learn dxez day
and night, so there's no time for studying Greek wisdom.
Note that the m"anx and r"ey do not say that a mipae dy` lra can satisfy his
obligation with y"w, because they owqt like in` 'x that a zeipyn wxt or
some other small amount of dxez suffices, but not y"w since that's said as
part of davening and cannot be used to satisfy the obligation of z"z.
The ipeniin 'bd states: izy 'ta opgei iax xn`c `d lr jneq zewegc zeryae
'ek b"nq 'ek yeni `l miiw ziaxre zixgy y"w `l` mc` `xw `l 'it` mgld one who is extremely pressed for time can rely on y"w. The `"nx brings this
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ipeniin 'bd down dkldl. Again we see that fulfilling the obligation of z"z
with a zeipyn wxt or y"w only suffices for a person who's busy earning a
living, since the ipeniin 'bd says zewegc zeryae. Thus there is no reason to
say that l`rnyi 'x argues on i"ayx.
Now that we've established that at least according to some mipey`x there is
no disagreement in the `xnb in zegpn, we can easily answer our first
question on 'qez. Remember we asked: How can 'qez say that the obligation
to study dxez is every minute of the day when i"ayx says that one fulfills his
obligation with ziaxre zixgy y"w? (If zetqez's answer is not according to
i"ayxthen he should have specified that?)
The answer is that this 'qez will learn like the `"ahix and the m"anx that
there's no disagreement in the zegpn `xnb - not like the `"yxdn or 'qez in
zegpn. Thus, even i"ayx agrees with l`rnyi 'x that when a person is not
busy earning a living he has to study dxez day and night. So even according
to i"ayx the Tosafos was correct in stating that a person is obligated to study
dxez every minute, since this is true at least when one isn't earning a living.
IV. Answer to Second Question -Explanation of 'nb in zekxa regarding xzid
of jpbc ztq`e
Our second question on 'qez still remains; How can 'qez say mc` dry lk
cenll aiegn one must learn dxez every minute, if there's an exemption from
studying dxez while earning a living as the `xnb states in zekxa? If we
examine the `xnb in zekxa we will be able to answer the second question.
The `xnb on :dl sc states as follows: l"z dn jpbc ztq`e x"z - why does
the Torah need to tell us "And you shall gather your corn"?
oazkk mixac leki jitn dfd dxezd xtq yeni `l xn`py itl since it says that one should study Torah day and night, one might take that
literally, ux` jxc bdpn oda bdpd jpbc ztq`e l"z - therefore the Torah says
"Gather your corn" to teach us that one must combine the study of Torah
with worldly obligations, l`rnyi 'x ixac - this is Rabi Yishmael's view.

xvewe drixf zrya rxefe dyixg zrya yxeg mc` xyt` xne` igei oa oerny iax
dilr `dz dn dxez 'ek dxivw zrya - RabiShimon ben Yochai says if one
ploughs in the plowing season and sows in the sowing season and reaps in
the reaping season, etc.(threshes, winnows), what will become of the Torah!

onfa e'ek mixg` i"r ziyrp ozk`ln mewn ly opevx oiyer l`xyiy onfa `l`
jpbc ztq`e '`py onvr i"r ziyrp ozk`ln mewn ly epevx oiyer oi`y - when
Bnei Yisroel follow in Hashem's ways others will support us, but when times
are less fortunate we must work. oerny 'xk ocia dzlre l`rnyi 'xk eyr daxd
ocia dzlr `le igei oa - Many worked like Rabbi Yishmael and succeeded,
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and many only learned Torah like i"ayx and failed.
The axd r"ey states (in z"z 'ld) that the exemption of jpbc ztq`e that one
can earn a living applies not only to earning the bare essentials of existence
but even to earning a comfortable living, as long as one devotes some
amount of time to Torah study.
The `xnb seems to conclude like l`rnyi 'x that a person should engage in
ux` jxc- in earning a living. In any event, all agree that one who needs to
earn a living is exempt at the time of work from studying dxez, as we derive
from jpbc ztq`e . So, to repeat our question, how can 'qez say that a person
is obligated to study dxez every minute?
Looking at the language of 'qez, note that he states: y`iin epi`y dxez ip`y
cenll aiegn mc` dry lkc ezrc - Torah is different since one doesn't get
distracted from it, that is there's no zrcd gqid, because a person is required
to study dxez every minute of the day. The Vilna Gaon states that zkxa
dxezd are similar to other zekxa, where there's a difference between a wqtd
- an interruption, and a zrcd gqid a distraction. He brings the rule by
eating bread or other food where the r"ey states (f"qw 'iq) based on a `xnb
in .n sc zekxa that if a person talked between the dkxa of `ivend and taking
a bite, he has to repeat the dkxa; but if the person already took a bite he can
talk in the middle of the meal without having to repeat the dkxa as long as
there is no zrcd gqid - no distraction, such as mewn iepiy moving from one
house to another house, or saying bring mipexg` min (as brought down in the
h"rwe g"rw 'iq r"ey). The Vilna Gaon explains the difference as follows:
Before eating, even a small wqtd - a small interruption isn't allowed since
otherwise there's nothing for the dkxa to be lg on - to attach to, but once a
person took a bite the original dkxa continues to apply so long as there's
been no zrcd gqid.
When Tosafos says ezrc y`iin epi` he sounds like he's talking about a gqid
zrcd that a new dkxa doesn't have to be recited each time a person sits
down to learn since there was no distraction. If this is the correct
interpretation of 'qez we can easily answer our question. We asked how can
Tosafos say that the z"dxa in the morning applies to all the learning during
the day based on cenll aeign mc` dry lk, isn't one exempt from learning
Torah while earning a living? The answer is that there's still no zrcd gqid no distraction since even while a person is earning a living he has in mind to
return to his learning later.
This explanation would fit in well with a mdxa` obn who comments on the
r"ey that the morning z"dxa exempt a person from the dkxa for the whole
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day only if he has in mind to return to his learning in the evening, but a
person who doesn't usually learn dxez in the evening has to recite a new
dkxa each time he learns. The f"h and the dax 'dil` argue, and state that
even if the person doesn't have in mind to return to his learning no new
z"dxa is required.
The problem with using the Vilna Gaon's interpretation in 'qez, is that then
the end of 'qez makes no sense, as the `"xb himself asks. Tosafos at the end
of this discussion brings the custom of the miztxv - the French to recite
jxnyie 'd jkxai and xeriy mdl oi`y mixac el` so that there should be no
interruption, but 'qez himself states that one doesn't really have to say these
passages after the z"dxa ( - izazk xaky enk jixv oi` la`). The r"ey and
the Vilna Gaon pasken that one should recite these passages so that there
won't be a wqtd, but they acknowledge that our 'qez doesn't require it. So
our 'qez obviously holds that there's no difference between distractions
between learnings and interruptions between the dkxa and beginning to
learn, contrary to the Vilna Gaon's interpretation.
So our question on 'qez still remains, why is there no wqtd when a person
recites the z"dxa and then goes to work? Isn't working a wqtd since one
isn't obligated to learn dxez when he works? And how can 'qez say lkc
cenll aiegn mc` dry?
I heard in the name of Rav Soloveitchik dkxal wicv xkf an interesting
answer to our question. Rav discussed this `"xb and asked how can 'qez say
that one doesn't even have to learn any miweqt after the z"dxa , wouldn't
that be a wqtd - an interruption? He answered as follows: The main dkxa
is dxez ixaca weqrl e"aw`, not to learn dxez but to engage in dxez . He
explained that there are two aspects of dxez . One is to learn dxez and the
second is not to forget dxez which is prohibited by the Pasuk in Vaeschanan:
mkaaln exeqi ote jpir e`x xy` mixacd z` gkyz ot - Lest you forget what
your eyes saw, and lest they depart from your heart. As long as a person
doesn't remove himself from learning and intends to return to it whenever he
can, he fulfills dxez ixaca weqrl constantly by not "turning away" from the
dxez. This interpretation, however, doesn't fit well into the words of 'qez,
who states that dlile mnei ea zibde is constant but not that the prohibition of
forgetting (exeqi ot) is constant!
I would like to suggest the following answer, which may also help us answer
the other questions. There is a concept in l"fg of miiwl n"r cnel, that z"z
doesn't just involve learning dxez but keeping it as well. In dax dad`,
(which itself is a quasi-Birchas Hatorah) we say: xenyl cnlle cenll
(dad`a jzxez cenlz ixac lk z` miiwle) zeyrle Perhaps keeping the dxez
by doing zevn and by refraining from zexiar, is in a sense part of the
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Mitzvah of z"z. Keeping the Torah is the miiwl part of miiwl n"r cnel, and
is required so that a person's learning is miiwl n"r - not for academic reasons
alone. Therefore even keeping the Torah may require z"dxa just like actual
learning.
Perhaps we can draw support to this from the actual words of the dkxa. We
don't say dxez cenll e"aw` but dxez ixaca weqrl e"aw`, as Rav
Soloveitchik pointed out. This perhaps means that z"dxa is not just on the
learning part of z"z but also on the zeyrl part of z"z. Even our wqr - our
work has to be Torah.
We find this concept in a well known inlyexi. The m"anx (c"d z"zn b"t)
and the r"ey state, based on a `xnb in w"en, that: z"ze devn ziiyr eiptl did

devnd dyri e`l m`e ecenlz wiqti `l mixg` i"r zeyrdl devnl xyt` m`
ecenlzl xefgie - Even though normally devnd on xeht devna wqer one who
is engaged in one devn is exempt from all other zeevn, a person can interrupt
Torah learning to fulfill Mitzvos that cannot be done by others. The mipexg`
all quote a inlyexi cenlz that gives the reason for this. The inlyexi says
that dxez is different than other zevn because: `ly el gep zeyrl `ly cnFld
`xap - a person who learns not for the sake of keeping the zevn would have
been better off not born. Torah must be for the sake of keeping the zeevn.
Torah must be learned with a practical purpose, and cannot be solely for
academic, intellectual reasons. I would suggest that what the inlyexi means
is that since Torah has to be zeyrl n"r, for the purpose of keeping the zevn,
the zevn are in a sense part of z"z because they enhance a person's learning
by making it learning that is zeyrl n"r,and thus the person isn't really
stopping to learn dxez by doing the zevn. Therefore the general rule, that
devnd on xeht devna wqer - one who is engaged in a devn is exempt from
other zevn doesn't apply to z"z since zevn are part of dxez cenlz.
The same rationale that the inlyexi uses to explain why on xeht devna wqer
devnd doesn't apply to dxez , would be equally applicable to the rules of
wqtd - interruption after a dkxa, where the inlyexi would hold that doing
zevn are not an interruption from z"z, since keeping the zevn is part of z"z .

There are two possible ways to understand the rule of jpbc ztq`e, that one
can take time out from z"z to earn a living. It could be seen as a xeht - an
exemption from z"z, or it could be seen as an actual devn. The Vilna Gaon
in his commentary edil` zepy on the first dpyn of d`t takes the second
view that ux` jxc - earning a living is actually a devn. Thus it's just like
any other devn that is part of miiwl n"r cnel. So there's certainly no
interruption since earning a living is a devn.
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The Vilna Gaon's statement that earning a living is a devn is a yecig. The
zeevnd ipen don't count jipbc ztq`e as a devn, and the m"anx in extolling
the virtues of one who earns a living, states (in `"id z"zn b"t) that: dlrn
eici dyrnn qpxtzn `edy inl `id dlecb - it is very virtuous for one to earn
a living, with the implication being that it's virtuous, but not an actual devn.
However, even if we don't accept the Vilna Gaon's assertion that earning a
living is a devn, we can still say that earning a living is part of z"z. Because
miiwl n"r cnel doesn't only require us to keep the dyr zevn - the positive
Mitzvos, but also requires us to keep the dyrz `l zevn - the negative
prohibitions. It probably also includes zeciqg zecn and other concepts of
eidz miyecwas well. So even if earning a living is not a positive devn in
itself, it certainly requires constant vigilance that negative prohibitions not
be violated. The same can be true for all aspects of life. Thus, if a person
follows the Torah then earning a living, and even living in general all can be
part of z"z as ensuring that the Torah that he learns is miiwl n"r cnel.
Our question on 'qez as to why earning a living is not a wqtd can now be
answered, since earning a living, either as an actual positive devn or as
refraining from zexiar requires dxez guidance, and is miiwl n"r cnel, and
therefore is part of z"z .
Look at the words of 'qez who says ezrc y`iin epi`y dxez ip`y - one
never forgets the Torah, cenll aiegn mc` dry lkc - because a person is
required to learn Torah constantly - not only with actual learning but also by
observing and keeping what a person has learned so that his learning is n"r
zeyrl - dlile mnei ea zibde aizkc - think of Torah constantly,ayei enk iede
wqtd `la meid lk - and it's like a person sat and learned all day, because
he's keeping the Torah and ensuring that it is miiwl n"r cnel.
Actually, we could use this explanation to answer our first question on 'qez
as well. We asked how can 'qez say that mnei ea zibde requires a person to
study Torah every minute of the day - that contradicts i"ayx's (and in` 'x's)
view in zegpn that even y"w suffices to fulfill yeni `l , and 'qez himself in
zegpn explained that i"ayx argues on l`rnyi 'x and actually holds that y"w
is enough even when one isn't busy? But if we say that 'qez here is not
talking about actual learning but about living according to Torah that he has
learned, then the question can be answered. i"ayx is talking about the first
part of the Pasuk jitn dfd dxezd xtq yeni `l - the Sefer Torah, that is the
actual learning can be satisfied with a small amount each day and night. But
'qez is talking about the second part of the Pasuk dlile mnei ea zibde Hagisa not meaning to utter but to think, to rationalize to make sure that he
does everything according to what he's learned in the Torah, and that part of
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dxez -the miiwl n"r - has to be literally every minute of the day and night.
This would also answer a `"xb in f"n 'iq who asks on the r"ey who says
z"dxaneeds actual xeaic, from the weqt of dlile mnei ea zibde and oeibd is
thinking! According to our interpretation the r"ey is answered since the aeig
of learning of 'ek dxezd xtq yeni `l is derived from the beginning of the
weqt and there it says jitn, while ea zibde deals only with dxezd meiw .
V. Answer to Third Question - Why it Suffices That One is "Obligated" to
Study
Turning to our third question 'qez, we asked how does it help to say that a
person is "obligated" to learn dxez the whole day? What if the person did
not learn dxez when he was obligated, for example he came home from
work and watched television for two hours, shouldn't that be a wqtd - an
interruption?
With the interpretation we just gave to answer why earning a living is not an
interruption, we can answer this question as well. As we said, z"dxa goes
not only on the actual learning of dxez but also on the zeyrl n"r part of
z"z. When 'qez answers that a person is obligated to learn dxez every
minute, he doesn't mean that one has to actually learn every minute. That
would be impossible, since a person has to earn a living and eat and sleep.
Tosafos means that the person must keep the miiwl n"r part of z"z
constantly. So even though a person doesn't learn the whole day, if he is
careful to keep the dxez all day his daily conduct become part of dxez. So
'qez doesn't mean that there's no interruption solely because an obligation to
learn exists; he means that the obligation of dlile mnei ea zibde is actually
fulfilled by living in a dxez fashion, and therefore there's no interruption.
VI. Answer to Fourth Question - Why Women Only Recite z"dxa Once a
Day.
Turning to the fourth question, we quoted above a dcedia rcep who states
that according to 'qez that z"dxa once a day suffices only because a person
is obligated to study dxez every minute of the day, women who certainly
don't have an obligation to study dxez at every minute of the day, should
have to make a new z"dxa every time that they learn. I am not aware of
any halachic authority that paskens like the dcedia rcep, and the custom is
certainly that women only make z"dxa once a day. How do we reconcile
this with 'qez?
Let us first briefly examine the reasons given as to why women make z"dxa.
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The r"ey in f"n 'iq states : z"dxa zekxan miyp - that women make z"dxa,
and no one seems to disagree with that the r"ey. We know, however, from a
`xnb in :hk sc oiyeciw that women are exempt from learning dxez, because
the weqt states explicitly mkipa z` mze` mzcnle - teach your sons, mkipa
mkizepa `le - your sons but not your daughters, and the `xnb makes a dyxc
of mzcnile mzcnle - if there's no obligation to teach women dxez, there's no
obligation for women to learn dxez. So why does the r"ey say that women
recite z"dxa ?
There are basically two answers given. The Vilna Gaon states that women
are not "required" to make z"dxa but have the option to do so, like any devn
that they are exempt from, where women have the option of making a dkxa.
There is a famous z"x quoted by the `"nx in d"x zekld that women are
allowed to make a dkxa on the Mitzvos that they're exempt from (deevn dpi`
dyere), like xtey, alel, dkeq and so on. The r"ey in d"x 'ld and the m"anx
(in ziviv 'ld), however, hold that women are not permitted to make zekxa
on the zeevn that they are exempt from. The custom of some Sefardic
women is therefore not to make zekxa on the zeevn that they're exempt
from, while Ashkenazim follow z"x and do make a dkxa. So the Vilna
Gaon understands that z"dxa is no different than any other dkxa on a devn
that women are exempt from, so that according to z"x and the Ashkenazic
bdpn women can recite z"dxa, and according to the m"anx and many
Sefardim, women would not be allowed to make z"dxa.
The r"ey obviously cannot learn like the Vilna Gaon, because he says that
women recite z"dxa even though in general he disagrees with the z"x and
rules that women may not make zekxa on the zevn they are exempt from.
So the r"ey in the sqei zia (in f"n 'iq) gives a different explanation why
dxFz cEnlz (in contrast to other zevn) requires women to recite a dkxa. He
says, based on a l"ixdn, that even though women are not obligated in z"z
(as we derive from mkipa z` mze` mzcnile), and in fact the `xnb says
zeltiz dcnln eli`k dxez eza cnlnd, nevertheless that's referring only to
t"ray dxez like `xnb but not azkay dxez , and women are obligated to
say zepaxw. In addition, the b"nq says women are obligated to learn mipic
mdly - the halachos that pertain to their Mitzvos and therefore have an
obligation of z"z and must recite the z"dxa, and even those following the
Sefardic custom would still make z"dxa.
The dxexa dpyn points out that according to the i"a women are obligated,
and not just permitted, to make z"dxa, and could be `iven men (let’s say for
instance zereay night where there's some doubt as to whether to recite
z"dxa), but according to the Vilna Gaon women may elect to make z"dxa
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but are not actually required to do so and therefore cannot be `iven men with
the zekxa.
Returning to the dcedia rcep's question on zetqez, 'qez says that saying
z"dxa in the morning exempts a person for the whole day because he is
obligated to study dxez every minute of the day. But women don't have the
constant obligation, and at most have an obligation to study the odly mipic the laws that apply to them. So why don't women have a zrcd gqid - a
distraction, that would require them to make a new z"dxa each time they
learn?
According to the Vilna Gaon, I would suggest the following:
First one can answer simply that it is not an obligation on women to recite
dxezd zkxa and therefore even if women want to make the dkxa, once a day
would certainly suffice.
Additionally one can answer as follows: The mipey`x ask two questions on
the opinion of z"x that women are permitted to make a dkxa on the zeevn
that they are exempt from: (1) How can women make a dkxa if they don't
have the devn? And (2) How can they say epeive a"w` and you have
commanded us, if they are dyere devn dpi` ? 'qez in .ev sc oiaexir answers
the first question that dlhal dkxa ied `l dyery devnd lr jxany oeik since the woman is doing the devn it’s not a dlhal dkxa. Similarly, the o"x
(in .bl sc d"x) says: dyere deevn epi`y inn xzei dyere deevnd lecby t"r`c
ied devn llkae xky deevn epi`l yi n"n . In other words, although a woman
doesn't have a aeig - an obligation, she still has a devn meiw a fulfillment of
thedevn if she performs the devn. On the second question of how women
can say epeive, the o"x in d"x answers: zelhep od s`e eehvp miyp`dy oeikc
epeive xn`i xity xky - since men are commanded, the epeive which is oeyla
miax - in the plural form goes on all of l`xyi ipa, that we all were
commanded that men amongst us should keep these zevn and therefore
saying epeive is appropriate.
So the dcedia rcep's question can now be answered. Since the o"x says that
women can make the zekxa and say epeive only because it refers to the
command that the men received, women cannot make the z"dxa more often
than the men do, because the men's command only facilitates one z"dxa in
the morning. So women who tag along with the men's commandment with
regard to saying epeive can say the z"dxa only once. (One could still ask,
however, that women had an interruption, and are not better than men, but
merely need another recitation because of the wqtd?)
In any event this won't be a satisfactory answer for the r"ey because if
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women have their own obligation of learning azkay dxez and odly mipic
that requires a z"dxa, it has nothing to do with men, and again one can ask if
women don't have to make a new z"dxa each time they learn?

z"dxa can be said even by women, since z"dxa is on the d`pd derived from
the acquisition of Torah knowledge, and that applies even to women, since
women can acquire the same Torah knowledge.

One cannot say that the obligation of women to learn mdly mipic is a
constant one, because it is not derived from jitn dfd dxezd xtq yeni `l.
(The ield zia says that women learning the laws that are applicable to them
is not z"z at all, but rather part of the particular zevn being studied. In other
words, it is a prerequisite to properly keeping the zevn, and therefore the zia
ield learns like the Vilna Gaon. But the r"ey doesn't learn this way, because
then he wouldn't require women to make z"dxa, and therefore the r"ey must
learn that odly mipic is z"z.)

There's a story told, which I heard from Rav Hershel Schachter `"hily, that
the night miig 'x became a bar mitzva his father the ield zia told him that
since he planned to learn dxez that night he should have in mind to fulfill
his obligation of z"dxa with mler zad` in aixrn which contains words
about learning dxez, since he may not have fulfilled his obligation of z"dxa
by reciting it in the morning when he had not yet become a Bar Mitzva. Reb
Chaim responded to his father that since z"dxa isn't on the devn of z"z but
on the `vtg of dxez even a ohw can have that.

There is some question what the source for the obligation of odly mipic is.
The miciqgd xtq says its derived from ldwd. (The ield zia says its not
even a Mitzvah of z"z but rather a part of the particular Mitzvah being
studied as a prerequisite for proper fulfillment of the Mitzvah.) But
whatever the source for the obligation of women learning the laws that are
applicable to them is, it’s certainly not a constant obligation that requires
women to learn every minute.

miig 'x's interpretation is a nice one, of course, but doesn't fit in 'qez who
obviously learned that z"dxa is like a devnd zkxa from the fact that he
compares it to dkeq in asking why one dkxa suffices, and from the fact that
he has to explain in the answer why there is no wqtd from z"z, which
wouldn't have to be explained according to miig 'x.

According to our interpretation in 'qez, the dcedia rcep's question can be
answered both according to the Vilna Gaon and according to the r"ey. Even
though women are exempt from the learning part of z"z as we derive from
mkipa z` mze` mzcnile, they still have the zeyrl n"r part of z"z. In fact
that’s perhaps where the mdly mipic obligation comes from. So women
have to live the dxez the whole day just like men have to. Women are
obligated in z"dxa because they also have the zeyrl n"r portion and have to
even learn certain parts like odly mipic. Therefore, they have no
interruption from living the dxez just like men, and therefore one z"dxa in
the morning suffices even for women.

Let us review what the minimum halachic requirements are for fulfilling the
daily obligation to study dxez. According to the `"ahix and m"anx when a
person is not busy earning a living or attending to similar family needs he
has to study dxez. Thus the obligation is to study dxez during all free time.
And this is according to all the opinions in the `xnb in zegpn. (Our 'qez in
zekxa might also hold this way, as we explained.)

Since we are discussing the reasons for women making z"dxa, I would like
to mention a totally different explanation of why women make z"dxa, that
Rav Soloveitchik said over in the name of xrwqixa miig 'x, although it
doesn't help us with 'qez. He said that dxezd zkxa according to most
mipey`x (e.g. the o"anx in zevnd oipn ) is a `ziixe`c - a Torah obligation, as
the .`k sc zekxa 'nb derives from `xw` myd my ik , while devnd zekxa
are only opaxc , and thus z"dxa is not a devnd zkxa. miig 'x learns that it is
a dkxa on the `vtg of z"z, on the acquisition of knowledge, somewhat
like a oipdpd zkxa. Therefore even according to the m"anx and the r"ey who
say that women cannot make a dkxa on the zevn that they're exempt from,
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VII. The Obligation to Become a mkg cinlz

According to the `"yxdn and 'qez in zegpn there is a basic disagreement in
the `xnb in zegpn as to how much time must be spent on daily dxez study.
in` 'x and i"ayx meyn opgei 'x say that even a little bit like a few zeipyn or
y"w suffices, while l`rnyi 'x holds that one has to study all available time.
There is a question that many miyxtn raise on the `"yxdn and 'qez in
zegpn. How can they interpret i"ayx in zegpn as saying that a person can
fulfill his daily obligation to study dxez with y"w even when he's not busy,
i"ayx himself in zekxa seems to say that one has to learn constantly. As we
explained before, i"ayx asked on l`rnyi 'x , who said jpbc ztq`e teaches
us that one should earn a living, if a person ploughs in the plowing season
and sows in the sowing season what will become of the Torah. (i"ayx
himself hid in a cave 13 years from the Romans and compiled the xdef with
his son.) So how can i"ayx himself say in zegpn that one fulfills the daily
dxez obligation with y"w? This question is raised by many miyxtn
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including the dxe` oxw and others.
A very nice answer to this question is given by both the axd r"ey and the
sqei ikxa. They both state that aside from the obligation to study dxez daily
for which y"w could suffice, there's a separate obligation of dxezd zrici - to
know the whole dxez. They derive this from a o"x in mixcp. Without
getting into the details, the o"x discusses a `xnb which says that y"w suffices
for fulfilling a person's obligation to learn, to which the o"x asks that how can
this be: egk itk dlile mei cenll mc` lk aiig ixdy - a person has to study
dxez day and night as much as he can since the `xnb in .l sc oiyeciw says:

l` xac mc` jl`yi m`y jita oiccegn dxez ixac ediy jipal mzppye x"z
cin el xen` `l` 'eke el xn`ze mbnbz - the weqt says mzppye teach your
children, but oepiy also means sharp, so we infer that a person must be fluent
in the words of Torah, so that if a person asks a question he can answer on
the spot. The o"x seems to learn that aside from the daily obligation to set
time aside for dxez study, there's also a separate obligation to become an
expert in the dxez.
The l`eny zkxa says that these two obligations of dxez study are very
different. The obligation of jitn dfd dxezd xtq yeni `l - to set aside time
for dxez each day is a quantitative obligation (zenka oic), while the
obligation of dxezd zrici - of becoming an expert in the dxez, derived from
mzppye, is a qualitative obligation (zeki`a oic).
With this principal the axd r"ey and the sqei ikxa answer the discrepancy in
i"ayx's statements. i"ayx in zegpn was merely discussing the obligation of
jitn dfd dxezd xtq yeni `l and for that y"w suffices, while in zekxa he
was concerned with the obligation of dxezd zrici of become an expert in
the Torah, and for that not only does a person have to set aside a significant
amount of time, but it may even be proper to forsake earning a living
according to i"ayx, because becoming an expert in the dxez requires total
immersion. (Although in this regard we pasken like l`rnyi 'x who saidbdpd
ux` jxc bdpn oda -one should earn a living.)

the whole Torah he knew his uncle would prohibit studying Greek wisdom
because of the obligation of dxezd zrici. Rabbi Yishmoel answered,
though, that even if a person knows dlek dxezd lk he still has to spend his
free time learning because of the daily obligation to study dxez.

zetqez in zekxa, however, only deals with the first obligation since the
z"dxa apparently only applies to the daily obligation to learn (the
quantitative zenk obligation).
The axd r"ey is still bothered with one question on this interpretation. Why
would i"ayx in zegpn bother to say that a person fulfills his obligation of `l
jitn dfd dxezd xtq yeni with y"w if there's anyway a separate obligation
to study all the time in order to become an expert in the Torah? Why is it
relevant? The axd r"ey answers that the `xnb in zegpn is talking about an
ordinary person who really isn't going to be able to become a mkg cinlz
and learn the whole dxez. For such a person, setting aside some amount of
time for dxez suffices, and even just y"w in very pressing situations
suffices. The obligation to become an expert in dlek dxezd lk applies to
those who have the ability, and for such people i"ayx says they should even
forsake earning a living to reach this goal.
VIII. Conclusion
In conclusion, as we celebrate dxez zgny we should strive toward thinking
in Torah day and night dlile mnei ea zibde and if we aren't actually thinking
in learning we should at least be keeping in mind that our actions should
reflect the Torah that we learn.

Actually this explanation is wiecn - is implied in i"ayx's words. He said
dilr `dz dn dxez 'ek drixf zrya rxefe dyixg zrya yxeg mc` xyt`. He
didn't say when will he learn, but what will become of the Torah, in other
words who will be able to become Torah leaders.
This obligation of dxezd zrici is also hinted to by `nc oa in his question to
his uncle l`rnyi 'x in the zegpn `xnb. Remember he asked: ip` oebk
zipei znkg cenll edn dlek dxezd lk izcnly - can someone like myself
who has learned the entire Torah study Greek wisdom. If he hadn't learned
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zFkxaa wqtd
Rabbi Brian Gopin
There is a prohibition of speaking after making a beracha and before the
performance of the mitzvah or eating of the food to which the beracha
applies. What is not obvious is why this prohibition exists; if one interrupts
after the beracha has been made, what has he done to that beracha to nullify
it? This very basic question is a debate between two recent poskim, which
has many practical ramifications, as we will see.
Rav Tzvi Pesach Frank, in his cpw'iq '` g"e` iav xd z"ey brings the opinion
of .p oiaexir i"yx who discusses the following situation. If a person is
counting his animals for the mitzvah of ma’aser beheima and he designates
two separate animals as the tenth, the gemara tells us that one of those
animals will be a korban shelamim and the other will be offered as the
ma’aser beheima. One of the differences between the shelamim and the
ma’aser is that the shelamim requires semicha to be performed by the owner
while ma’aser has no such requirement. Rashi writes that since we are in
doubt which one is the shelamim, the owner should do semicha on both but
should not recite a beracha on either semicha because it is possible that this
will be a beracha l’vatala (it is a lwdle zekxa wtq). Rav Frank questions
Rashi by asking: Shouldn’t the owner recite one beracha and then perform
the semicha on both animals? In one of those actions he would fulfill the
mitzvah on the correct animal and then the beracha would not be l’vatala?
Rav Frank proves from this opinion of Rashi that the problem of hefsek in a
beracha is that the connection between the beracha and the action performed
(in this case, semicha) has been broken; since the owner might not be
performing the semicha on a shelamim (if the first animal was the ma’aser
beheima) that would negate the beracha that was made. Even though the
owner never took his mind off of the performance of the mitzvah at hand,
nevertheless he interrupted that beracha with an unnecessary action, which,
in turn, nullifies the beracha that was made.
The al w"q `rx 'iq mdxa` obn writes that if a person incorrectly recited
kiddush on water thinking he had wine in his cup, that person would not be
required to recite a new otbd ixt `xea if he were to continue drinking wine.
Rav Akiva Eiger questions this opinion. He says, how can we say that the
person would be permitted to continue drinking? Why is the kiddush that
was made on the water - which is not a valid kiddush – not considered a
hefsek to the boreh pri hagafen that was made originally? Rav Frank says
that one also sees from the opinion of Rav Akiva Eiger that the nature of
hefsek is that there is a break between the initial beracha and the action
performed, in this case, the drinking of the wine. Therefore, Rav Frank
believes, if a person erroneously recited she’hechiyanu in his kiddush on the
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seventh night of Pesach he would be required to recite the kiddush again
since there was a break between the kiddush that was recited and the
drinking of the wine.
Rav Shlomo Zalman Auerbach (gi 'iq '` wlg dnly zgpne my ycw i`xwn)
argues that since the person thought that she’hechiyanu is part of the kiddush
he never took his mind off (ezrc giqn) of the kiddush which he was reciting
and it should not be considered a hefsek. Rav Auerbach brings proof to his
opinion from the gemara in my 'qeze .n zekxa. The gemara quotes the
opinion of Rav Sheishes that if a person makes a beracha on his bread and
then asks for salt he would not be required to recite a new beracha, since the
salt is part of his meal and his concentration remains on the meal in front of
him. This type of request cannot be considered a break between the beracha
and his eating. In addition, one can bring another proof to this opinion that
hefsek in berachos is a function of a person’s frame of mind from a comment
of al w"q htz 'iq dxexa dpyn that a person who remembered right after
counting the sefirah that he counted the wrong day may subsequently count
the correct day and would not be required to recite a new beracha. In such a
case the incorrect counting that was made would not be considered a hefsek
since he was never ezrc giqn from the original beracha.
This basic disagreement among the poskim regarding the nature of hefsek –
whether the problem is that there is a break between the recital of the
beracha and the mitzvah or the achila (Rav Frank) or that there was a gqid
zrcd (Rav Auerbach) –has many practical ramifications:
1. The Shulchan Aruch in ai 'rq gw 'iq miig gxe` states that if a person
mistakenly recites a prayer within his shemoneh esrei that was not required –
such as ya’aleh v’yavo on a day which was not Rosh Chodesh or Chol
Hamoed –and then completed his shemoneh esrei, he would not be required
to repeat the shemoneh esrei. See the dxexa dpyn there who says that most
poskim argue with this comment of the Shulchan Aruch and that this is no
different from speaking unnecessarily during one’s shemoneh esrei which
would require one to repeat. Also, see my zeaeyz iwqt who brings a
disagreement amongst the poskim regarding this statement of the Shulchan
Aruch whether this statement is true regarding one’s obligatory shemoneh
esrei or whether the Shulchan Aruch only said that the mistaken prayer was
not considered a hefsek when the person was reciting a oinelyz zlitz, but
when reciting the regular obligatory shemoneh esrei even the Shulchan
Aruch would agree that such a prayer is considered a hefsek. Perhaps this
disagreement is dependent on the nature of hefsek – if hefsek is only a
problem of zrcd gqid like Rav Auerbach believes, then this incorrect
prayer would not be a problem of hefsek since the individual never took his
mind off of his shemoneh esrei; however, according to Rav Frank, since the
person recited a prayer which was not applicable to the shemoneh esrei at
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hand, he created a break within his shemoneh esrei which would require him
to repeat that tefilah.

beracha and the fulfillment of the obligation, in this case the wife’s kiddush
contained an unnecessary beracha of she’hechiyanu which would negate the
kiddush that was recited on her behalf.

2. With regard to the mitzvah of havdala the Shulchan Aruch in miig gxe`
d 'rq gvx 'iq states that one is prohibited from using a candle which was lit
in a way that was prohibited on Shabbos. In oikxan oi` d"c dkld xe`ia the
dxexa dpyn states – based on the opinion of Rav Akiva Eiger - that if one
were to make the beracha of y`d ixe`n `xea on such a candle he would be
required to make a new havdala. Furthermore, if he wanted to drink any
wine before making that havdala he would be required to say a new ixt `xea
otbd since the invalid y`d ixe`n `xea serves as a hefsek between the
original otbd ixt `xea and the drinking of the wine. Perhaps Rav Akiva
Eiger’s view is based on his opinion (as mentioned above) that the nature of
hefsek is creating a break between the beracha and the drinking; however,
perhaps Rav Auerbach who said that hefsek is a problem of zrcd gqid
would argue and say that one could continue drinking wine based on his
original beracha since the person never took his mind off the havdala which
he was making.
3. Rav Yaakov Emden in fw 'iq `"g u"ari zli`y z"ey was asked whether it
was appropriate for women to recite the beracha of she’hechiyanu when
lighting candles on yom tov. Rav Emden responded that he felt it was
inappropriate for she’hechiyanu to be recited during candle-lighting because
he felt that lighting candles is no better than building a sukkah where the
gemara endorses the practice of reciting she’hechiyanu but we do not follow
that statement of the gemara, rather we wait till kiddush on yom tov to recite
the beracha; so, too, women should wait until kiddush to fulfill their
obligation of reciting she’hechiyanu. Rav Emden goes on to say that
although he opposes the practice, he did not stop his wife from following her
minhag given that there was no problem of a beracha l’vatala if she were to
recite the beracha on her candle-lighting (see bk w"q bqx 'iq dxexa dpyn ).
Rav Frank raises the following question: given that most women in fact
recite this beracha when lighting candles, perhaps they should not answer
“amen” to their husband’s beracha of she’hechiyanu that is made during
kiddush. If a woman would answer “amen”to a beracha in which she is not
obligated would that not constitute a hefsek to her kiddush? (Rav Frank even
goes a step further that perhaps she should not even listen to her husband’s
beracha because of the concept of dperk rney.) Rav Auerbach (q 'iq `pipz)
argues that it should be permitted for her to answer “amen”because this is
part of the kiddush that is being said and it should not serve as a hefsek to her
kiddush. Perhaps Rav Auerbach’s and Rav Frank’s views here are based on
their opinions that we have discussed: if hefsek is a problem of zrcd gqid
here the husband is required to make that beracha so it cannot be considered
a hefsek for his wife since there is no zrcd gqid in this case; however, if the
problem of hefsek is that there is a break between a person’s recital of the
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Perspectives on Yeshiva Tuition
Rabbi Elchonon Grunwald
As yeshiva tuition is one of the most pressing issues of the day, I decided to
use the opportunity of Ohel Avraham to address it. The gemara in Beitza
16a teaches us that

z`vedn ueg ,mixetkd mei cre dpyd y`xn el miaevw mc` ly eizepefn lk
m`e ,el oizget - zgt m`y .dxez cenlzl eipa z`vede ,aeh mei z`vede zezay
.el oitiqen - siqed
All of one’s income is predetermined on Rosh Hashana for the entire year,
with the exception of what one spends on the honor of shabbos and yom tov,
and what is spent on the yeshiva education of one’s children. For these
categories of expenses, spending more will not deplete, and spending less
will not result in savings from, the amount that was set from the previous
Rosh Hashana.
The dxExa dpyn in 'c ohw sirq ,anx oniq , explains this statement of chazal
as a warning not to live above one’s means (and count on more funds
coming in) because each individual’s income (or lifestyle) has been decreed
on Rosh Hashana, with the three exceptions noted.
I always felt that the gemara does not mean to say that, for example,
someone who earns a salary of $30,000 dollars per year should pay full
tuition for his several children and expect the full amount to be reimbursed
to him somehow, because most of us are not on the dbxcn to rely on open
miracles. Rather, each individual within his own income bracket has a
certain amount of leeway up and down, and chazal are telling us that if one
spends a little more on tuition (or Shabbos and yom tov), the money will
come back to him, and if one spends a little less on tuition (or shabbos and
yom tov), some other expenses will take away the supposed savings.
Many of our discussions over shabbos and yom tov focus on the costs and
responsibilities of tuition. Below are two issues that should be considered as
part of this discussion.

individual community member’s share of the total tax burden. This
community has two wealthy brothers who in any event are going to bear a
significant portion of the tax burden. These brothers want to nominate two
members of the committee, while the rest of the community wants all five
members to be independent and unaffiliated with any particular community
member with a stake in the process. How to choose the members of the
committee?
The oycd znExz quotes a famous halacha from the beginning of the third
perek in Sanhedrin. If two Jews are involved in a lawsuit, each has the right
to request that his dispute be heard not by an established beis din of three
judges, but rather by a beis din composed of one judge chosen by each
litigant, with the third chosen by those two judges. (This is known as a
`"laf an acronym for cg` Fl xxFa df) Rashi explains why this is an
acceptable system, since three totally independent judges would seem to be
preferable. But in the case of a `"laf, Rashi explains, each litigant will
respect the verdict because he feels that he selected one of the judges and
any arguments in his favor were raised and considered.
The Rosh (ad loc) writes that many foolish people have misinterpreted
Rashi’s words to mean that each judge (borer) should favor the party who
selected him. And they pick judges who know all the legal tricks and claim
Rashi as a justification. But Rashi did not say that. Such a practice would be
corruption, not justice. Rather, Rashi means that every lawsuit is composed
of innumerable details, and a judge focuses on those details that he considers
essential. So a borer is supposed to ensure that all the details that support
the position of the litigant who selected him are considered and discussed by
the court. But obviously if after raising them and considering them he
believes that justice is on the other side, he should decide in favor of justice,
not the party who selected him. The advantage of this system is that each
litigant is comfortable that all points in his favor were considered, not that he
has one of the judges on his side regardless of the merits. The oycd znExz
adds to the Rosh (based on the last two lines of Rashi): “and beyond this,
since the judge was selected by one party, he will have no hesitation to bring
up for consideration the points in favor of the other party because he was
trusted.”

The makeup of a scholarship committee
In b :bqw n"Fg r"Ey, the Rema and Sma quote a teshuva from the znExz
oycd concerning tax collection in Jewish communities in the middle ages.
During this period, individual income taxes as we have today were unknown.
Rather, the government levied a lump sum upon the Jewish community, and
the community itself apportioned the responsibility to pay on its members
based on tax codes that the rishonim understood from the gemara. The
oycd znExz addresses a circumstance in which a community has a tax
burden and decides to select a committee with five members to decide each

Based upon this, the oycd znExz addresses the situation of the tax
committee. The wealthy brothers have the right to nominate two of the five
members of the committee, so long as their nominees are known to be honest
people, because this way, the points in their favor will be considered. And
as long as the majority of the committee is not selected by these brothers, all
parties will feel comfortable that the final decision was reached by a fair
process.
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Does the precedent set by the Trumas HaDeshen relate to a scholarship
committee? Can we infer from the oycd znExz’s ruling which factions
should be represented on the committee and how the committee should be
composed to make it properly representative? A possible suggestion would
be to let the committee be composed of some people who have the ability to
be more financially involved in supporting the school, some people who
have less ability to be involved, and some who are totally neutral. A second
suggestion would be that those who have the financial burden, namely the
parent body, form one faction on the committee and the school itself, that is
those whose salaries will not be paid if there is a funding shortfall, form
another faction. Based on the oycd znExz, which of these possibilities is
preferable? Now, my dear reader, is when I turn to you for your thoughts
and perspective.
Spending Money on Extras
Before we address this topic head-on, we need to address the basic way in
which we view yeshiva tuition. Do we view tuition as an individual
obligation of each parent to pay for the education of his children, or do we
view tuition as an obligation of the community to provide education for its
members’children? Is education simply the obligation of parents, and a
school is merely a collection of many individuals that exists because
education in a school setting is more effective, or is providing education for
our youth a communal responsibility, and each individual’s payment of
tuition to a school is a fulfillment of that individual’s share of the communal
responsibility? (As a side point, the notion of public schooling as it exists in
the non-Jewish world and in Israel even in the religious world assumes
education to be a communal responsibility.)
In the Shulchan Aruch we find the question addressed in many areas of
religious and civic responsibilities. For example, see b"k :b"p g"F` and n"Fg
b:bqw. Education is mentioned in n"Fg there, but only as a minor point as
most education in ages past was not conducted on the communal level and
other communal obligations constituted a much heavier financial burden.
However, the Rema does quote a Rabeinu Yerucham (from the early
fourteenth century), who quotes a teshuva from Rav Hai Gaon (from the
tenth century) about how such responsibilities should be borne. It seems to
me that Rabeinu Yerucham understands that we should view tuition as partly
a personal obligation and partly a communal obligation. Each parent has the
obligation on an individual level to provide the barest minimum of
education, and everything beyond the barest minimum is a communal
obligation. (But see the Rema and the Biur HaGra who view education as a
fully communal responsibility.)
If we view education as an individual responsibility, in essence we are
saying that it is every parent’s duty to pay the full tuition, and for those who
cannot afford to pay the full tuition there is tzedaka, like there is for all
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human needs –the Torah requires those who have more to assist those who
have less. If we view tuition as a communal responsibility, however, then
each member of the community would be assessed based upon income, or
more probably, standard of living, and the fact that some would be assessed
less than others would in no way mean that they are not fulfilling their
duties. (The public school model of financing education with property taxes
appears to be standard of living based.) In sum, if tuition is a private
responsibility then a scholarship is tzedaka, and if tuition is a communal
responsibility then a scholarship is not tzedaka.
According to Rabeinu Yerucham’s approach, tuition would be split
conceptually into two components. An amount sufficient to cover the bare
minimum would be the obligation of every parent, and the amount of tuition
in excess of this minimal amount would be borne differently by different
individuals, depending on their means and/or lifestyle. Rabeinu Yerucham’s
reasoning is that people who are blessed with the ability to provide more
amenities for their children’s education would naturally expect more - nicer
buildings, newer equipment, etc., in comparison with those who have not
been blessed with such an ability.
Now I would like to introduce a delicate topic. If a family is receiving a
scholarship, is it morally wrong for this family to spend money on extras?
The extremes are obvious; clearly going on an extended vacation abroad or
making an extremely lavish simcha is wrong for someone accepting
scholarship money. At the same time, no one should feel guilty every time
he buys a can of soda merely because he does not pay the full yeshiva tuition
for his children. But the middle ground between these two extremes is
considerable.
If someone is not fully paying the portion of tuition that is a personal
obligation, because he cannot afford it, then in essence the school is giving
that person tzedaka and, as we know from the last mishna in d`t, taking
tzedaka is a last resort and every effort should be made to avoid it. ( See
dpx oniq drc dxei jexr ogley - dwcvdn envr mc` wigxi mlerl.)
However, on the portion of tuition that is a communal obligation, then
everyone’s assessment should be, oFnnd itl and if a person is paying his
fair share of the communal responsibility, even if it is less than full tuition,
he is fulfilling his responsibility. The tuition assistance this person receives
is not considered tzedaka, and there is nothing wrong with spending a few
dollars here and there on extras.
Having said this, clearly the first priority for one’s extra (and even not so
extra) funds should be his children’s yeshiva. It is a known dlEbq for dglvd
in one’s children’s jEpig to pay as much as one is able.
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